OUR GUARANTEE
You must be satisfied with any item purchased from this catalog or return it within 60 days for a full refund. No questions asked.
All DVDs and Blu-rays are new. Many are in limited supply and at these prices may sell out fast. If any item is sold out your money will be refunded by bank check. Shipment is normally within 48 hours. Some items may be temporarily out of stock, in which case a second shipment will be made, normally in 14 days, but in no case later than 60 days.
Due to a Supreme Court decision, we are now required to collect applicable state sales tax (which may include city and county taxes) based on the delivery address of your order. If tax is due and your order will be shipped to the address preprinted on the order form, your tax rate is printed under the address.

* means that Postage & Handling is NOT part of the taxable amount.
Action/Adventure

4914066 4 ACTION-ADVENTURE MOVIE MARATHON. It’s four times the action, four times the excitement in this explosive set. Includes Roger Corman’s Escaped from Devil’s Island (Lyndal Brown and Christopher George, Rated R, 87 minutes); The Final Option (Rated R, 126 minutes); Shake Hands with the Devil (James Caigney, B&W, 111 minutes); and Theuture of the Four Crowns (105 minutes). Two DVDs! Shout! Factory. Pub. at $9.99. $5.95

7852975 BATTLE WARRIOR. widescreen. Deep in the jungles on the border of the notorious Golden Triangle lies a hidden treasure worth billions. A group of mercenaries enter to find just the man who can lead them to it. Guarding him is the protector (Tony Jaa). Includes an bonus DVD of extras. Not Rated. Dubbed and in Thai with English subtitles. 86 minutes. Celestial Star. $5.95

1969865 DAUNTLESS: The Battle of Midway. widescreen. During the pivotal battle of Midway, the two-man crew of a U.S. Navy dive bomber is forced to ditch into the sea. Set adrift, the men look toward their comrades for rescue, namely the ragtag crew of an amphibious aircraft, who are sent to search for survivors. English SDH. 98 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $14.98. $5.95

7883788 DREDD. widescreen. In a violent, futuristic city where the police have the authority to act as judge, jury and executioner, a cop teams with a trainee to take down a gang that deals the reality-altering drug, SLO-MO. Stars Karl Urban and Olivia Thirlby. Rated R. CC. 96 minutes. Lionsgate. $5.95

7793790 GET CARTER. widescreen. A Las Vegas mob enforcer travels back to his hometown to investigate his brother’s mysterious death. Stars Sylvester Stallone and Rachel Leigh Cook. Rated R. CC. 03 minutes. Warner Bros. $5.95

7765266 SEVEN SWORDS. widescreen. Combining stunning action choreography, lavish production design and epic storytelling in the heroic tale of seven master swordsmen who band together to prevent the slaughter of innocent villagers by an evil warlord; 153 minutes. Weinstein. $5.95

7694087 ZERO DARK THIRTY. widescreen. A chronicle of the decade-long hunt for al-Qaeda terrorist leader Osama bin Laden after the September 2001 attacks. Stars gypsum. 12 years. Rated. Actress SBS. 105 minutes. Warner Bros. $5.95

7765289 DRAGONFLY SQUADRON. widescreen. In 1950, as the Korean peninsula draws closer to war, a stem Air Force Major (John Hodiak) must train a squadron of South Korean pilots in very little time. When enemy forces invade, most of the American personnel are evacuated, but Brady remains to aid in diverting the Russian-backed North Korean advance. In W. 83 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. $5.95

4773322 THE LOST CITY OF Z. widescreen. British explorer Percy Fawcett (Charlie Hunnam) journeys into the Amazon at dawn of the 20th century and discovers evidence of an unknown civilization. Supported by missionaries and his devoted wife (Sienna Miller), theтон joins an expedition led by Robert Evans. Fawcett returns time and again to his beloved jungle in search of the lost city. English SDH. 140 minutes. Broad Green Pictures. $5.95

1993833 ASHER. widescreen. An aging hitman’s last job goes sideways, forcing him to redeem himself. Stars Ron Perlman, Famke Janssen and Peter Facinelli. Rated R. 104 minutes. Momentum. $3.95

3801187 SHINOBIR GIRL. widescreen. A group of ultra-rich elite is cutting a path of destruction, and fierce ninja Ninako is the only thing that stands in their way. But Ms. Brooks, a high society trophy wife turned merciless killer, won’t go down so easily. Her army of elite corporate assassins includes a lethal one-woman hit squad, Raven, who has her own scom to settle. Not Rated. 160 minutes on two DVDs. Fever Dreams. $4.95


4886437 PROFILE OF A SERIAL KILLER. widescreen. When a shocking massacre in a small-town diner leaves no clues, Forensic Psychologist Dr. Jane Halifax (Rebecca DeMornay) teams up with Senior Detective Eric Ringer (Hugh Jackman) for one of the toughest cases of their careers. Not Rated. 101 minutes. Lionsgate. $4.95

7713029 MAD MAX: Fury Road. widescreen. In a post-apocalyptic wasteland, a woman rebels against a tyrannical ruler in search for her homeland with the aid of a group of female prisoners, a psychopathic worshiper, and a drifter named Max. Stars Tom Hardy and Charlize Theron. Rated R. English SDH. 120 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $3.95

776677X LILLA & EYE/MISS MEADOWS/FOST BLISS/HEATSTROKE. widescreen. These four films will satisfy any action movie fan’s appetite for thrills! Collects Lilla & Eve (Viola Davis and Jennifer Lopez); Miss Meadows (Katie Holmes); Fort Bliss (Michelle Monaghan); and Heatstroke (Stephen Dorff). Not Rated. Over six hours. Momentum. $5.95

7849592 IMMORTALS. widescreen. This is a mortal man chosen by Zeus to lead the fight against the ruthless King Hyperion, who is on a rampage across Greece to acquire a weapon that can destroy humanity. Stars Henry Cavill and Mickey Rourke. Rated R. English SDH. 110 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

7712898 AMERICAN SNIPER. widescreen. Chris Kyle’s (Bradley Cooper) mission is to protect his brothers in arms while being a prime target of insurgents. Despite the danger, Chris serves through four harrowing tours of duty in Iraq, personifying the spirit of the SEAL creed to “leave no one behind.” Rated R. English SDH. 132 minutes. Warner Home Video. $3.95

779262X DELTA FORCE 1 AND 2. widescreen. Chuck Norris delivers his unique brand of hard-hitting heroism in two explosive missions. He joins Lee Marvin in Delta Force, determined to save hostages from political extremists. Norris returns for the sequel, embarking on a mission to destroy a deadly South American drug cartel. Rated R. Nearly 4 hours on two DVDs. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

3 CROWNS OF THE CANNIBAL GOD. widescreen. When her anthropologist husband disappears in New Guinea, Susan Stevenson (Ursla Andress) convinces her colleague, Dr. Edward Foster (Stacy Keach), to lead her into the dark heart of the deadly jungle. With her six children and friend UV (Ben Kingsley), they travel to the remote prehistoric Ra-Rami; the expedition is captured by a tribe of primitive natives. 1978. Not Rated. 103 minutes. $11.95

7891113 SAN ANDREAS. widescreen. In the aftermath of a massive earthquake in California, a rescue-chopper pilot makes a dangerous journey with his ex-wife across the state in order to rescue her daughter. Stars Dwayne Johnson and Carla Gugino. English SDH. 114 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $8.95

7813953 SABOTAGE/KILLER ELITE. widescreen. In Sabotage members of an elite DEA task force find themselves being taken down one by one after they rob a drug cartel safe house. Stars Arnold Schwarzenegger. In Killer Elite when his mentor is taken captive by a disgraced Arab sheik, a retired contract killer (James Cawthorn) is forced into action. Both Rated R. English SDH. Nearly 8 hours. Universal. $6.95
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7844859 REDEMPTION. Widescreen. On the run from a military court martial, a damaged ex-special forces soldier (Jason Statham) seizes the opportunity to assume another man’s identity. Bent on retribution after a friend’s murder, he sets out to find the killer and enforce his own form of justice. Rated R. 100 minutes. VFS Films. $9.95

4819462 MAGELLAN. Widescreen. When NASA picks up three signals of extraterrestrial origin coming from within our own solar system, the space agency expedits a mission to investigate the sources. As Earth’s lone emissary, they send Commander Roger Nelson (Brandon Ray Oliver). Assisted by an onboard A.I., Nelson journeys to find the alien beings. In Cinerama, Dolby Vision. SunWorld. $9.95

380125X SWEET KARMA. Widescreen. Karma Balint is a shy, mute Russian girl whose sister Anna left for Canada in hopes of making money for the both of them. When Karma discovers that Anna’s body has been found in the woods, the apparent victim of a Russian mafia hit, Karma sets off to infiltrate the criminal underworld to avenge her sister. Rated R. CC. 85 minutes. Phase 4 Films. $4.95

1989782 GRINGO. Widescreen. Explores the battle for survival between two businesswomen: an American who’s been missing for a decade and a Russian mafia’s wanted criminal. Stars David Deyell and Charlene Theron. Rated R. English SDH. 111 minutes. Universal. $3.95

198943X BEIRUT. Widescreen. Caught in the crossfires of civil war, CIA operatives must send a former U.S. diplomat to negotiate for the life of a friend he left behind. Stars Jon Hamm and Rosamund Pike. Rated R. English SDH. 110 minutes. Universal. $3.95

1954652 TANKS FOR STALIN. Widescreen. The prototypes of a new cutting edge tank are being taken on a secret mission through Germany to Moscow, to Comrade Stalin. However, the cross-country journey quickly proves to be strewed with pitfalls, including the pursuit by the Nazis who want the tanks for themselves. Not Rated. In Russian with English subtitles. 90 minutes. In Distribution. $3.95

7870191 SKYLINES. Widescreen. When a virus threatens to turn the now earth-dwelling friendly alien hybrids against humans, Captain Rose Cotley must lead a team of elite mercenaries on a mission to the alien world in order to save what’s left. Stars Lindsey Morgan and Jonathan Howard. Rated R. English SDH. 113 minutes. Vertical. $5.95

1950347 GODZILLA: King of the Monsters. Widescreen. The most powerful creature the world has ever known returns to challenge a battery of god-sized monsters—and the fate of humanity hangs in the balance. Stars Michael Dougherty and Millie Bobby Brown. English SDH. 132 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $3.95


4788575 BLADE RUNNER 2049. Widescreen. Thirty years after the events of the first film, a new blade runner, LAPD Officer K (Ryan Gosling) uncovers a long-buried secret that has the potential to plunge what’s left of society into chaos. K’s discovery leads him on a quest to find Rick Deckard (Harrison Ford) who’s been missing for a decade. Rated R. English SDH. 184 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $4.95

784462X EXCESSIVE FORCE II: Force on Force. Widescreen. Special Agent Harry Cordell (Stacie Randall) and Frank Lydell (Dan Gauthier) were once lovers fighting on the same side in the Gulf War, but now they are all but at peace with each other. He’s the mastermind of a vicious assassination squad and she’s the only agent who can eliminate them. Rated R. CC. 88 minutes. New Line Home Entertainment. $9.95

7793847 HERO WANTED. Widescreen. A man seeks revenge after he and a bank teller are shot during a robbery. Stars Ray Liotta and Cuba Gooding Jr. Rated R. CC. 95 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

7791016 KILL ME THREE TIMES. Widescreen. Professional hit-man Charlie Wolfe finds himself in three tales of murder, blackmail and revenge after a botched contract assignment. Stars Simon Pegg and Teresa Palmer. Rated R. English SDH. 90 minutes. Magnolia. $5.95

7838565 THE FROZEN FRONT. Widescreen. In January 1945, the first French regiment of paratroopers to fight with an American unit prepares to liberate Alsace in France. Pounded by German forces, the French and American troops experience the violence of war in their struggle for freedom and survival. Not Rated. Dubbed in English. 142 minutes. Cinedigm. $4.95

7756399 BATMAN FOREVER/BATMAN & ROBIN. Widescreen. Val Kilmer does the hero’s cape and two-Face (Tommy Lee Jones) and the Riddler (Jim Carrey) take over Gotham. Forever. The threat of eternal winter in Gotham City can’t keep the action from heating up in Batman & Robin. Mr. Freeze (Arnold Schwarzenegger) aims to put the world on ice, and it’s up to Batman (George Clooney) and Robin (Chris O’Donnell) to save the day. CC. Over 4 hours on one double-sided DVD. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $14.98 $5.95

7766742 5 ACTION FILMS. Widescreen. Collects five films: G.I. Joe: The Rise of Cobra; Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles; Jack Ryan: Shadow Recruit; Hansel and Gretel: Witch Hunters (Rated R); and Tomb Raider. CC. Over 8 hours on five DVDs. Paramount. $3.95

7730594 THE GREAT WALL. Widescreen. Tells the story of an elite force making a valiant stand for humanity on the world’s most iconic structure. Stars Matt Damon, Zhang Yimou, and Willem Dafoe. English SDH. 103 minutes. Universal. $5.95

7772690 KONG: Skull Island. Widescreen. A team of scientists, soldiers and adventurers explores an uncharted island in the Pacific, but their mission of discovery becomes the ultimate battle between man and nature when they venture into the domain of the Mighty Kong, Stars Tom Hiddleston and Brie Larson. English SDH. 118 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

3885704 CHUCK NORRIS: Total Attack Pack. This action-packed collection includes Norris’ most powerful performances—deserves (actually, it demands) a place in every movie fan’s library. Films include Lone Wolf McQuade; Missing in Action; Code of Silence; and The Delta Force. Most Rated R. Over 7 hours on four DVDs. Two DVDs are doublesided MGM. $7.95

1910663 D-DAY: Battle of Omaha Beach. Widescreen. When an elite group of American soldiers are ordered to take out a series of German machine gun nests, they find themselves boldly venturing into enemy territory. Stars Chuck Liddell, Weston Cage Coppola and Randy Couture. Not Rated. English SDH. 85 minutes. Cinedigm. $5.95

1989642 DOLITTLE. Widescreen. A physician who can talk to animals embarks on an adventure to find a legendary island with a young apprentice and a crew of strange pets. Stars Robert Downey Jr. and Antonio Banderas. English SDH. 102 minutes. Universal. $5.95
1914: The Western Front. Widescreen. As the 1914 summer sun heats up mainland Europe, World War I crashes down across the fractured peninsula. Living in Paris, Dutchman Arthur Knaap yearns to serve, protect and defend his beloved nation and joins the Foreign Legion. Before long, Arthur is plunged into the cold consuming darkness of trench warfare. Not Rated. Dubbed in English. 78 minutes. In Distribution. $9.95

7732376 47 RONIN. Widescreen. A band of samurai sets out to avenge the death and dishonor of their master at the hands of a ruthless shogun. Stars Keanu Reeves and Hiroyuki Sanada. English SDH. 119 minutes. Universal. $3.95

7892527 ROBIN HOOD. Widescreen. A war-hardened Crusader and his Moorish commander mount an audacious revolt against the corrupt English crown. Stars Taron Egerton and Jamie Fox. English SDH. 116 minutes. Lionsgate. $3.95

7813414 MACGRUBER. Widescreen. Former special operative MacGruber is called in to take down his arch-enemy, Dieter Von Cunth, who’s stolen and has in possession a nuclear warhead. Stars Will Forte and Kristen Wiig. Rated R. English SDH. 91 minutes. Mill Creek. $2.95

**7805586 ESCAPE THROUGH AFRICA.** Widescreen. In 1914, a British nurse escapes an attack on her outpost in Africa. Hunted by a German-led war party, and with help from local warriors, she embarks on an epic journey to save a neighboring outpost from a massacre. Stars Linus Roache and Eric Roberts. Not Rated. 91 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $12.95. $9.95

**4790278 THE WILD GEESA,** Widescreen. A team of aging mercenaries are hired by a wealthy industrialist for one final mission: recruit a squad of desperate commandos, parachute into an unstable African nation, snatch its deposed president from prison, and escape, killing anyone in their way. Stars Richard Burton, Roger Moore, and Richard Harris. Rated R. 78 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

7754191 MUTINY! Widescreen. During the War of 1812, the U.S. tasks Captain James Marshall to sail through the British blockade and bring back a French loan in gold but the secret leaks out and many greedy hands, including the mutinous crew’s, are after the gold. Stars Mark Stevens and Angela Lansbury. English SDH. 78 minutes. VCI Entertainment. $3.95

7738714 EL DORADO: City of Gold. Widescreen. Jack Wilder (Shane West) and his former lover Maria Martinez (Natalie Martinez) are getting closer to finding the illustrious city of gold. Wall Street traders have heard of their plan and are prepared to stop them, so the intrepid duo send mercy’s Colonel Sam Frissom after the two. Not Rated. 93 minutes. Echo Bridge. $5.95

7761199 THE FINAL STAND. Widescreen. A film about the feat of the Podok cadets in October 1941 near Moscow. The cadets of the Podok artillery-schools are ordered to take up defenses on the Ilinsky line. A thoughtful and intriguing war drama that tells a tale of heroism and true camaraderie in the face of tragic hardship. Not Rated. Dubbed in English, and in Russian with English subtitles. Factory. Pub. at $19.98. $5.95

7761201 FIRE. Widescreen. Alexey Sokolov commands a team of Aerial Forest Protection Service firefighters. Alexey disapproves when his daughter begins dating Roman, a rookie firefighter. When an intern engulfings everything in its path, Alexey will have to learn to rely on Roman to save a village from total destruction. Not Rated. Dubbed in Russian with English subtitles. 132 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.98. $3.95

7825005 47 METERS DOWN. Widescreen. Two sisters vacationing in Mexico are trapped in a shark cage at the bottom of the ocean. With less than an hour of oxygen left and great white sharks circling nearby, they must fight to survive. Stars Claire Holt and Mandy Moore. English SDH. 89 minutes. Anchor Bay. $5.95
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7890974 HEIST. Widescreen. A father has days to come up with the money for his daughter’s life-saving surgery. As a last resort, he partners with a greedy co-worker to rob a casino. When things go awry they’re forced to hijack a city bus. Stars Robert De Niro and Jeffrey Dean Morgan. Not Rated. 92 minutes. VVS Films. <strong>$5.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7766181 BEHIND ENEMY LINES. Widescreen. Thomas Ian Griffith stars as Mike Weston, a soldier tasked with retrieving nuclear triggers before they fall into enemy hands. When the plan goes awry, Mike barely escapes, leaving fellow soldier Jones (Chris Mulkey) behind. When Mike learns that Jones is still alive a year later, he plots to return to the jungle on a life or death rescue mission. Rated R. 98 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95. <strong>$4.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7728484 ESCAPE FROM L.A. The Extractors. Widescreen. Out for vengeance, Brezlin and his crew find themselves breaching into a new high-security prison in an effort to find the missing daughter of a Hong Kong tech executive. Stars Sylvester Stallone and Dave Bautista. Rated R. 88 minutes. VVS Films. <strong>$5.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7844554 FELON. Widescreen. Locked up for killing an intruder, a family man must cope with life in the violent penal system. Stars Stephen Dorff and Val Kilmer. Rated R. CC. 104 minutes. Sony Pictures. <strong>$9.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>773901 MIRROR MIRROR. Widescreen. An evil queen steals control of a kingdom and an exiled princess enlists the help of seven resourceful rebels to win back her birthright. Stars Lily Collins and Julia Roberts. English SDH. 106 minutes. 20th Century Fox. <strong>$5.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7705832 CHAI LAI ANGELS. Widescreen. Miki, the daughter of a martial arts master, is being hunted by an organized crime syndicate for her knowledge of the location of a hidden treasure. When she is kidnapped, five sexy undercover agents are sent to recover the girl and protect the Andaman Pearl. Rated R. Dubbed and in Thai with English subtitles. 102 minutes. Magnolia. <strong>$5.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7819390 SCORPION KING: Book of Souls. Widescreen. The Scorpion King teams up with a female warrior named Tala, who is the sister of The Nubian King. Together they search for a legendary relic known as The Book of Souls, which will allow them to put an end to an evil warlord. Stars Zach McGowan and Peter Mensah. English SDH. 102 minutes. Universal. <strong>$5.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7709404 JACK REACHER: Never Go Back. Widescreen. Jack Reacher must uncover the truth behind a major government conspiracy in order to clear his name while on the run as a fugitive from the law. Stars Tom Cruise and Cobie Smulders. CC. 117 minutes. Paramount. <strong>$5.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7690975 DAY WATCH. Widescreen. A man who serves in the war between the forces of Light and Dark comes into possession of a device that can restore life to Moscow, which was nearly destroyed by an apocalyptic event. Not Rated. English dubbing and in Russian with English subtitles. 146 minutes. 20th Century Fox. <strong>$3.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7806434 THE BURNING OF ATLANTA. Widescreen. Depicts the destruction of Atlanta near the end of the Civil War, and the desperation and terror caused in the lives of those who watched their entire society collapse around them. Stars Jerry Chessser. Not Rated. 82 minutes. In Distribution. <strong>$5.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7928238 UNKNOWN WORLD. Fullscreen. A team sets about boring into the Earth to find a subterranean environment where humans can live. As the group digs deeper beneath the earth’s crust, they begin to feel the dangerous journey claims the lives of several expedition members. Stars Bruce Kellogg and Otto Waalks. Not Rated. In B&amp;W. 74 minutes. Cheesy Movies. Pub. at $9.95. <strong>$7.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7806485 PATRIOT: A Nation at War. Widescreen. A tough as nails CIA agent resigns herself to living a quiet life when she is discharged after a mission goes bad. With her past behind her, she’s on the brink of marrying the man of her dreams when they are attacked by mercenaries and must once again become the agent to save the new life she has built. Stars Alex Sutzman. Not Rated. 96 minutes. ProLific. <strong>$5.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7804950 AWOL-72. Widescreen. An AWOL marine (Luke Goss), in possession of secret government information, is a wanted man, pursued by Russian special ops, the LAPD, and dangerous assassin. Also stars RZA and Bokeem Woodbine. Rated R. 82 minutes. VVS Films. <strong>$4.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>773871 JURASSIC PARK. Widescreen. A pragmatic paleontologist touring an almost complete theme park on an island in Central America is tasked with protecting a couple of kids after a power failure causes the park’s cloned dinosaurs to run loose. Stars Sam Neill and Laura Dern. English SDH. 127 minutes. Universal. <strong>$5.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7849501 GODZILLA/PACIFIC RIM. Widescreen. In Godzilla the world is beset by the appearance of monstrous sea creatures, but for them may be the only one who can save humanity, Stars Aaron Taylor-Johnson. In Pacific Rim as a war between humankind and monstrous sea creatures wages on, a former pilot and a trainee are paired up to drive a seemingly obsolete special weapon in a desperate effort to stop the apocalypse. Stars Idris Elba. English SDH. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. <strong>$5.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7887582 THE PROTECTOR. Widescreen. A young lighter named Kham must go to Australia to rescue his elephant. With the help of a Thai-born Australian detective, Kham must take on all comers, including a gang led by an evil woman and her two deadly bodyguards. Stars Tony Jaa. Rated R. Dubbed and in Thai with English subtitles. 83 minutes. Cinedigm. <strong>$3.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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**7678908 BADASS SHOWDOWN.** Widescreen. Uber MMA fighter manager Ivy Reed (Cynthia Rothrock) is unique as a woman in a male-dominated field. Ivy uses special formulas to find her champion fighters. Though her trainer Jimmy doesn’t see eye to eye with her, he nevertheless works with her latest crop of “auditionees.” Not Rated. 75 minutes. Rapid Heart. $5.95

**1981919 THE WARLORD.** Widescreen. Dandar was one of the commanders in a horse battle in the Mongolian army fighting against Japan’s Imperial Army. He never lost a battle. Due to personal jealousy of an investigating officer, Dandar was persecuted for treasurring of his life in war canton with the very enemies he fought to protect his country. Not Rated. English dubbing. 91 minutes. Itn Distribution. $3.95

**4908929 SHAZAM!** Widescreen. Billy Batson (Asher Angel) is a streetwise 14 year old who can magically transform into the adult super hero Shazam (Zachary Levi) simply by shouting out one word. His newfound powers soon get put to the test when he squares off against the evil Dr. Thaddeus Sivana (Mark Strong). English SDH. 132 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

**7709366 BAYWATCH.** Widescreen. Devoted lifeguard Mitch Buchannon butts heads with a brash new recruit, as they uncover a criminal plot that threatens the future of the bay. Stars Dwayne Johnson and Zac Efron. Rated R. CC. 1:16 minutes. Paramount. $5.95

**774353X THE WINDS OF AUTUMN.** In 1884, an eleven year old Quaker boy, Joel, sets out on his own to seek revenge against a gang of outlaws who senselessly murdered his family. Stars Jack Elam and Jeanette Nolan. 105 minutes. Reel Vault. $9.95

**1982818 ESCAPE FROM DEATH BLOCK 13.** Widescreen. After the death of his brother, Mick travels to America to seek justice. Wrongly convicted of extortion and attempted murder, Mick is sent to Pleasant Hill Penitentiary’s notorious Death Block 13 and his rage ignites an explosive riot as he makes a daring escape. Stars Robert Forster and Chris Hahn. Not Rated. English SDH. 105 minutes. Uncorked Entertainment. $3.95

**7924887 WHITE PONGO.** Fullscreen. A savage albino gorilla is believed to be the missing link between man and ape. Hunters and scientists venture into the jungle to capture this mighty beast. Stars Richard Fraser and Maris Wrixon. Not Rated. In B&W. 71 minutes. Cheesy Movies. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

**7793774 DRAGON AGE: Dawn of the Seeker.** Widescreen. In the land of Orlias, a brash young seeker, Cassandra, fights to stop a blood-soaked conspiracy. Hidden hands seek to tear apart the realm’s most powerful religious order, and as the sinister plot unfolds, Cassandra is accused of treason and murder. Not Rated. English SDH. 90 minutes. Fumigation. $5.95

**7890877 ATOMIC BLONDE/LUCY.** Widescreen. In Atomic Blonde an undercover MI6 agent (Charlize Theron) is sent to Berlin during the Cold War to investigate the murder of a fellow agent and recover a missing list of double agents. In Lucy A woman (Scarlett Johansson), accidentally caught in a dark deal, turns to her Innate powers to turn the tables on captors and transform into a merciless warrior. Both Rated R. English SDH. Over 3 hours on 2 DVDs. $5.95

**7738692 BROKEN SWORDS: The Last in Line.** Widescreen. Twelve seasoned men and women are on the run if anyone can survive this, they will or they will die trying. And many will indeed die before the night bleeds away into morning light. Stars Clark Sarullo and Dante Walker. 89 minutes. Echo Bridge. $5.95

**6671126 BILLY JACK: The Complete Collection.** Widescreen. Collects four groundbreaking action-packed classics from the ’60s and ’70s, featuring all the fast-kicking, politically aware stories that had audiences cheering. The half-Native American, half-white ex-Green Beret, Billy Jack (Tom Laughlin) leads a life of peace which is disrupted by the arrival of a mob informant to the police. Rated R. 79 minutes. MP. Pub. at $19.99 $21.95

**7821077 TOMB INVADE.** Widescreen. The heart of the Dragon, a prized artifact, leads a team of adventurers to an ancient tomb. When it’s discovered the Heart is cursed, the powerful stone is armed and escaping with it. Not Rated. 90 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

**4907922 PAINKILLERS.** Widescreen. A squad of marines sent on a classified mission deep in the war-torn mountains of Afghanistan finds the mysterious item they were sent for is not what they were expecting. The next thing they know, Major Callery and the surviving squad members wake up in a military medical facility with no memory of what happened or who they are. Unrated. 105 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. $5.95

**7733669 BLACKMAIL IS MY LIFE.** Widescreen. Up from the slums Shun is a young winner who will do anything to keep his freelwheeling lifestyle intact. His lucky streak of blackmailing criminals in violent fashion for unwisely targets business allies of a powerful gang boss. Not Rated. In Japanese with English subtitles. 89 minutes. HVE. $5.95

**7875568 TWISTER’S REVENGE!** Fullscreen. Mr. Twister is a talking monkey truck with a mind of it’s own. When three bumbling crooks try to get their hands on the computerized control system, things get wild. Stars Dean West and Meredith O’Re. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Cheezy Movies. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

**7723261 COMMRAUDERS.** Fullscreen. During World War II, an Italian-American commando, disguised as an Italian Army unit, is parachuted behind enemy lines in Africa. Stars Lee Van Cleef and Jack Kelly. 98 minutes. Cheezy Movies. Pub. at $9.95

**7891164 TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES: The Original Movie.** Widescreen. Four teenage mutant ninja turtles emerge from the shadows to protect New York City from a gang of criminal ninjas. Stars Judith Hoag and Elias Koteas. CC. 95 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

**7854684 REDLINE.** Widescreen. On the streets of Los Angeles and Las Vegas, daredevil divers race the world’s most exotic cars for million dollar bets. But as the stakes rise, so does the danger—from deadly clashes to kidnapping and murder—and only the fast and furious survive. Stars Nathan Phillips and Cara Buono. 95 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**7924852 SUBURRA.** Widescreen. In 2011, Ostia is the subject of a giant real estate project intended to make the harbor of Ancient Rome the new Venice of today. But the place soon becomes a battleground where criminals and politicians either join forces cynically or fight each other ruthlessly. Not Rated. In Italian with English subtitles. 135 minutes. Unearthed Films. Pub. at $21.95 $16.95

**7733612 BOUNTY HUNTERS.** Widescreen. Wrestling champion andfulness icon Trish Stratus explodes on the screen in her feature film debut, a thrilling and sexy ride through crime-infested streets where everyone has a price. Jules (Stratus) and her fellow mercenaries struggle to make ends meet until they find what seems like an easy job: deliver a mob informant to the police. Rated R. 79 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $19.98 $11.98

**8247785 DIRTY HARRY.** Widescreen. Clint Eastwood plays streetwise San Francisco police detective Harry Callahan, who always nails the perp—one way or the other. A rooftop sniper (Andy Robinson) named Scorpio has killed twice, and Harry is determined it will be his last slaying. Includes a bonus DVD of extras. Rated R. English SDH. 102 minutes. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $20.97 PRICE CUT to $3.95
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7892594 THE THREE BURIALS OF MELOQUIADES ESTRADA. Fullscreen & Widescreen. Pete Perkins is a veteran cowboy who hires Majoquiates Estrada as a ranch hand and quickly becomes his friend. But when Estrada is shot down, Perkins takes justice in his own hands, by burying Estrada in his hometown in Mexico. Stars Tommy Lee Jones and Barry Pepper. Rated R, CC. 212 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

3856496 WILD WEST 4-PACK. Widescreen. A quartet of hard-bitten, bullet-riddled westerns starring grizzled and gruff movie stars: Disappearances with Gary Farmer and Luis Guzman; Miracle at Sage Creek with David Carradine; Bull Fighter (Rated R) with Robert Rodriguez and Willem Dafoe; and All Hat (Rated R) with Keith Carradine, Luke Kirby and Rachel Leigh Cook. Over 6 hours on two double-sided DVDs. Screen Media Films. $4.95

7869392 WYATT EARP. Widescreen. In a gritty, complex portrayal, Kevin Costner portrays the lawman who became a legend in this epic, action-filled saga directed and co-written by Lawrence Kasdan. Gene Hackman plays Wyatt’s iron-willed father and Dennis Quaid is Earp’s deadliest friend Doc Holliday. CC. Over three hours. Warner Home Video. $5.95

7880689 APALLOOSA. Widescreen. Ed Harris and Viggo Mortensen stand together as friends and for-hire peacekeepers. As the worst of the desperadoes arrive in towns with only a dollar and a keen sense of survival, Renee Zellweger adds feelings--those things that can get you killed--to a quest to bring a murderer (Jeremy Irons) to justice. Rated R. English SDH. 115 minutes. New Line Cinema. $5.95

**Action/Adventure**


7712901 ATOMIC BLONDE. An undercover MI6 agent is sent to Berlin during the Cold War to investigate the murder of a fellow agent and recover a missing list of double agents. Stars Charlize Theron and James McAvoy. Rated R. English SDH. 114 minutes. Universal. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

7867425 ALCATRAZ. Widescreen. A group of prisoners, led by an armed robber and a gangster, attempt to escape from the infamous Alcatraz Island. Inspired by real events. Stars Derek Nelson and Patrick O’Donnell. Not Rated. 84 minutes. Digital Media. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

7863999 VELOCITY. A rebellious punk of the beat generation spends his days as an amateur dirt track driver in between partying and trouble-making. He eventually kidnaps his buddy’s girlfriend, kills a few police officers, and finally sees his own life end in tragedy. Stars Jack Nicholson and Georgette Capitano. Not Rated. 114 minutes. Universal. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

7867530 DESERT STRIKE. Widescreen. An ex-military man with a mysterious past leads a group of Egyptian refugees through the desert and must protect them from a group of evil mercenaries. Stars Mike Tyson and Ramez Amir. Not Rated. 112 minutes. Distribution. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

7840601 MOJIN: The Worm Valley. Widescreen. Once again the legendary tomb explorer Hu Bayi is on a dangerous mission as he seeks out the Tomb of Emperor Xian, located on an island of monstrous creatures in this mystical action-adventure. Not Rated. In Mandarin with English subtitles. 111 minutes. Well Go USA. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

7843434 ALLEGIANT: The Divergent Series. Widescreen. Tris and Four lead a team of rebels in a daring escape over the city wall–into a strange new world where they face a threat more terrifying than imagined. Together, they wage a battle for survival, fighting not only for their factions and loved ones, but for the future of their city. Stars Shailene Woodley and Theo James. English SDH. 121 minutes. Lionsgate. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

7814267 GUN CALIBER. Evil in Tokyo is on the rise and heroes have become a common commodity just out for fame and glory. Washed up anti-hero Gun Caliber is summoned to save Tokyo from the forces of Evil. Not Rated. In Japanese with English subtitles, 82 minutes. SRS Cinema. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

788024 CLINT EASTWOOD DIRTY HARRY COLLECTION. Widescreen. Warner Home Video. **$9.95**

7723920 ACTION COMEDIES: 8-Movie Collection. Universal. **$5.95**

7871783 DIE ANOTHER DAY. Widescreen. 20th Century Fox. **$5.95**

7748418 THE COMMAND. Widescreen. Mongrel Media. **$3.95**

7712936 A DOG’S PURPOSE. Widescreen. Universal. **$3.95**

4908643 INNOCENT BYSTANDERS. Olive Films. **$24.95**

1981403 WANTED: Limited Edition Collector’s Set. Widescreen. Adults only. Universal. **SOLD OUT**

7737629 TARZAN: King of the Jungle. Echo Bridge. **$5.95**

7870086 ALIEN SNIPER. Widescreen. Green Apple. **$5.95**

7824882 LADY BLOODFIGHT. Widescreen. Vertical. **$6.95**

7775638 MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE–FALLOUT. Widescreen. Paramount. **$5.95**

1905495 RAMPAGE. Widescreen. Warner Bros. Enter. **$3.95**

778886X 1313: Hercules Unbound! Widescreen. Rapid Heart. **SOLD OUT**

7709358 ANNIHILATION. Widescreen. Paramount. **$5.95**

4886410 THE LAST TEMPLAR. Widescreen. Genius Entertainment. **$6.95**

7761228 HUNTER HUNTER. Widescreen. Scream Factory. **$5.95**

7712952 DOOM: Annihilation. Widescreen. Universal. **$5.95**

7706324 BACK TO THE FUTURE: The Complete Adventures. Universal. **$59.98**

1899758 THE GENTLEMEN. Widescreen. Universal. **$5.95**

779391X MISSION: Impossible. Widescreen. Paramount. **$5.95**

7691041 HYENA ROAD. Widescreen. Sony Pictures. **$3.95**

7793944 THE OTHER GUYS. Widescreen. Columbia. **$5.95**

7846813 THE GREAT ALASKAN RACE. Widescreen. **$7.95**

7770766 IRREVERSIBLE. Widescreen. VVS Films. **$5.95**

7761854 CHASING THE DRAGON. Widescreen. Well Go USA. **$3.95**

4718305 SHARK! Widescreen. Olive Films. **$5.95**

197583 THE SPIRIT. Lionsgate. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

7778297 SARA STEIN: From Berlin to Tel Aviv–The Complete Series. Widescreen. Film Movement. **$14.95**


1906848 HARD KILL. Widescreen. Vertical. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

7691084 JUPITER ASCENDING /CLOUD ATLAS. Widescreen. Warner Bros. Enter. **$5.95**

7900520 A SCORE TO SETTLE. Fullscreen. RLJ Entertainment. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

1899316 ADRIFT. Widescreen. Universal. **$5.95**

7765169 BORN TO FIGHT. Widescreen. Scream Factory. **$7.95**

1962604 RUN ALL NIGHT/UNKNOWN. Widescreen. Warner Home Video. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

1991043 I DECLARE WAR. Widescreen. MVD Visual. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**
### Westerns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Rating</th>
<th>Run Time</th>
<th>Studio</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>COUNTING BULLETS.</strong> Widescreen. The story of a small group of calvary soldiers who are pinned down in a canyon by the enemy. Over the course of a few days, they are forced to face their differences and rely on each of their instincts to survive. Stars Michael Ironside and Kevin Brannan. Not Rated. CC. 73 minutes.</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>20th Century Fox</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LITTLE WOODS.</strong> Widescreen. Nate, a bounty hunter, keeps searching for money to pay back a debt. He discovers there’s an outlaw and her reward is enough to avoid his hanging. Nate must break the outlaw out of jail in order to save his life. Stars Austin O’Brien, Michelle Accuna. 90 minutes. North American Motion Pic.</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>Warner Bros.</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>COUNTING BULLETS.</strong> Widescreen. Fullscreen. When their oil well is destroyed by South American bandits, Jeff Dawson (Gary Cooper) and Dutch Peterson (Ward Bond) accept a dangerous job of transporting nitroglycerin. But when they are swindled out of payment, they’re aided by an old friend, now a wealthy oil baron, who is married to Dawson’s ex-love (Barbara Stanwyck). In B&amp;W. 97 minutes. Olive Films.</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>Warner Bros.</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WOMAN THEY ALMOST LYNCHED.</strong> In the waning years of the Civil War, Border City becomes a refuge for such violent renegades as Charles Quintrell (Brian Donlevy), Jesse and Frank James (Benn Compton and James Brown) and Jim Davis (Jim Davis). Enter the innocent Sally Maris (Joan Leslie), who will soon find herself entangled not only in the upsurge of her town, but that of the nation as well. In B&amp;W. 90 minutes. Olive Films.</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>Warner Bros.</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BOUNTY.</strong> Widescreen. Nate, a bounty hunter, keeps searching for money to pay back a debt. He discovers there’s an outlaw and her reward is enough to avoid his hanging. Nate must break the outlaw out of jail in order to save his life. Stars Austin O’Brien, Michelle Accuna. 90 minutes. North American Motion Pic.</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>Warner Bros.</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TREASURE OF TAYOPA.</strong> Fullscreen. Winterset sets out on an expedition to find out the treasures in the Mesquite Lands. Unfortunately his partner Trapani turns the whole thing into a bloodbath. Stars Gilbert Roland and Rena Winters. 90 minutes. Cheesy Movies.</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mill Creek</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>COUNTING BULLETS.</strong> Widescreen. Fullscreen. When their oil well is destroyed by South American bandits, Jeff Dawson (Gary Cooper) and Dutch Peterson (Ward Bond) accept a dangerous job of transporting nitroglycerin. But when they are swindled out of payment, they’re aided by an old friend, now a wealthy oil baron, who is married to Dawson’s ex-love (Barbara Stanwyck). In B&amp;W. 97 minutes. Olive Films.</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>Warner Bros.</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TREASURE OF TAYOPA.</strong> Fullscreen. Winterset sets out on an expedition to find out the treasures in the Mesquite Lands. Unfortunately his partner Trapani turns the whole thing into a bloodbath. Stars Gilbert Roland and Rena Winters. 90 minutes. Cheesy Movies.</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mill Creek</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Comedy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Rating</th>
<th>Run Time</th>
<th>Studio</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>BIG TROUBLE.</strong> Widescreen. Led by an all-star cast (Tim Allen, Rene Russo, Dennis Farina, Zooey Deschanel and Sofia Vergara), this film follows the fast and furious comedic chaos created when a mysterious suitcase that threatens the security of Miami changes the lives of an unhappy housewife, two hitmen, a pair of street thugs, two FBI agents and two love-struck teens. Starring Tony Sirico, Kino Lorber.</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>89 minutes</td>
<td>MVD Visual</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MARRIED TO THE MOB.</strong> Widescreen. Tired of living with a mobster husband and his laundered money, Angela De Marco (Michelle Pfeiffer) gets a new lease on life when she’s seduced by Tony “The Tiger” purse (Robert De Niro). A ruthless kingpin who’s always had a thing for Angela. She finds a new start at a beauty salon in Manhattan, but Tony’s still determined to make her his mob mistress. Directed by Jonathan Demme. Rated R. 104 minutes. Kino Lorber.</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>MGM</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MARRIED TO THE MOB.</strong> Widescreen. Tired of living with a mobster husband and his laundered money, Angela De Marco (Michelle Pfeiffer) gets a new lease on life when she’s seduced by Tony “The Tiger” purse (Robert De Niro). A ruthless kingpin who’s always had a thing for Angela. She finds a new start at a beauty salon in Manhattan, but Tony’s still determined to make her his mob mistress. Directed by Jonathan Demme. Rated R. 104 minutes. Kino Lorber.</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>MGM</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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7693974 WHO’S THAT GIRL. Widescreen. Four years unjustly jailed haven’t dampened the spirit or determination of Nikki Finn. The spunky paper girl sets out to clear a name and defeat the Big Apple spinning in deliciously funny ways. Starring Madonna and Griffin Dunne. CC. 94 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $3.95

SOLD OUT

784624X WE'RE THE MILLERS/VACATION. Widescreen. In We’re the Millers a veteran pot dealer creates a fake family as part of his plan to move a huge shipment of weed into the U.S. from Mexico. Stars Jason Sudeikis and Jennifer Aniston. In Vacation Rusty Griswold takes his own family on a road trip to “Valley World” in order to spice things up with his wife and reconnect with his sons. Stars Ed Helms and Christina Applegate. Both Over 3 hours. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

7760105 YES, GOD, YES. Widescreen. Alice (Natalia Dyer), a strait-laced Catholic student, discovers more than she bargained for after an innocent AOL chat turns racy. Seeking redemption, she attends a mysterious religious retreat to try to suppress her urges, only to come face to face with everything she’s been trying so desperately to avoid. Rated R. English SDH. 77 minutes. Vertical. $5.95

776480X THE THREE STOOGES: HOLOGRAPHIC AND THE LAW. Five side-splitting shorts chronicle Moe, Larry, and Curly’s most memorable run-ins with the long arm of the law. Includes Idiots Deluxe (1945); Pop Goes the Easel (1935); The Three Trouble Doors (1946); Yes, We Have No Bananas (1939), and in The Sweet Pie and Pie (1941). In B&W. CC. 90 minutes. Columbus. Pub. at $14.99 $5.95

7891024 MAGIC MIKE/MAGIC MIKE XXL. Widescreen. In Magic Mike Channing Tatum is Mike the hot hedonist of small-town male strippers with over the top dance moves and big dreams. Magic Mike XXL follows Mike and the guys as they learn some new moves and shake off the past in surprising ways. Both Rated R. English SDH. Nearly 4 hours. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 779410X YESTERDAY. Widescreen. A struggling musician realizes he’s the only person on Earth who can remember The Beatles after waking up in an alternate reality where they never existed. Stars Ed Helms and Chri stina Applegate. Both Adults only. Asylum. $3.95

7770847 CELEBRITY SEX TAPE. Widescreen. Budding pop star Joe and Baggy know they have a script made of gold, but they lack the finances they need. Then, one desperate producer throws them a bone: they can have their money on one condition-Candy Five in one world’s number one adult film star, must play the lead. Stars Tom Riley, Tom Burke, and Carmen Electra. Rated R. 87 minutes. Magnolia. $5.95

1961136 MOVIE 43. Widescreen. A series of interconnected short films follows a washed-up producer who, as he pitches insanity story lines featuring some of the biggest stars in Hollywood. Stars include Hugh Jackman, Emma Stone, Johnny Knoxville, Kate Winslet and many more. Rated R. English SDH. 94 minutes. Physical Media. $3.95

790004X STOP! OR My Mom Will Shoot. Widescreen. Top L.A. detective Joe Bormowski’s overbearing mother comes to visit him and begins to meddle in his life and career. Stars Sylvester Stallone and Jennifer Aniston. $5.95

7788168 VAMPIRE’S KISS. After an encounter with a neck-biter, a musician realizes he’s the only person on Earth who can remember The Beatles after waking up in an alternate reality where they never existed. Stars Ed Helms and Chri stina Applegate. Both Adults only. Asylum. $3.95

1962353 A NICE GIRL LIKE YOU. Widescreen. When Lucy Neal (Lucy Hale) is accused of being “pornophobic” by her significant other, she begins to prove her wrong by creating a wild sex to do list that sends her on a hilarious and surprising journey of self-discovery, friendship and more. Rated R. English SDH. 94 minutes. Vertical. $5.95

7765258 RICHARD PRYOR: Live & Smokin’. In 1971, Pryor’s true comedic genius begins to shine when he records one of his live performances in the state at the New York Improvisation. Features some of his most classic and beloved bits, including “Wino Preacher” and “Willy the Love Amputee.” Not Rated. English SDH. 46 minutes. Weinstein. $5.95

1979519 EXCAVATING THE 2000 YEAR OLD MAN: The Documentary. A loving look back at the story behind the “2000 Year Old Man” comedy routine that partook of the talents of Brooks and Carl Reiner. Brooks and Reiner recall its genesis and its impact on them personally and comedy in general. 46 minutes. Shout! Factory. $3.95

7765800 8 HEADS IN A DUFFEL BAG. Hit man tommy (Joe Pesci) has 24 hours to deliver a bag of eight “former associates” to an angry mob boss in San Diego. But when a fellow traveler, Charlie (Andy Comeau), mistakenly picks the bag, the head count is wrong by creating a wild sex to do list that sends her on a hilarious and surprising journey of self-discovery, friendship and more. Rated R. English SDH. 94 minutes. Vertical. $5.95

7701608 DAZED AND CONFUSED. Widescreen. This critically acclaimed cult favorite explores the last day of school—and one wild night—in the lives of high school students in 1976. Complete with cyberpunk, bell bottoms and featuring classic rock music, this superb ensemble cast of up and comers delivers an enduring classic. Stars Ben Affleck, Matthew McConaughey and Parker Posey. Rated R. 103 minutes. Universal. $5.95

469555X LIVE NUDE GIRLS. When Shane (Mike Hatton) inherits a gentleman’s club from his estranged uncle, he leaves his Midwestern home for Los Angeles. Run by a booze hound (Dave Foley) and employing a dozen “out of control” strippers, Shane must do everything he can to save the club from bankruptcy and make history in the process. Not Rated. 100 minutes. Asylum. $5.95

7824858 GHOSTBUSTERS: THE DVDコレクション. Widescreen. Sidetracked after their spectacular save of New York City five years ago, Doctors Venkman, Stantz, and Spengler regroup when they discover an underground river of slime in their town and comedy in general. 46 minutes. Shout! Factory. $7.95

7835639 NATIONAL LAMPOON’S VACATION & EUROPEAN VACATION. Widescreen. In National Lampoon’s Vacation (Chevy Chase) is at the wheel of the station wagon as the Griswolds motor to Wally World. Rated R. The theme park may have somehow survived, but Stonehenge becomes unbolted from its foundation and the Griswolds lead the charge across the pond in National Lampoon’s European hours on two DVDs. Warner Home Video. $5.95

7853068 WELCOME TO ME. Widescreen. A woman with borderline personality disorder (Kristen Wiig) wins the Mega-Millions and–much to the dismay of everyone around her–uses the winnings to fund her lifelong dream of becoming the next Oprah. Also stars James Marsden, Tim Robbins, Joan Cusack, and Linda Cardellini. Rated R. English SDH. 85 minutes. Alchemy. $3.95
**782811 THROW OUT THE ANCHOR.** Fullscreen. A public relations specialist loses his job and decides he needs a vacation in Key West, Florida. Unfortunately he finds himself in a new set of troubles. Stars Richard Egan and Dina Merrill. 90 minutes. Cheezy Movies. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

**764748 ACE VENTURA COLLECTION.** Widescreen. Ready to laugh? All right then! Jim Carrey stars in these two comedy classics. Ace Ventura Pet Detective has our funny-boned hero scrambling to find a Dolphin that's got Miami's football team ace. Ace Ventura When Nature Calls features Ace's adventure to Africa to rescue a baboon. CC. Three hours on 2 DVDs. Warner Home Video. $5.95


**782977 HIDEOUT IN THE SUN.** Fullscreen. Widescreen. Blix Waterberry (Mickey Rooney) goes searching for uranium in a remote part of Nevada, he wanders into the testing grounds for an atomic bomb. When Barnaby survives unscathed, he gains instant celebrity, but before he can capitalize on his newfound fame, he must help the FBI break up an enemy spy ring. In B&W. 86 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

**773931 MOONRUNNERS.** Fullscreen. Grady and Bobby Lee run moonshine for Uncle Jesse. Jesse prides himself on his old-school moonshining methods. bounty hunters. For those parts of the New York mob. When Jesse refuses to give in to the mob the hilarity ensues. Stars James Mitchum and Kiel Martin. Not Rated. 110 minutes. Trimic Entertainment. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

**784311 THE THING WITH TWO HEADS.** Despite his deteriorating health, incredibly rich and deeply racist brain surgeon Maxwell Kirshner (Ray Milland) plans to be around for a long time. With his body in rapid decline, Maxwell's head is transplanted onto the body of black death row inmate Jack Moss (“Rosey” Grier). 91 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

**1990093 NEIGHBORS: 2-Movie Collection.** Widescreen. In Neighbors After a couple with a newborn baby are forced to live next to a fraternity house, they'll do whatever they can to take the fraternity down. In Neighbors 2 when the next-door neighbors turn out to be a sorority even more debauched ensues. Both star Seth Rogan and Rose Byrne. Rated R. English SDH. 190 minutes. Universal. $5.95

**5971997 HIDEOUT IN THE SUN.** Fullscreen & Widescreen. Psycho bank robber Duke and his brother Steve make off with a bundle of money following a midday heist. The plan to cool their heels in Cuba takes a shocking and unexpected turn—right to a nudist camp in sunny Miami with a kidnapped ultra-vixen in tow. From exploitation legend Dons Wishman. Not Rated. Four hours on 2 DVDs. Adults only. $14.95

**776685 THE NAKED GUN.** Widescreen. Incompetent police Detective Frank Drebin must foil an attempt to assassinate Queen Elizabeth II. Starring Leslie Nielsen and Monique Gabrielle. 99 minutes. Paramount. SOLD OUT

**87680236 BIGFOOT OR BUST.** Widescreen. A team of curvy celebrities head out on a quest to search for the Bigfoot, unaware another group of time traveling buxom women from the future are also looking for the elusive creature. Competitive hijinks ensue between the two teams, clashing with local hillbillies who are also hunting for the legendary beast. Stars Dom DeLuise and Becky LeBeau. 75 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**78904X GHOSTS OF GIRLFRIENDS PAST.** Fullscreen. While attending his brother’s wedding, a serial womanizer is haunted by the ghosts of his past lovers. Starring Matthew McConaughey and Jennifer Garner. English SDH. 100 minutes. New Line Cinema. $5.95


**7824364 DENNIS MILLER: ALL IN.** Widescreen. He's made a career exposing hot topics in this no holds barred comedy. Not Rated. 60 minutes. HBO. $5.95

**785645 BEVERLY HILLS COP III.** Widescreen. Axel Foley, while investigating a car thefting ring, comes across something much bigger than that: the same men who killed his boss are running a counterfeit money ring out of a theme park in Los Angeles. Stars Eddie Murphy and Arsenio Hall. Fullscreen. 110 minutes. Trioplan Entertainment. $5.95

**8731528 LIFE WITH FATHER.** Fullscreen. A stifled turn of the century father who presides over a family of boys in the same manner as he does his business—he’s demanding and strong-willed, insisting that every detail measure up to his satisfaction—and the mother who really rules the roost, Stars William Powell and Irene Dunne. 116 minutes. ClassicFilm. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**7825838 I WONDER WHO’S KILLING HER NOW?** Widescreen. Oliver’s (Bob Dishy) been caught embezzling money and is facing jail time. Desperate, he takes out an insurance policy on his ex-wife. When they all become romantically involved, things go south. Stars Richard Basehart and Susan Cabot. 105 minutes. Cheezy Movies. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

**78904X GHOSTS OF GIRLFRIENDS PAST.** Fullscreen. While attending his brother’s wedding, a serial womanizer is haunted by the ghosts of his past lovers. Starring Matthew McConaughey and Jennifer Garner. English SDH. 100 minutes. New Line Cinema. $5.95

**7920977 HIDEOUT IN THE SUN.** Fullscreen & Widescreen. Psycho bank robber Duke and his brother Steve make off with a bundle of money following a midday heist. The plan to cool their heels in Cuba takes a shocking and unexpected turn—right to a nudist camp in sunny Miami with a kidnapped ultra-vixen in tow. From exploitation legend Dons Wishman. Not Rated. Four hours on 2 DVDs. Adults only. $14.95
789762 MY BOYFRIEND’S BACK. Widescreen. MGM. Lionsgate. $3.95
786624 MONSOON WEDDING. Widescreen. Universal. $3.95
401929 COUGAR HUNTING. Widescreen. Screen Media Films. $5.95
★ 4709799 BABES FROM BEYOND: Director’s Cut. Widescreen. Full Moon. $5.95
483627 THE APARTMENT. Widescreen. MGM. $5.95
760265 BALLS OUT. Fullscreen. Orion. $3.95
★ 776045 SQUEEZE PLAY! Troma. Retro. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95
776551 BREAKIN’ 2. MGM. $3.95.
★ 198397 JESUS KID. Widescreen. Indepub. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95
★ 776529 DEMENTIA, PART II. Widescreen. Dark Skyr. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95
★ 772329 CHARLEY CHASE AT HAL ROACH, VOLUME FOUR 1929: The Talkies. Fullscreen. MVD Visual. Pub. at $24.95 $10.95
★ 1992066 SILENT BUT DEADLY. Widescreen. SRS Home Video. Pub. at $9.95 $3.95
★ 7849974 ALICE. Widescreen. A Manhattan housewife re-evaluates her life after visiting an acupuncturist. Stars Mia Farrow, William Hurt and Joe Mantegna. 106 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $14.98 $5.95
773589 MAID IN MANHATTAN. Widescreen. A Senatorial candidate falls for a hotel maid, thinking she is a socialite. When he sees her trying on a wealthy woman’s dress, Stars Jennifer Lopez and Ralph Fiennes. 106 minutes. Mill Creek. $5.95
781335X TO ROME WITH LOVE. Widescreen. The lives of lovers and francises, opera singers and architects, the talented and the famous, the youthful and the wise all intersect in this magical ensemble comedy set in the eternal city. Written, directed, and starring Woody Allen. Also stars Alec Baldwin and Penelope Cruz. Rated R. English SDH. 112 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95
7960042 ETOILE. Widescreen. When American Ballet student Claire arrives in Budapest to attend an exclusive dance school, she soon becomes entranced with the legend of a dancer named Natalie who died the previous century. Soon Claire is good for a fateful performance of Swan Lake. Stars Jennifer Connelly and Gary McClellan. Not Rated. 101 minutes. Scorpion Video.

Comedy

4820231 GHOSTBUSTERS. Widescreen. When a group of doctors finds themselves downsized from the University’s parapsychology department, they decide to start chasing down ghosts, unraveling apparitions and the occasional insolent succubus. This hilariously-haunting action-comedy stars Bill Murray, Dan Aykroyd, Harold Ramis, Sigourney Weaver and Rick Moranis. 1:15 minutes. Columbia.
★ PRICE CUT to $2.95
7728409 ZOLA. Widescreen. Zola, a Detroit waitress, strikes up a new friendship with a customer, Stefan, who seduces her to join a wild weekend of dancing and partying in Florida. Stars Taray Paige and Riley Keough. Rated R. 86 minutes. VFS Films.
★ PRICE CUT to $3.95
7794053 WET HOT AMERICAN SUMMER. Widescreen. Set on the last day of camp, in the hot summer of 1981, a group of counselors try to complete their unfinished business before the day ends. Stars Janeane Garofalo and David Hyde Pierce. Rated R. English SDH. 97 minutes. Universal.
★ PRICE CUT to $3.95
★ PRICE CUT to $3.95
7845766 THE BRADY BUNCH MOVIE. Widescreen. Mike Brady (Gary Cole) and his wife Carol (Shelley Long) have just one week to come up with 20,000 dollars in back taxes or their house is sold and they’ll have no choice but to move. And it’s up to their kids to secretly raise the money and save the house before they lose it to their scheming neighbor, Larry. CC. In B&W. 95 minutes. Paramount.
★ PRICE CUT to $3.95
7754641 GET HARD/CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE. In Get Hard when millionaire James (Will Ferrell) is nailed for fraud and bound for San Quentin, he turns to Calvin (Hart) as a once-bullied geek who grows up to be a lethal CIA agent who reaches out to Calvin (Hart) as their scheming neighbor, Larry.
★ PRICE CUT to $3.95
★ 7866747 HI DIDDLE DIDDLE. Fullscreen. With time ticking away on his 48-hour leave, sailor Sonny Pythie (Dennis O’Keefe) has the fullscript with his socialite sweetheart, Janie Prescott (Martha Scott). The newweds are all set to start their honeymoon when a snowballing series of wacky occurrences threatens to roadblock every avenue of marital bliss. Not Rated. In B&W. 73 minutes. ClassicFilm. Pub. at $24.99 $14.95
★ PRICE CUT to $14.95
★ 4917238 BILL & TED’S EXCELLENT DOUBLE FEATURE. Widescreen. MGM. $3.95
★ 7824726 4 FILM FAVORITES: Classic Comedy. Fullscreen. Warner Bros. Enter. $7.95
★ 4973496 HUSTLERS. Widescreen. Universal. $3.95
★ 1989936 THE MAN WHO INVENTED CHRISTMAS. Widescreen. Universal. $3.95
★ 7757565 5 FOOTBALL FAVORITES. Widescreen. Paramount. $5.95
★ 7738587 THE ADDAMS FAMILY/ADDAMS FAMILY VALUES. Widescreen. Paramount. $5.95
★ 7814151 UNCLE BUCK/THE GREAT OUTDOORS. Universal. $5.95
★ 7757506 BOOK CLUB. Widescreen. Paramount. $5.95
★ 7846118 NICE DREAMS/THINGS ARE TOUCH ALL OVER. Widescreen. Sony Pictures. $7.95
★ 7844689 GALAXY QUEST. Widescreen. Sony Pictures. $3.95
★ 7765088 HITCH. Widescreen. Sony Pictures. $3.95

Romance

7792832 WORKING GIRL. Widescreen. When her overbearing boss, Katharine (Sigourney Weaver), breaks her leg skiing, Tess McGill (Melanie Griffith) takes over her office, apartment and wardrobe. But when Tess makes a deal with a handsome investment banker (Harrison Ford)–who happens to be Katherine’s boyfriend–she’s either jumping up the corporate ladder or about to commit career suicide. Rated R. 20th Century Fox. $3.95
★ 7860083 THE BACHELOR AND THE BOBBY-SOXER. Fullscreen. An artist and lady’s man Richard Nugent (Cary Grant) finds a love-savvy young teenage girl (Shirley Temple) cupped up on his sofa. Unfortunately for Richard, the teen’s sister (Myrna Loy) has “sentenced” thunderstruck Richard to date the girl until she’s wife or he can break up the schoolgirl’s crush in a series of marital adventures. CC. In B&W. 95 minutes. Warner Home Video. $5.95
★ 7849974 ALICE. Widescreen. A Manhattan housewife re-evaluates her life after visiting an acupuncturist. Stars Mia Farrow, William Hurt and Joe Mantegna. 106 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $14.98 $5.95
★ 773589 MAID IN MANHATTAN. Widescreen. A Senatorial candidate falls for a hotel maid, thinking she is a socialite. When he sees her trying on a wealthy woman’s dress, Stars Jennifer Lopez and Ralph Fiennes. 106 minutes. Mill Creek. $5.95
★ 781335X TO ROME WITH LOVE. Widescreen. The lives of lovers and francises, opera singers and architects, the talented and the famous, the youthful and the wise all intersect in this magical ensemble comedy set in the eternal city. Written, directed, and starring Woody Allen. Also stars Alec Baldwin and Penelope Cruz. Rated R. English SDH. 112 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95
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4901875 DRIVING MISS DAISY. Widescreen. Alfred Uhry’s moving Pulitzer Prize-winning play became 1989’s Academy Award-winning Best Picture. Jessica Tandy stars as the genteel but strong-willed Atlanta matron Daisy, paired with Morgan Freeman as her patient but equally determined chauffeur Hoke, driving down a bumpy road to the friendship of a lifetime. CC. 95 minutes. Warner Home Video. $9.95

1961225 THE RESISTANCE FIGHTER. Widescreen. Hunted by all the Axis Powers; secret services, Jan Nowak-Jezioranski is smuggled out of Poland on a mission to make his way to London with information that would decide the fate of the war. Not Rated. In Polish and German with English subtitles. 113 minutes. Shout Factory. $3.95

768603X HAWAII. They came to bring God, but instead brought destruction. The Rev. Abner Hale (Max von Sydow) and his gentle wife, Jerusha (Julie Andrews), attempt to convert early 19th century Hawaiian natives to Christianity—but find themselves ill-equipped to endure the first tribulations of paradise. Not Rated, 161 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $14.98 $9.95

7781032 THE MASTER. Widescreen. Haunted by his past, WWII veteran and drifter Freddie Quell crosses paths with a mysterious movement called The Cause, led by Lancaster Dodd, aka The Master, and his wife Peggy—a twisted relationship that follows is at the core of this film. Stars Joaquin Phoenix and Philip Seymour Hoffman. Rated R. English SDH. 137 minutes. E One. $8.95

7846126 ORIGINAL SIN. A woman, along with her lover, plans to con a rich man by marrying him, earning his trust, and then running away with all his money. Everything goes as planned until she falls in love with him. Stars Antonio Banderas and Angelina Jolie. Rated R. English SDH. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Warner Bros. $14.95 Pub. at $14.95 $5.95

1998626 DISOBEDIENCE. Widescreen. A woman returns to her Orthodox Jewish community that shunned her for her attraction to a female friend. On the two passions reignite as they explore the boundaries of faith and sexuality. Stars Rachel Weisz and Rachel McAdams. Rated R. English SDH. 115 minutes. Universal. $8.95

7842823 FRANKENSTEIN MUST BE DESTROYED. Widescreen, Baron Frankenstein, with the aid of a young doctor and his fiancé, kidnaps the mentally sick Dr. Brandt in order to perform the first brain transplant operation. Stars Peter Cushing and Veronica Carlson. CC. 101 minutes. Warner Home Video. $5.95

7786079 HART’S WAR. Widescreen. When Col. McNamara is stripped of his freedom in a German POW camp, he’s determined to keep fighting. Enlisting the help of a young lieutenant (Colin Farrell) in a plot against his captors, McNamara risks everything on a mission to free his men and change the outcome of the war. Rated R. 125 minutes. MGM. $5.95

7748507 PERCY. Widescreen. Based on the true story of Saskatchewan farmer Percy Schmeiser’s battle against Monsanto after their GMOs interfered with his crops. Stars Sean McClory and Clyde Beatty. Not Rated. CC. 93 minutes. Paramount. $5.95

7849931 REFORMATION. Widescreen. Five hundred years ago, a revolutionary priest challenged the face of Christendom and the European civilization forever. One man took a stand against the all-powerful Catholic Church and the Western world was never the same again. That man was Martin Luther. Not Rated. In German with English subtitles. 178 minutes. Mtv. Pub. at $24.95 $5.95

4742621 CHRISTMAS FOR A DOLLAR. Widescreen. A family struggling to get by during the Great Depression expects another Christmas without presents until the father brings home a dollar for them to spend on presents for each other. The family comes to find that money isn’t what fills Christmas with joy, love and miracles. Stars Brian Krause. 107 minutes. Shout Factory. $3.95

7686036 HART’S WAR. Widescreen. When Col. McNamara (Bruce Willis) is stripped of his freedom in a German POW camp, he’s determined to keep fighting. Enlisting the help of a young lieutenant (Colin Farrell) in a plot against his captors, McNamara risks everything on a mission to free his men and change the outcome of the war. Rated R. 125 minutes. MGM. $5.95

7771113 RING OF FEAR. Widescreen. After escaping from a mental institution, a homicidal maniac named Dublin O’Malley integrates himself among conformable, familiar surroundings of the past—the famed Clyde Beatty Circus. Stars Sean McClory and Clyde Beatty. Not Rated. CC. 93 minutes. Paramount. $3.95

7890666 HART’S WAR. When Col. McNamara (Bruce Willis) is stripped of his freedom in a German POW camp, he’s determined to keep fighting. Enlisting the help of a young lieutenant (Colin Farrell) in a plot against his captors, McNamara risks everything on a mission to free his men and change the outcome of the war. Rated R. 125 minutes. MGM. $5.95

7883843 APPALOOSA/ THE ASSASSINATION OF JESSE JAMES BY THE COWARD ROBERT FORD. Widescreen. In Appaloosa two friends are hired to police a small town, suffering under the rule of a rancher, find their job complicated by the arrival of a young widow. Stars Ed Harris. In The Assassination of Jesse James by the Coward Robert Ford Robert Pattinson plays Young Joe, Jesse’s (Brad Pitt’s) nephew, who, since childhood, tries to join the reforming gang, but gradually becomes resentful of the bandit leader. Both Rated R. English SDH. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Warner Bros. $14.95

1998618 DENIAL. Widescreen. Acclaimed writer and historian Daniel Lipstach must battle for historical truth to prove the Holocaust actually occurred when David Irving, a renowned denier, sues her for libel. Stars Rachel Weisz and Timothy Spall. English SDH. 111 minutes. Universal. $3.95

7628468 THE GRAND TOUR. Widescreen. Farthington (Jenifer Bartlett), living in rural England, 1865. Katherine (Florence Pugh) is sticker by her loveless marriage to a bitter man twenty-two years her senior. When she falls in love on a passionate affair with a young worker on her husband’s estate, a force is unleashed inside her, so powerful that she will stop at nothing to get what she wants. Rated R. English SDH. 90 minutes. Lomogate. $9.95

7780141 4 FILM FAVORITES: Clint Eastwood Drama. Widescreen. Collects four films including Trouble with the Curve (Justin Timberlake); Gran Torino (Clint Eastwood, Rated R); J. Edgar (Leonardo DiCaprio, Rated R); and Invictus (Matt Damon). English SDH. Over 8 hours on four DVDs. Warner Bros. $14.95

1991414 WILD ROSE. Widescreen. Rose-Lynn Harlan is a rebellious country singer who dreams of trading in the working-class streets of Glasgow for the Grand Ole Opry of Nashville. Fresh out of prison, Rose-Lynn juggling her menial job, caring for her children and committed mother. Stars Jessie Buckley and Julie Walters. Rated R. 86 minutes. Universal. $3.95

6766039 HAWAII. They came to bring God, but instead brought destruction. The Rev. Abner Hale (Max von Sydow) and his gentle wife, Jerusha (Julie Andrews), attempt to convert early 19th century Hawaiian natives to Christianity—but find themselves ill-equipped to endure the first tribulations of paradise. Not Rated, 161 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $14.98 $9.95

7786079 HART’S WAR. Widescreen. When Col. McNamara (Bruce Willis) is stripped of his freedom in a German POW camp, he’s determined to keep fighting. Enlisting the help of a young lieutenant (Colin Farrell) in a plot against his captors, McNamara risks everything on a mission to free his men and change the outcome of the war. Starring Bruce Willis and Colin Farrell. Rated R. English SDH. 125 minutes. MGM. $3.95

776619X THE BIG OPERATOR. Widescreen. Mickey Rooney plays Little Joe Brain, a brash labor union boss who uses strong-arm tactics to evade a federal corruption probe. Two honest factory workers (Steve Cochran and Mel Torme) find themselves caught in the gang lord’s struggle to convert early 19th century Hawaiian natives to Christianity—but find themselves ill-equipped to endure the first tribulations of paradise. Not Rated, 161 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $14.98 $5.95

7849931 REFORMATION. Widescreen. Five hundred years ago, a revolutionary priest challenged the face of Christendom and the European civilization forever. One man took a stand against the all-powerful Catholic Church and the Western world was never the same again. That man was Martin Luther. Not Rated. In German with English subtitles. 178 minutes. Mtv. Pub. at $24.95 $5.95

4742621 CHRISTMAS FOR A DOLLAR. Widescreen. A family struggling to get by during the Great Depression expects another Christmas without presents until the father brings home a dollar for them to spend on presents for each other. The family comes to find that money isn’t what fills Christmas with joy, love and miracles. Stars Brian Krause. 107 minutes. Shout Factory. $3.95

1991414 WILD ROSE. Widescreen. Rose-Lynn Harlan is a rebellious country singer who dreams of trading in the working-class streets of Glasgow for the Grand Ole Opry of Nashville. Fresh out of prison, Rose-Lynn juggling her menial job, caring for her children and committed mother. Stars Jessie Buckley and Julie Walters. Rated R. 86 minutes. Universal. $3.95

701578 1917. Widescreen. April 6th, 1917. As an infantry battalion assemblies to wage war deep in enemy territory, two soldiers are assigned to race against time and deliver a message that will stop 1,600 men from walking straight into a deadly trap. Stars George MacKay and Dean-Charles Chapman. Rated R. English SDH. 119 minutes. Universal. $6.95

7849931 REFORMATION. Widescreen. Five hundred years ago, a revolutionary priest challenged the face of Christendom and the European civilization forever. One man took a stand against the all-powerful Catholic Church and the Western world was never the same again. That man was Martin Luther. Not Rated. In German with English subtitles. 178 minutes. Mtv. Pub. at $24.95 $5.95
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1989561 COLETTE. Widescreen. Colette is pushed by her husband to write novels under his name. Upon their success, she fights to make her talents known, challenging gender norms. Stars Kiera Knightley and Dominic West. Rated R. English SDH. 112 minutes. Universal. $8.95

7905793 INDECENT PROPOSAL. Widescreen. Diana (Demi Moore) and David (Woody Harrelson) are a financially strapped couple who are betting on a quick trip to Las Vegas to deal them a lucky hand. When billionaire John Gage (Robert Redford) up's the ante to complete financial freedom for one night of passion with Diana, friction between the couple comes into play. Rated R. CC. 116 minutes. Paramount. $4.95

776605X UNDER FIRE. Three journalists in a romantic triangle are involved in political intrigue during the last days of the corrupt Somozoa regime in Nicaragua before it falls to a popular revolution in 1979. Starring Gene Hackman and Nick Nolte. Rated R. 128 minutes. MGM. $5.95

1989590 ANTHROPOID. Widescreen. Based on the extraordinary true story of Operation Anthropoid, this powerful drama stars Gillian Murphy and Jamie Dornan as two Czech resistance soldiers in love who are selected for a deadly mission: to kill Hitler's third in command, the main architect behind the final solution. Reinhard Heydrich. Rated R. English SDH. 121 minutes. Universal. $5.95

1989596 PAPIOLON. Widescreen. Wrongsly convicted for murder, Henri Charriere forms an unlikely relationship with fellow inmate and quirky convicted counterfeiter, Louis Dega, in an attempt to escape from the notorious penal colony on Devil's Island. Stars Charlie Hunnam and Sami Makari. Rated R. English SDH. 134 minutes. Universal. $5.95


7766010 THE GOOD GERMAN. Fullscreen. Who knows what American journalist Jake (George Clooney) expected to find in postwar Berlin? Peace or at least a story. But certainly not Lena (Cate Blanchett), his one-time love. And not the trail of secrecy and deception that leads from Lena to the scheming young corporal (Toby Maguire) who’s her new lover, to a murder no one seems interested in solving. Rated R. CC. In Warner Home Video. $5.95

7891059 MY FRIEND DAHMER. Jeffrey Dahmer is an awkward teenager struggling to make it through high school with a family life in ruins. His bizarre behavior at school attracts unexpected friends, a group of band-nerds who form The Dahmer Fan Club. But as they near graduation, Jeff’s depravity continues to take hold, and he spirals further out of control. Rated R. 107 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $24.95. $5.95

7765991 RED CORNER. An American attorney on tour in China is wrongfully arrested and put on trial for murder. His female defense lawyer from the countryside is the only key to proving his innocence. Starring Richard Gere and Bai Ling. Rated R. 122 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $14.98. $5.95

★ 6369405 THE BLUE HOUR: 2 DISC SET. Presents three unique Grads Corp. sexploitation productions. The Blue Hour, about a young woman trapped in a sexual hell in a Lonely Naked Night, following a young woman in danger of falling into prostitution; and Three in a Towel, an underground oddly full of voluptuous hipster chicks. In Color and B&W. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $22.98. $16.95

1914553 IN HARM’S WAY. Widescreen. In retaliation for the attack on Pearl Harbor, President Roosevelt decides to bomb Tokyo. However, facing a fuel shortage, the pilots are forced to abandon their aircraft in occupied China. Jack Turner (Emile Hirsch) is saved by a young widow named Ying, who risks his life for him. The couple falls in love and she dedicates everything in her power to protect him. English SDH. 97 minutes. Shout Factory. Pub. at $16.97. $5.95

790357X A SEPARATE PEACE. Fullscreen. Strong friendship between students slowly turns into bitter rivalry with fatal consequences. Stars J. Barton and Toby Moore. Rated R. 92 minutes. Paramount. $8.95

7766106 RAILS & TIES. Widescreen. A deadly collision between a train and car leads to an unlikely bond between the train engineer and a young boy who escape the carnage. Starring Kevin Bacon and Marcia Gay Harden. English SDH. 101 minutes. Warner Home Video. $8.95

1989510 BRIMSTONE. Widescreen. From the moment the new Reverend climbs the pulpit, Liz knows that she and her family are in great danger. Stars Guy Pearce and Dakota Fanning. Rated R. English Momentum. $5.95

198991X LUCE. Widescreen. A married couple is forced to reckon with their idealized image of their son, adopted from a war-torn country, after an alarming discovery by a devoted high school teacher threatens his status as an all-star student. Stars Naomi Watts and Olivia Spencer. Rated R. English SDH. 110 minutes. Universal. $3.95

7766114 SAMSON. Widescreen. After losing the love of his life to a cruel Philistine Prince, a young man with supernatural strength defends his people, sacrificing everything to avenge his love and the people, and God. Stars Taylor Kitsch and Lindsay Wagner. English SDH. 110 minutes. Universal. $5.95

7738579 5 ICONIC FILMS OF THE 70S. Widescreen. Relive the 70s with these iconic films including The Great Gatsby; King Kong; Love Story; Mahogany; and Paper Moon (in B&W). Stars include Robert Redford, Jessica Lange, Diana Ross and Ryan O'Neal. Nearly 10 hours on five DVDs. Paramount. $9.95

784459X EFFIE GRAY. Fullscreen. After marrying art critic John Ruskin (Greg Wise), Effie (Dakota Fanning) quickly realizes her marriage is a lie. Yearning for affection, she soon falls for the charms of the charismatic Millais. Effie embarks on a life-changing journey to become one of the first women in history to seek a divorce. Also stars Emma Thompson. English SDH. 109 minutes. Universal. $5.95

772959X 4 MOVIE MARATHON: Heartbreak Collection. Widescreen. Collects four drama classics, Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind starring Jim Carrey and Kate Winslet; The Story of Us with Bruce Willis and Michelle Pfeiffer; What Dreams May Come starring Robin Williams and Annabella Sciorra, and Memoirs of an Invisible Man starring Robin Williams and Anthony Hopkins. Some Rated R. English SDH. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. Universal. $5.95

4977947 GOOD. Widescreen. John Handel, a German literature professor in the 1930s, is initially reluctant to accept the ideas of the Nazi party. He is forced to abandon their air craft in occupied China. Jack Turner (Emile Hirsch) is saved by a young widow named Ying. Who knows what American journalist Jake (George Clooney) expected to find in postwar Berlin? Peace or at least a story. But certainly not Lena (Cate Blanchett), his one-time love. And not the trail of secrecy and deception that leads from Lena to the scheming young corporal (Toby Maguire) who’s her new lover, to a murder no one seems interested in solving. Rated R. CC. In Warner Home Video. $5.95

7835019 THE EXCEPTION. Widescreen. German officer Captain Stefan Brandt (Jai Courtney) goes on a mission to investigate exiled German monarch Kaiser Wilhelm II (Christopher Plummer). As Brandt begins to infiltrate the Kaiser’s life, he finds himself drawn into an unexpected and passionate romance with Mieke (Lily James), whom Brandt soon discovers is secretly Jewish. Rated R. English SDH. 107 minutes. Lionsgate. $7.95
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7891571 THE BLUEGRASS SPECIAL. Fullscreen. A heart-tugging story about a young girl with a very special dream. Woodhill, a beautiful race horse, has a bad reputation. Penny, a teenage horse trainer, dreams of becoming a jockey—and she picks Woodhill to race in the upcoming Bluegrass Special. Stars William Windom and Celeste Holm. English SDH. 48 minutes. Disney. $5.95

7800592 JUDAS AND THE BLACK MESSIAH. Offered a plea deal by the FBI, William O’Neal infiltrates the Illinois chapter of the Black Panther Party to gather intelligence on Chairman Fred Hampton. Stars LaKeith Stanfield and Daniel Kaluuya. Rated R. English SDH. 126 minutes. itn Distribution. $5.95

7785232 TEENAGE DEVIL DOLLS/TEENAGE DEVIL DOLLS CONFIDENTIAL. In Teenage Devil Dolls Casandra (Barbara Marks) goes from high school tease to tranquilized housewife to drug-taking zombie. All because she went for a joyride with a motorcycle gang of high school punks. In B&W. Teenage Confidential ranges from government scare films of the 1940s, to rare educational and church propaganda shorts, and classic highlights from teenage hits of the 50s and 60s. In Color and B&W. 130 minutes. Legend House. $5.95

7691793 MONSIEUR HIRE.一下子就 accepts. Monsieur Hire, is accused of murdering a young woman simply because his neighbors think he is strange. Not Rated. In French with English subtitles. 79 minutes. Kino Lorber. $5.95

126 minutes. In Distribution.

1981897 SUNSET OVER THE KILLING FIELDS. Widescreen. 1939. World War II is underway and the Japanese military has invaded Thailand. Leading a group of soldiers, a young idealistic captain establishes a base along the river. There he meets and falls in love with a beautiful young woman who lives nearby. However she has a secret that may jeopardize him and his men. Not Rated. English dubbing. 87 minutes. Olive Films. $5.95

7845820 THE CONGRESSMAN. Widescreen. Charlie Winship (Treat Williams) is a seasoned Maine Congressman who has had enough of political infighting and the special interest lobbying. When some of his constituents are threatened by a powerful Rowe Energy, he decides to investigate. But Charlie wonders if it’s too late to rescue his career and reputation. English SDH. Rated R. 103 minutes. Vision Films. $5.95

198182X GOSNELL: The Trial of America’s Biggest Serial Killer. Stars Peter Dinklage and Martin Donovan. English SDH. 93 minutes. Hat Tip Films. $5.95

7887442 REMEMORY. Gordon invents the REMemory machine that allows him to see memories as they actually were. He dies in his office. Is it murder? Sam investigates by using the machine “borrowed” from Gordon’s wife. He looks at memories of others involved. Stars Peter Dinklage and Patricia Neal. In B&W. Rated R. 112 minutes. Lionsgate. $7.95

1931997 THE CROSS AND THE SWITCHBLADE. Widescreen. Based on the 1963 autobiography of the same name by David Williams, this depicts the unlikely efforts of a “skinny country preacher” to bring change to the desperate lives of gang members living and dying on the mean streets of NYC. Among those whose lives were transformed was the notorious street gang leader, El Chavo. Stars Pat Boone and Enzio. Estroda. English SDH. 105 minutes. Vision Films. $7.95

790181X BEFORE THE FIRE. Widescreen. As a global pandemic engulfs Los Angeles, rising TV star Ava Boone is forced to flee the mounting chaos and return to her rural hometown. She struggles to recalibrate to a way of life she left behind long ago, her homecoming attracts a dangerous figure from her past. Stars Jenna Lyng Adams. Not Rated. English SDH. 91 minutes. Dark Sky. $5.95

7884370 WUTHERING HEIGHTS. Widescreen. Director Robert Fuest brings gritty realism to this big-screen interpretation of Bronte’s Wuthering Heights, the classic tale of a torturous and torrid love affair. Stars Anna Calder-Marshall and Timothy Dalton. 104 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $24.95. $8.95

1984624 THE LAST VERMEER. Widescreen. An artist is suspected of selling a valuable painting to the Nazis, but there is more to the story than meets the eye. Stars Guy Pearce and Claes Bang. Rated R. English SDH. 118 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

7845715 APOSTLE PETER AND THE LAST SUPPER. Set in Rome, 67 AD, two jockeys at the ancient Mamertine Prison take custody of a famous criminal. He is Simon Peter of Galilee–apostle, disciple, and personal friend of Jesus. The Christ. Condemned to death, the elderly Peter (Loggia) recounts his life as a simple fisherman who became one of the boldest figures in all of Christianity. CC. 88 minutes. Pure Flix. $5.95

7756554 RICHARD JEWELL. Security guard Richard Jewell is a bomb attacker at the 1996 Olympics Atlanta, but his life becomes a nightmare when the FBI leaks to the media that he is a suspect in the case. Stars Sam Rockwell and Kathy Bates. Rated R. English SDH. 131 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

6116590 A CHRISTMAS CAROL. Some of Britain’s best filmmakers united to produce this critically acclaimed version of the Charles Dickens classic. Here it has been fully restored and remastered from the original negative, bringing Noel Langley’s authentic script and Alastair Sim’s superb performance to a new audience. English SDH. 86 minutes. M&S Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

788432X THREE SECRETS. Widescreen. A plane crashes in the mountains of California, and its only survivor is a five year old boy. Upon discovering that the child’s adoptive parents died on the flight, the three women who gave up their babies five years prior now await the truth. Could this injured survivor be the biological son of one of these women? Stars Eleonora Parker and Patricia Neal. In B&W. 95 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95. $9.95

7867999 SUNDOWN. Widescreen. Neil and Alice Bennett are the core of a wealthy family on vacation in Mexico until a distant emergency cuts their trip short. When one relative disrupts the family’s tight-knit order, simmering tensions fall to pieces. Not Rated. In German (Swiss) and English, with English subtitles. 91 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

7895003 THE ONLY THRILL. Widescreen. Reece is a used-clothing store owner, and Carol is a seamstress working in that store. Follows the story of their relationships from the 1960s onward (as well as the story of relationships between Reece’s son, Tom, and Carol’s daughter, Katherine). Stars Diane Keaton and Sam Shepard. Rated R. 103 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

7732688 SELENA. Widescreen. Based on the true story of Selena, a Texas-born Tejano singer who rose from cult status to performing at the Astrodome, as well as having chart-topping albums on the Latin music charts. stars Jennifer Lopez and Edward James Olmos. English SDH. 128 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

7797382 BEYTO. Widescreen. Talented swimmer, motivated apprentice—Beyto is in the midst of life, with a bright future ahead of him. But when the only son of a Turkish migrant family falls in love with his coach Mike, an ideal world falls to pieces. Not Rated. In German (Swiss) and Turkish with English subtitles. 98 minutes. Darkstar. Pub. at $24.99. $14.95
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**199011X PARASITE.** Widescreen. Greed and class discrimination threaten the newly formed symbiotic relationship between the wealthy Park family and the destitute Kim clan. Rated R. In Korean with English subtitles. 132 minutes. Universal. $5.95

**77363X DISENGAGEMENT.** Widescreen. Ana is a directionless Frenchwoman who must return to Israel to find the child she abandoned at birth. But together with her half-brother, an Israeli policeman, she will discover that her now-grown daughter will soon be forcibly evicted from a Gaza Strip settlement. Not Rated. In Hebrew, French, Italian, and Arabic with English subtitles. 113 minutes. IFG. Pub. at $24.95. $3.95

**498842 ROCKY: A 4-Film Collection.** Widescreen. Sylvester Stallone stars in four of the greatest boxing movies of all time as the inspirational fighter who never gives up, Rocky Balboa. Features Rocky, Rocky II, Rocky III, and Rocky IV. English SDH. Over 7 hours on four DVDs. 20th Century Fox. $11.95

**788426 A DOUBLE LIFE.** Fullscreen. This brooding noir stars a mesmerizing Ronald Colman as veteran thespian Anthony John, who begins to mentally derail during a run of Othello. John’s courtly manners and reputation have a winning charm that endear him to both audiences and women, including his ex-wife (Signe Hasso) and a sexy waitress he befriends (Shelley Winters). In B&W. 104 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95. $9.95

**7737866 GRAND JETE.** In order to concentrate on her career, aspiring ballerina, Nadja, lives estranged from her young son, Mario, who grew up with his mother. When he meets him again years later, an affection develops that goes far beyond maternal love. Not Rated. In German with English subtitles. 105 minutes. Adults only. Altered Innocence. Pub. at $24.95. $17.95

**7874493 NOTRE DAME ON FIRE.** Widescreen. The thrilling dramatization of the cataclysmic 1990 Notre Dame fire captured the world’s attention. Not Rated. In French with English subtitles. 110 minutes. Mongrel Media. $5.95

**7803907 THE HUNT FOR VLAD THE IMPALER.** Widescreen. The seven heroes set out on their long journey, stopping at nothing until they reach the inhumane Vlad and deliver in what will be a battle to end all battles. Not Rated. Dubbed and in Russian with English subtitles. 121 minutes. Angel. $5.95

**779852 NINA.** Widescreen. Struggling in her marriage and yearning for change, Nina longs to have a child but is unable to conceive. An accidental encounter with Magda renews her hope. Magda possesses the qualities Nina would want in a surrogate. Magda awakens a desire in Nina. Not Rated. In Polish with English subtitles. 130 minutes. Film Movement. $5.95

**1990241 THE TOMORROW MAN.** Widescreen. Ed Hemster spends his life preparing for a disaster that may never come. Ronnie Meissner spends her life shopping for things she may never use. These two people will try to find love. John Lithgow and Blythe Danner. English SDH. 90 minutes. Universal. $5.95

**7798845 LAP DANCER/BARE EXPOSURE.** Fullscreen. In Lap Dancer passed over for a promotion and running out of money, Natalie (Elizabeth Wagner) bumps into Denise, an old friend who introduces her to exotic dancing to help make ends meet. In Bare Exposure when Clancy (Westley Scott) has a major problem with the mob because he can’t pay his gambling debts, he helps him plan a wet-shirt contest. Both Rated R. HBO. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

**7900805 JANE EYRE.** Widescreen. Airing August 6th, 1961, this is the live production of Charlotte Bronte’s timeless love story. Stars Zacary Scott, 26th post-Howe and Fritt Weaver. In B&W. Includes the original broadcast (59 minutes) and the commercial free broadcast (51 minutes). Liberation Hall. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

**7748778 RIFT.** Widescreen. Gunnar receives a strange phone call from his ex-boyfriend, Einar, months after they broke up. Einar sounds distraught, like he’s about to do something terrible to himself, so Gunnar drives up to the secluded cabin where Einar is holed up and soon discovers that there’s more going on than he imagined. Not Rated. In Icelandic with English subtitles. 111 minutes. Breaking Glass. $9.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/915
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**Dramas**

**7902077 DREAM FACTORY.** Widescreen. Summer 1961, Germany. Emil arrives at DEFA Studio Babelsberg to begin working as an extra while his family falls in love with a French dance-doubling Milou. Though it’s love at first sight, they are torn apart when East Germany closes its border and erects the Berlin Wall. Not Rated. Dubbed and in German. English subtitles. 127 minutes. Capelight. $5.95

**7901798 BABYTEETH.** Widescreen. Millia, a seriously ill teenage, falls madly in love with a drug dealer, Moses, and this is her parent’s worst nightmare. Stars Eliza Scanlen and Michelle Lotters. Not Rated. English SDH. 118 minutes. IFC Films. $5.95

**7785257 TEST TUBE TEENS FROM THE YEAR 2000.** Widescreen. In Test Tube Teens from the Year 2000 two lust-seeking pioneers from a cold, sexless future travel back through time to find the passions of the past. They find themselves in a boarding school full of coeds. In Rebecca’s Secret a detective suspects that fashion photographer Rebecca could be involved in the murder of her abusive husband. Both Rated R. 159 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95

**7805721 SAVING LINCOLN.** President Abraham Lincoln’s bodyguard, U.S. Marshal Will Lamon foiled repeated attempts on the President’s life and kept him functioning during the darkest hours of the Civil War. This biological dramatization is filmed using a combination of real Civil War photos and green screen. Stars Tom Amandes and Bruce Davidson. Not Rated. 103 minutes. Pub. at $14.95

**7839219 AFTER.** Widescreen. Two bus crash survivors wake up from a coma to discover that they are the only people left in a town which is slowly being swallowed by a monstrous storm. They must work together to unravel the truth behind the strange events. Stars Steven Strait and Karolina Wydra. Not Rated. 90 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95

**7736347 THE COLLINI CASE.** Widescreen. A young lawyer, Caspar Leinen, stumbles upon a vast conspiracy while investigating a brutal murder case when he is appointed to defend Fabrizio Collini. Not Rated. Dubbed and in German with English subtitles. 117 minutes. Capelight. $5.95

**198408X STAY AS YOU ARE.** Widescreen. This is the erotic and controversial story of an older architect (Marcello Mastroianni) who, unhappy in his marriage, starts a romance with the beautiful young girl Florentine (Nastassja Kinski). When he finds out through his wife that his new lover may in fact be his daughter, he must make a decision. Not Rated. In Italian with English subtitles. 105 minutes. Cult Epics. $17.95

**7779239 BEYOND BORDERS: Stories of Interfaith Friendship.** Widescreen. Arranged centers on the friendship between an Orthodox Jewish woman and a Muslim woman meet as first-year teachers; both being set up for arranged marriages. In Forgesign Letter Eliel and Thuy form a powerful bond in love with a French dancer in the States. In English, Hebrew and Vietnamese with English subtitles. In A Bottle in the Gaza Sea via a letter in a bottle, a girl forms a strong bond with a man on the other side of the Gaza sea. In Hebrew, Arabic and French with English subtitles; Not Rated. Nearly 5 hours on three DVDs. Film Movement. $5.95

**777978X GLASSLAND.** Widescreen. Set in Dublin, a young taxi driver gets tangled up in the world of human trafficking while trying to save his mother from drug addiction. Starring Jack Reynor and Will Poulter. English SDH. 93 minutes. Film Movement. $5.95

**7686022 TED K.** Widescreen. An exploration of Ted Kaczynski’s life in Lincoln, Montana in the years following his arrest as The Unabomber. StarsSharlto Copley. Rated R. English SDH. 122 minutes. Decal. $5.95

**7725671 HITLER ON TRIAL.** Widescreen. A brilliant young lawyer, Hans Litten, dares to cross-examine Adolf Hitler in a Berlin courtroom in 1931. Litten’s goal: to expose Hitler’s true character and murderous plans and halt the rapid rise of the Nazi Party. His reward—the red-hot revenge of a hostile witness. English SDH. 86 minutes. BBC. $5.95

**7721226 RAIN: 90th Anniversary.** Fullscreen. A prostitute (Joan Crawford) newly arrived in the South Pacific finds herself at odds with a stern missionary (Walter Huston) who is determined to save her soul. In this film, the film shocked audiences with its bold statement, but today it is viewed as a cinematic masterpiece. Not Rated. In B&W. English SDH. 84 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $17.95

**7899084 AARDVARK.** Widescreen. Follows Josh (Zachary Quinto) a troubled man who lived in the shadow of his brother Craig for so long he starts seeing that shadow everywhere. After experiencing a series of hallucinations involving Craig, Josh places himself in the care of Emily (Jenny Slate), a young therapist, English SDH. 89 minutes. Universal. $5.95

**7899091 FAITH OF OUR FATHERS.** Two men embark on a trip to the Vietnam Veterans Memorial guided by the letters their fathers wrote while serving in the war. Stars Stephen Baldwin and Kevin Downes. CC. 96 minutes. PureFlix. $5.95

**1984098 SYLVIA KRISTEL 1970s COLLECTION.** Widescreen. Collects four of the legendary Dutch icon’s most diverse films uncort and as first-run on DVD, including Played for Fire; Pastoral; 1943; Mysteries; and Julia. Includes 40-page illustrated booklet and poster. Not Rated. In French, Dutch, German and English with English subtitles. Over 7 hours on four DVDs. Cult Epics. Pub. at $79.95

**7924593 JESUS: The Bible Collection.** Widescreen. Looks at the life of Jesus from His humble beginnings as a carpenter through His extraordinary life and the mission of His Spiritual descendants. Stars Ernie Young, Gary Oldman, DeonMessing and Jacqueline Bisset. 105 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $14.95

**7722672 LUZ.** Widescreen. What began as a friendship turns into a fierce romance in this heart-wrenching drama. The story of survival, not only for the lives of both men, but for their relationship as it transitions to the world outside their cell. StarsErnie Reyes and Jesu Salvador. Not Rated. English SDH. 120 minutes. Darkstar. Pub. at $24.99

**7784783 CRAZYLEGS.** Widescreen. Tells the story of Eliot “Crazylegs” Hirsch, portrayed by Jean-Claude Van Damme, who in his youth would deliver school days, to the Universities of Wisconsin and Michigan, service in the Marines, followed by what was thought to be a career-ending fracture of the tibia. He defied the odds and went on to play for the Los Angeles Rams. In B&W. 87 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $24.95

**774529X I, THE JURY.** Fullscreen. Detective Mike Hammer (Biff Elliot) is determined to catch and kill the person who shot his close friend dead. Along the way, Hammer rides a fine line between gunsmoke to a one-man jury, staying two-steps ahead of the law—and trying not to get bumped off in the process. In B&W. 88 minutes. ClassicFlix. Pub. at $24.99

**496120X I, JANE DOE.** Fullscreen. While stationed in France during WWII, a married American pilot (John Carroll) commits bigamy marrying a local girl (Vera Plasiton). When she follows him home to America, she finds she’s already married to a successful lawyer (Russ Hussey). When Rashton accidentally kills him, Hussey offers to defend her in court. In B&W. 85 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95

---
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★ 7924615 SOLOMON: The Bible Collection. Widescreen. Solomon is crowned King of Israel and rules the land with love, peace, and respect. While visiting the city, Solomon meets the beautiful Queen of Sheba and falls in love. When she returns to her homeland, Solomon falls into a deep depression, while his kingdom threatens to collapse. Stars Ben Cross and Vivica A. Fox. 106 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $14.95

★ 7924577 GENESIS: The Bible Collection. Widescreen. This overview shows viewers Adam and Eve in Paradise until they are tempted by the snake, traces the trials of Cain and Abel as Cain is driven to murder his brother, and recounts the epic story of Noah and the Ark where Noah is commanded by God to save two of every creature from the flood. Stars Omar Souffliod and Paul Sandifield. 93 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $14.95

★ 7924569 ESTHER: The Bible Collection. Widescreen. Following the conquest of Babylon, the King of Persia gives a banquet for his people, but his wife, Vashti, refuses to attend. Ahasuerus disowns Vashti and goes in search for her replacement. In his harem, he meets the young girl Esther and falls in love with her. Stars Louise Lombard and F. Murray Abraham. 87 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $14.95

★ 7924370 PLAYING WITH FIRE. Widescreen. Grossly affluent banker Georges de Saxe keeps his daughter, Carolina, hidden in a mysterious house of perversion after a kidnapping attempt snags a young woman who resembles her. Caroline soon finds herself trapped in a deliberately confused existence in a house of exploitation and imprisonment. Not Rated. In French with English subtitles. 112 minutes. Cult Epics. Pub. at $29.95

★ 792444 THE LONG, WAIT. Widescreen. Soon after thumbing a ride from a truck driver, Johnny McBride (Anthony Quinn) is badly burned and suffers from complete amnesia when the vehicle he’s riding in blows a tire and goes over an embankment in a fiery blaze. Johnny tries to find out who he is, and learns that he’s the prime suspect in a murder. Not Rated. In B&W. 94 minutes. ClassicFlix. Pub. at $24.99

★ 7924585 JEREMIAH: The Bible Collection. Widescreen. Tells the story of the prophet who abandons his family and the woman he loves in order to relay God’s message in Jerusalem. Although he is persecuted and branded as a traitor, he continues fearlessly with his mission. Stars Patrick Dempsey and Oliver Reed. 90 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $14.95

★ 7895747 HOLY SPIDER. Widescreen. A female journalist descends into the dark underbelly of the Iranian holy city of Mashhad as she investigates the serial killings of six workers. As she draws closer to exposing his crimes, the opportunity for justice grows harder to attain when the murderer is embraced by many as a hero based on the true story of the “Spider Killer.” Not Rated. In English subtitles. 118 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95

★ 7723016 SATURDAY NIGHT AT THE BATHS. When struggling pianist Michael (Robert Aberdeen) lands a job at the legendary Continental Baths in NYC, his wife Tracy (Ellen Sheppard) encourages and emphasizes how special the location is. Michael struggles with his own homophobia yet at the same time starts developing feelings for his confident coworker Scott. Not Rated. English SDH. 82 minutes.

★ 7928114 I STO BENE. Widescreen. Antonio has spent his whole life away from Italy, his home country. He crosses paths with Leo, a young Italian artist to their road, and the two decide to mirror each other. Memories from the past are awaken and end up offering a more peaceful future to the both of them. Not Rated. In Italian, Luxembourgish and French with English subtitles. 99 minutes. Fulls creen. Pub. at $24.98


7844466 FATHERS AND DAUGHTERS. Widescreen. A love story between a father and daughter living in New York City 25 years apart. The story moves back and forth between the 1980s where Jake Davis (Russell Crowe), a novelist and widower, struggles with mental illness as he tries to raise his five year old daughter, Katie, and 30 year old Katie’s life in present-day Manhattan. Stars Ben Cross and Leslie Grenn. Pub. at $14.95

4960505 COPYING BEETHOVEN. When Anna Holz (Diane Kruger), a Viennese student is asked to transcribe scoring notes for Ludwig van Beethoven (Ed Harris), she eagerly accepts, despite warnings about his volatile temperament. Beethoven relentlessly relies on Anna to help him realize the coming achievement of a lifetime—his Ninth Symphony. 104 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $19.98

4960548 LUTHER. During the early sixteenth century, idealistic German monk Martin Luther, disgusted by the materialism in the Catholic Church, begins the dialogue that will lead to the Protestant Reformation. Stars Joseph Fiennes and Bruno Ganz. 124 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $14.95

7761392 TRUE HISTORY OF THE KELLY GANG. Widescreen. Set amidst the grueling backwoods of 19th-century Australia, this outlaw follows Ned Kelly as he grows up under the bloody and uncompromising rule of the English. Stars George MacKay and Essie Davis. Rated R. English SDH. 125 minutes. Shout! Factory. PRICE CUT to $3.95

4978013 INFIDELITY. Widescreen. Lena is a talented obstetrician and gynecologist. Her husband, Sergey, is an actor in a provincial theater. Their relationship is tender and caring, but devoid of sex. Lena suspects Sergey is having an affair and suffers silently. Lena decides to fulfill her own desires—breaking away from Sergey and the woman she once loved. Not Rated. Dubbed and in Russian with English subtitles. Capelight. PRICE CUT to $3.95

4977807 THE EDGE OF LOVE. Widescreen. The life of legendary poet Dylan Thomas as told through the stories of two free-spirited women who love him. Stars Kiera Knightrid and Sienna Miller. Rated R. English SDH. 111 minutes. MPI. PRICE CUT to $3.95

7761279 THE NEST. Widescreen. Rory (Kate Law), an ambitious entrepreneur and former commodities broker, persuades his American wife, Allison (Carrie Coon), and their children to leave the comforts of suburban America and return to his native England. Sensing an opportunity, Rory re joins his former firm. Rated R. English SDH. 107 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.98

7870124 OPERATION OVERLORD. Widescreen. A week before storming the beaches of Normandy, two U.S. soldiers infiltrate an abandoned complex to rescue a prisoner of war from the Germans. Stars Thom Hallum and Billy Blair. Not Rated. CC. 84 minutes. in Distribution. PRICE CUT to $3.95

7792778 THE SEA. Widescreen. Max returns to the sea where he spent his childhood summers in search of peace following the death of his wife, Stars Christopher and Charlotte Rampling. Not Rated. English SDH. 89 minutes. BBC. PRICE CUT to $3.95
195055X UNBROKEN. Widescreen. Follows the incredible life of Louis Zamperini (Jack O’Connell) who survived on a raft for 47 days after a near fatal plane crash in WWII–only to be caught by the Japanese navy and sent to a POW camp. An inspiring true story about the resilient power of the human spirit. Adapted from author Laura Hillenbrand’s bestseller, “Unbroken: An Extraordinary Life.” Rated R. 154 minutes. Universal. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

19791974 VOGUES OF 1938. Widescreen. Debutante Wendy Van Klettering (Jackie Cooper) is being forced into a loveless marriage to restore her family’s wealth. Instead she leaves him at the altar and goes to work as a model for fashion designer George Cunson, whom she soon falls for. Stars Joan Bennett and Warner Baxter. Not Rated. In B&W. 105 minutes. Classix. **PRICE Cut to $3.95**

199540X A TOUCH OF FATE. Widescreen. Captivated by being in the small town of Chester, North Carolina, and three lives will never be the same as a result. Stars Teri Hatcher, Gil Johnson and Andrea Powell. Not Rated. 103 minutes. Blue Laser Films. **PRICE CUT to $5.95**

**7819580 TRADE WINDS. Fullscreen. Kay Kerrigan fatally shoots Thomas Buhme II. To avoid capture, she fakes her own demise and immediately makes tracks for the South Sea. She’s unaware that she’s being followed by Sam Wye, a skirt chasing detective. The two soon develop a shipboard romance. Stars Joan Bennett and Fredric March. Not Rated. In B&W. 94 minutes. **Classix**. **PRICE Cut to $9.95**

7825056 A GHOST STORY. Widescreen. Captivated by Rooney Mara star as a young couple who—after being separated by love—discover an eternal connection and a love that is infinite. Rated R. English SDH. 92 minutes. Lionsgate. **PRICE CUT to $5.95**

199647X THE TAX COLLECTOR. Widescreen. Follows a couple who—after being separated by an accident—will die. Not of reaching the pagans. In the fight between men in the early Middle Ages come to a pagan altar and goes to work as a model for fashion. Stars Teri Hatcher, Gil Johnson and Andrea Powell. Not Rated. 103 minutes. Blue Laser Films. **PRICE CUT to $5.95**

7797887 SWORD OF GOD. Widescreen. Two men in the early Middle Ages come to a pagan land: one to bring Christianity, the other to find his way of living. They choose two different ways of reaching the pagans. In the fight between dialogue and force, one of them will die. Not Rated. In Polish with English subtitles. 104 minutes. Film Movement. **PRICE Cut to $1.95**

7787776 MASS. Widescreen. Years after an unspeakable tragedy their lives apart, two sets of parents agree to talk privately in an attempt to move forward. Stars Jason Isaacs and Martha Plimpton. English SDH. 111 minutes. Bleeker Street. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

7850026 OUR TOWN. Fullscreen. FOCUSFilms. $4.95

7824742 4 FILM FAVORITES: Tommy Lee Jones Collection. Widescreen. Warner Home Video. $7.95

7760084 JAMES STEWART 4-MOVIE COLLECTION. Universal. $9.95

4977513 AMERICANO. Widescreen. MPI. Pub. at $24.98 $2.95

7667913 RUNNING WITH THE DEVIL. Widescreen. Quiver. $5.95

7761104 A CALL TO SPY. Widescreen. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.98 $5.95

7761058 AFTER THE END. Widescreen. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.98 $5.95


7800576 HEROES OF THE BIBLE: 5-Movie Collection. Universal. $9.95

778015X 4 FILM FAVORITES: Country Western Collection. Widescreen. New Line Home Enter. $7.95

1990209 THE SECRET GARDEN. Widescreen. Universal. $5.95

1998863 THE INVISIBLE MAN. Widescreen. Universal. $3.95

7761325 THE RISING HAWK. Battle for the Carpathians. Widescreen. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.98 $5.95

7789990 ‘80S 5-FILM COLLECTION. Widescreen. Sony Pictures. $5.95

7761333 SIX MINUTES TO MIDNIGHT. Widescreen. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.98 $5.95

4837142 FAREWELL, MY QUEEN. Widescreen. E One. $3.95

7764871 CHE. Widescreen. IFC Films. $6.95

7748396 AMERICAN TRAITOR: The Trial of Axis Sally. Widescreen. Mongrel Media. $3.95

7798915 GETTING GOTTI. Fullscreen. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $5.95

7678614 WEDDING AT GRACELAND. Widescreen. Cinedigm. $3.95

7792824 WALKING OUT. Widescreen. Shout! Factory. $5.95

7765819 AMERICAN BUFFALO. MGM. $5.95

7756542 THE WALTONS’ HOMECOMING. Warner Home Video. $5.95

7800614 LAND. Widescreen. Universal. $5.95

7779801 IN THE NAME OF. Widescreen. Film Movement. Pub. at $24.95 $5.95

766110 THE LADY. Cohen Media Group. $3.95

7689347 BATTLE OF JANSARI. Widescreen. Warner Bros. Enter. $3.95

772571X MOLLY’S GAME. Widescreen. Universal. $5.95

7748515 RETALIATION. Widescreen. M.O. Pictures. $3.95

1982850 OPPOSITIONS ATTRACT: Romance 4 Pack. Widescreen. Mill Creek. $5.95

7737602 SECRET WEAPON. Widescreen. 4Digital Media. $5.95

4728467 THE ONLY WAY. Widescreen. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

7796920 A BURNING HOT SUMMER. Widescreen. Sundance Selects. $5.95

7693923 BLUE VALENTINE. Widescreen. Weinstein. $5.95

776141 THE TAX COLLECTOR. Widescreen. RLJ Entertainment. $5.95

7782446 MIDNIGHT CONFESSIONS/PRIVATE OBSESSION. Fullscreen. MVD Video. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

7784856 JULIA. Widescreen. Adults only. Cult Epics. Pub. at $39.95 $21.95

1996140 BLACKBIRD. Widescreen. Screen Media Films. $5.95

7763931 THE TIME CAPSULE. MVD Video. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

1989766 GOODNIGHT FOR JUSTICE: Triple Feature. Widescreen. E One. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

9482588 EQUATION TO AN UNKNOWN. Widescreen. Altered Innocence. Pub. at $29.99 $14.95


7668226 KILLING HITLER. Widescreen. BBC. $5.95

7760205 5-25-77. Widescreen. MVD Video. Pub. at $19.95 **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

7825870 THE LAZARUS SYNDROME. Cheesy Movies. Pub. at $12.95 **PRICE CUT to $5.95**

1991116 OUT OF THE BLUE. Widescreen. Severin. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

7779496 VODOOD MACBETH. Widescreen. Lightyear Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

772579S STRAY BULLETS. Widescreen. Screen Media Films. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**
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Meg Ryan update the original in a riveting 1988 remake (Rated R). In who has 48 hours to find his own murderer. Then, Dennis Quaid and collected on one DVD! First it's the 1950s noir classic \textit{The Hound of Baskervilles} on two DVDs, one double-sided. MGM.

Finally, Ben Kingsley and Michael Caine offer up a different, \textit{Menace II Society}. Widescreen. Darkstar.

Christopher Lee as Holmes and his companion Baskerville detective in three films. Celebrated actors portray literature's greatest detective in three films. \textit{The Hound of Baskervilles} features Peter Cushing and Christopher Lee as Holmes and his companion Dr. Watson. Robert Stevens and Colin Blakely star Billy Wilder's \textit{The Private Life of Sherlock Holmes}. Finally, Ben Kingsley and Michael Caine offer up a different, \textit{Without a Clue}. Commical take on the master sleuth \textit{The Private Life of Sherlock Holmes}. Widescreen. Tom Selleck stars as Jesse Stone, a down and out former LAPD detective whose biggest battle is now against the bottle, as the demons of his past rise to the surface while driving him to distraction by pursuing a decade-old murder case. Based on the bestselling novel by Robert B. Parker. Also stars Kathy Baker. CC. 87 minutes. Sony Pictures.

When one of Whitley's prior victims, Detective Shotwell is left to solve the case. Starring Doug

Widescreen. Twenty years after kidnapping four innocents Lost. Widescreen. Cindy Van Alden was like a daughter to Jesse Stone (Tom Selleck). Now she's dead. Although all signs point to a suicidal drug overdose, Jesse knows his friend better than that. Based on the bestselling novels by Robert B. Parker. Also stars Kathy Baker. Not Rated. English SDH. 91 minutes. Sony Pictures.

\textit{The Last Romantic Lover.} Dr. Watson. Robert Stevens and Colin Blakely feature Peter Cushing and Christopher Lee as Holmes and his companion Dr. Watson. Robert Stevens and Colin Blakely star Billy Wilder's \textit{The Private Life of Sherlock Holmes}. Finally, Ben Kingsley and Michael Caine offer up a different, \textit{Without a Clue}. Commical take on the master sleuth \textit{The Private Life of Sherlock Holmes}. Widescreen. Tom Selleck stars as Jesse Stone, a down and out former LAPD detective whose biggest battle is now against the bottle, as the demons of his past rise to the surface while driving him to distraction by pursuing a decade-old murder case. Based on the bestselling novel by Robert B. Parker. Also stars Kathy Baker. CC. 87 minutes. Sony Pictures.

\textit{Innocents Lost}. Widescreen. Tom Selleck stars as Jesse Stone, a down and out former LAPD detective whose biggest battle is now against the bottle, as the demons of his past rise to the surface while driving him to distraction by pursuing a decade-old murder case. Based on the bestselling novel by Robert B. Parker. Also stars Kathy Baker. CC. 87 minutes. Sony Pictures.

\textit{Without a Clue}. Widescreen. Eleven hours. Jill abandons her studies for an off-\textit{The Invasion of Carol Enders} Widescreen. Based on the incredible true story, Twentieth Century Fox. Louis Pasteur. A young woman wakes up in a survivalist's bomb shelter on their estate. What she uncovers is taken hostage by a sadistic jailer (Elias Koteas) and held captive on death row. Not Rated. English SDH. 73 minutes. Vertical.

\textit{The Invasion of Carol Enders} Widescreen. Based on the incredible true story, Twentieth Century Fox. Louis Pasteur. A young woman wakes up in a survivalist's bomb shelter on their estate. What she uncovers is taken hostage by a sadistic jailer (Elias Koteas) and held captive on death row. Not Rated. English SDH. 73 minutes. Vertical.

\textit{Come Die With Me/The Invasion of Carol Enders}. Come Die With Me: when wealthy Frank Burr (Charles Macauley) refuses to pay his lawyer, his partner and lover, Detective Shovelwell is left to solve the case. Starring Doug Jones and Mira Sorvino. Not Rated. English SDH. 90 minutes. Vertical.

\textit{Murderous Trance.} Widescreen. Based on the incredible true story, the film follows detective Anders Olsen (Pilou Asbaek) as he investigates a case in which a bank robber shoots two bank clerks before fleeing with the money. With the help of a hypnotist, Olsen discovers a sinister mystery involving the victim and the criminal Bjorn Schow Nielsen (Josh Lucas). Not Rated. English SDH. 90 minutes. Vertical.

\textit{Witches in the Woods}. Widescreen. Jill abandons her studies for an off-
Underground. Pub. at $14.95

8390428 VENUS IN FURS. Widescreen. James Darren stars as a traumatized traumatologist sucked into a whirlpool of psycho sexual horror along with his upstairs neighbor (Barbara McNair), a kinky lesbian (Margaret Lee), a depraved playboy (Klaus Kinski), and the mysterious, insatiable beauty (Mani Rohm) who may lead them all straight to Hell. Directed by Jess Franco. Not Rated. 86 minutes. Adults only. Blue Underground. Pub. at $11.95

8734977 BLOOD MONEY. Widescreen. Three friends on a wilderness excursion stumble upon bags of money and suddenly must outrun a white collar criminal (John Dusak) hell-bent on retrieving his fortune. Soon, greed and mistrust turn the friends against each other as they wage a desperate fight for survival. Rated R. English SDH. 85 minutes. Lionsgate. $5.95

8735027 FOR THE LOVE OF MONEY. Widescreen. One man leaves his old gangster lifestyle for a fresh start. As his past creeps up, he’ll have to protect his family, even if it means going back to his old ways. Stars Oded Fehr, Indira Varma and James Caan. Rated R. 93 minutes. Lionsgate. $5.95

1983407 WHITE MILK. Fullscreen. The rush of a high speed white water rafting adventure turns into a perilous nightmare when the raft overturns. Suddenly, the advertising executives led by Dan Cutler (Alan Alda) find themselves locked in a harrowing ordeal that will change their lives forever. Also stars Robert Loggia and Peter Gallagher. Rated R. 90 minutes. HBO.

775647X GET OUT. Widescreen. When Chris (Daniel Kaluuya), a young African-American man, visits his white girlfriend’s (Allison Williams) family estate he becomes ensnared in the more sinister, real reason for the invitation. Rated R. English SDH. 104 minutes. Universal. $3.95

774840X COME TO DADDY. Widescreen. A young man (Elijah Wood) travels to a remote cabin to reconnect with his estranged father, but quickly gets more than he bargained for. Rated R. English SDH. 95 minutes. M.O. Pictures.

1999484 THE BOY NEXT DOOR. Widescreen. A model, separated from her unfaithful husband, falls for a younger man who has moved in next door, but their torrid affair soon takes a dangerous turn. Stars Jennifer Lopez and Ryan Guzman. Rated R. English SDH. 91 minutes. Universal.

8801155 3900428 IRREVERSIBLE. Events over the course of one traumatic night in Paris unfold in reverse-chronological order as the beautiful Alex (Sandra Bullock) is brutally raped and beaten by a stranger in an alley. The film turns the friends against each other as they wage a desperate fight for survival. Rated R. English SDH. 85 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $19.95

7855621 3800428 IRREVERSIBLE. Events over the course of one traumatic night in Paris unfold in reverse-chronological order as the beautiful Alex (Sandra Bullock) is brutally raped and beaten by a stranger in an alley. The film turns the friends against each other as they wage a desperate fight for survival. Rated R. English SDH. 85 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $21.95

7895844 WRONG REASONS. Widescreen. When an ambiguously intentioned masked man (James Pacino) kidnaps a drug addict and singer (Liv Rosh), it triggers a police investigation headed by Detective Charles Dobson ( Ralph Garman) as well as a media circus. Not Rated. English SDH. 97 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95.

4960629 SCORPIO. During the Cold War, the CIA orders free-lance operative Scorpio to assassinate his former CIA mentor, Agent Cross. A deadly cat and mouse game ensues. Stars Burt Lancaster, Alain Delon and Paul Scofield. 114 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $14.95

7713037 THE DEAD CENTER. Widescreen. When a very dead suicide victim disappears from the morgue and is brought to the psych ward alive but in a catatonic state this sets in motion a chain of events that has the power to immobilize everything, and everyone it touches. Stars Shane Carruth and Jeremy Childs. English SDH. 93 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $19.95

8725897 LEDA. A stunning and eerie journey into fantasy. Samuel Tressler IV’s first feature transports the ancient myth of “Leda and the Swan” to the dark forests and lakes that surround a mid-19th century mansion. Told without words and filmed almost exclusively in black and white. Stars Adeline Thery. Not Rated. 76 minutes. GFY. Price cut to $11.95

7849958 SUGAR MOUNTAIN. Widescreen. Screen Media Films.

7819397 REAR WINDOW. Widescreen. Universal.

7821069 ROBOWOMAN. Widescreen. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95

7731272 ASSASSIN’S BULLET. Widescreen. ARC Entertainment.

7713037 THE UNSAID. Widescreen. Universal.


403826X THE GOOD NEIGHBOR. Widescreen. Vertical. Price cut to $3.95

7690991 THE DEBT. Widescreen. Universal.


7738706 DISTORTED. Widescreen. Echo Bridge. Price cut to $3.95


769122X SHARK LAKE. Widescreen. Screen Media Films. $3.95

8390304 THE THOMAS CROWN AFFAIR. MGM.


7774834 INTO THE LION’S DEN. Widescreen. Breaking Glass. $9.95
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Rated R. English SDH. 87 minutes. IFC Films.

that leaves them stranded at an isolated inn. They discover a young girl

Pub. at $29.95

at $24.95

7827059

4884418

7817118

789709X

4 FILM FAVOURITES: Critters

Viva L'ITALIA.

Thrillers

★ 7697848 NAKED OVER THE FENCE. Fullscreen. Cult Epics. Sold Out. Pub. at $29.95

★ 7804393 THOSE WHO WALK AWAY. Widescreen. MVD Visual. Pub. at $12.95

★ 4884418 WHITE SLAVER. Fullscreen. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95

★ 7827059 AMNESIA. Widescreen. Cult Epics. Price Cut to $14.95

DARK TOUCH.


1950290 DOCTOR SLEEP. Still scarred by the trauma he endured as a child at the Overlook Hotel, Dan Torrance faces the ghosts of his past when he meets Abra, a courageous teen who desperately needs his help—and possesses a power extrasensory ability called the “shine.” Stars Ewan McGregor and Rebecca Ferguson. Rated R. English SDH. 152 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $3.95

3864839 DIMENSION EXTREME TERROR 6 PACK. Widescreen. Six Unrated cuts of Dimension Extreme’s goriest greats. It just doesn’t get more bizarre than Black Sheep; more brutal than Walking in the Jungle; more detangling than Automation Transfusion; more sadistic than 13: Game of Death; more primal than Rogue; or more shocking than Broken. English SDH. Nine hours on 6 DVDs. Adults only. Wicked.

$8.95


7902018 THE DAMNED. Widescreen. While in Bogota, Colombia David Reynolds (Peter Facinelli) and his new fiancee suffer a car crash that leaves them stranded at an isolated inn. They discover a young girl locked in the basement that has determined to set her free. But little do they know that the seemingly innocent girl is an embodiment of pure evil.

789709X

4 FILM FAVOURITES: Critters Collection. The perfect mix of fright ‘n’ fun! All four feature films with those invading planet balls. Includes Critters; Critters 2; Critters 3; and Critters 4. Not Rated. CC. Nearly 4 hours on two DVDs. New Line Cinema.

$5.95

7902026 DEAD NIGHT. Widescreen. James takes his family to a remote cabin for a weekend getaway. When he venture into the dark, snowy forest he encounters a body hidden in the frozen terrain. Barely alive, James brings her back to the cabin, but the family has no way of knowing that the woman’s presence will be the catalyst for horrifying events. Not Rated. English SDH. 82 minutes. Dark Sky.

$5.95

7914083 VIVA L’ITALIA. Widescreen. To celebrate the centenary of Italy, the Italian government commissioned Roberto Rossellini to make a biopic of Giuseppe Garibaldi, following his exploits with "The Thousand" and their role in the country’s unification. The result is a spectacle-filled 1961 neo-realistic classic. Includes Garibaldi the alternate shorter cut with English dubbing. In Italian with English subtitles.

129 minutes. Arrow.

MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95

★ 194617X DEVIL’S REVENGE. When archaeologist John Brock returns from an unsuccessful cave expedition he starts to see dream-like visions of a ferocious bird-like creature. As he searches for the ancient folktale's origins he learns the cave he came in contact with contains a mysterious relic and also a portal to Hell. The only way to stop it—he must go back and destroy it. Stars Jason Brooks. Unrated. 98 Minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95

$2.95


1915002: EXORCIST: The Beginning/Dominion. Widescreen. Collects two different versions of the prequel to The Exorcist: Exorcist: The Beginning (113 minutes) was directed by Benny Harlin released in 2004, while Exorcist: The Beginning to The Exorcist (116 minutes) was directed by Paul Schrader in 2005. Both star Stellan Skargard. Rated R. Two DVDs. Sony Pictures.

$3.95

7883951 ARMY OF DARKNESS. Widescreen. All primitive screwheads, listen up! Cult superstar Bruce Campbell reunites with director Sam Raimi to battle the deadly forces of evil in this outrageous, effects fueled action epic that will make you scream with fear and laughter. Rated R. English SDH. 97 minutes. Universal.

$5.95


$5.95

★ 7779488 TERRORIFIER. Widescreen. A maniacal clown named ART terrifies three young women on Halloween night and everyone else who stands in his way. Not for the squeamish. Not Rated. 84 minutes. Epic Pictures Releasing. Pub. at $9.95

7907159 THE RESORT. Widescreen. Four friends head to Hawaii to investigate reports of a haunting at an abandoned resort in hopes of finding the infamous Half-Faced Girl. When they arrive, they soon learn you should be careful what you wish for. Not Rated. English SDH. 75 minutes. Vertical.

$5.95

7902018 THE DAMNED. Widescreen. While in Bogota, Colombia David Reynolds (Peter Facinelli) and his new fiancee suffer a car crash that leaves them stranded at an isolated inn. They discover a young girl locked in the basement that has determined to set her free. But little do they know that the seemingly innocent girl is an embodiment of pure evil. Rated R. English SDH. 87 minutes. IFC Films.

$5.95

7897252 AMERICAN CANNIBAL. Widescreen. Rebecca, Chelsea and Ashley, having just recently graduated from high school, plan to spend an adult night together and party. After drinking and looking for trouble, the girls decide to steal a car. When the car breaks down they decide to hide out in the home of a local resident. Unfortunately, they chose the wrong person to ask for help. Not Rated. 89 minutes. IFC Distribution.

$3.95

7732694 THE SHINING. Widescreen. A family heads to an isolated hotel for the winter where a sinister presence influences the father into violence, while his psychotic son sees horrific forebodings from the future. Stars Jack Nicholson and Shelley Duvall. Rated R. CC. 142 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter.

$5.95

4977750 DARK TOUCH. Widescreen. In a remote Irish village, police are called to the scene of a bloody massacre, but they ignore the fate survivors’ claim that the house was responsible for the carnage that killed her parents and brother. Not Rated. English SDH. 91 minutes. IFC.

$3.95

7849877 HALLOWEEN III–SEASON OF THE WITCH: Collector’s Edition. Widescreen. Ellie and Daniel (Stacey Nelkin and Tom Atkins) uncover a Halloween prank that sets off a madman Conal Cochran (Dan O’Herlihy) and his sinister plot before trick or treaters across the country are kept from ever coming home. Rated R. 99 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.93

$5.95
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7890923 THE DISAPPOINTMENTS ROOM. Widescreen. Looking for a fresh start, Dana (Kate Beckinsale), David (Mel Raïd) and their five children move from the city to a rural Southern mansion in need of restoration. But the young family’s dream home quickly becomes a chilling nightmare when Dana discovers a hidden room in the attic. Rated R. English SDH. 85 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

7890805 SUMMERHOUSE SLAUGHTER. Widescreen. After a team of cheerleaders are burned to death in a gruesome sprinkler accident, Tanya, the only one who escaped, returns to the cheerleader training camp where in a panda costume begins killing one girl every hour, it’s up to Tanya to piece together the clues before time runs out. Not Rated. 70 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

7887383 BLOOD CREEK. Widescreen. A man and his brother on a mission of revenge become trapped in a harrowing occult experiment on two DVDs. 20th Century Fox. $19.95

7890828 HOUSE AT THE END OF THE STREET. Widescreen. Newly divorced Sarah (Elisabeth Shue) and her daughter Elissa (Jennifer Lawrence) have just moved to the suburbs. They soon learn years earlier a ghastly murder took place next door when a deranged girl killed her parents and her older brother Ryan (Max Thieriot) still occupies the house. English SDH. 101 minutes. Physical Media. $6.95

7895099 TERROR AT RED WOLF INN. Fullscreen. College student Regina wins a getaway vacation at the quiet Red Wolf Inn, which is run by a friendly elderly couple. It gradually becomes clear that something is amiss when one of the other guests goes missing and the hosts are reluctant to let anyone, especially Regina, leave the inn. Rated R. 90 minutes. Cheesy Movies. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

7890882 HOUSE AT THE END OF THE STREET. Widescreen. Newly divorced Sarah (Elisabeth Shue) and her daughter Elissa (Jennifer Lawrence) have just moved to the suburbs. They soon learn years earlier a ghastly murder took place next door when a deranged girl killed her parents and her older brother Ryan (Max Thieriot) still occupies the house. English SDH. 101 minutes. Physical Media. $6.95


7706650 CARRIE: The Original/The New. Widescreen. Watch Carrie unlash her wrath in this three-film box set. In the 1976 experiment a tortured, misfit (Sissy Spacek) unleashes her secret telekinetic powers against her psychotic mother and sadistic classmates. Then, Chloe Grace Moretz and Julianne Moore star in the exhilarating reimagining of Stephen King’s iconic best seller. Both Rated R. Over 3 20th Century Fox. $5.95

7887345 THE BLAIR WITCH PROJECT. Fullscreen. Three film students vanish after traveling into a Maryland forest to film a documentary on the local Blair Witch legend, leaving only their footage behind. Rated R. 87 minutes. Artisan. $5.95

7814313 REIGO: King of the Sea Monsters. The battleship Yamato is on patrol when a lookout spots a massive shape half-submerged in the distance. Believing it to be an enemy submarine, the fleeing vessels score a direct hit as they are shocked when the object emits a strange cry as it sinks beneath the waves. Now the stage is set for a final battle between the battleship and the mysterious dragon-like monster. Not Rated. 81 minutes. SRS Cinema. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

1946153 AMITYVILLE ISLAND. Widescreen. A cured surfer of killings at the Amityville House brings the evil to a small island where bizarre genetic experiments are carried out on humans and animals in a secret women’s prison. Not Rated. 71 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

789676X PSYCHO. Widescreen. Join the Master of Suspense on a chilling journey as an unsuspecting victim (Janet Leigh) visits the Bates Motel and falls prey to one of cinema’s most notorious psychopaths—Norman Bates (Anthony Perkins). Rated R. English SDH. 109 minutes. Universal. $9.95

7743750 RING AROUND THE ROSES/DEATH TUNNEL. Widescreen. In Ring Around the Roses a woman travels to the family estate and finds herself condemned to a house with buried secrets from the past terrorizing and haunting her present. Death Tunnel follows a group of college girls who have to spend a night in a haunted sanatorium. Rated R. CC. 97 minutes. Sony Pictures. $8.95

7845611 SANITARIUM. Widescreen. Sinister Dr. Moreau (Malcolm McDowell) provides a dominion over the inmates of a most unusual asylum— a macabre netherworld of shadows, warped minds, fiends and phantoms. Also stars horror legend Robert Englund and Lacey Chabert. Not Rated. 112 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $27.97 $5.95

7841127 TRICK. Widescreen. On Halloween night in 2015, Patrick “Trick” Weaver massacred his classmates at a costume party. After being arrested, he managed to escape and reappraise all of them, every Halloween to terrorize the town. With Trick wreaking havoc, Detective Mike Denver (Omar Epps) will stop at nothing to bring the carnage to an end. Not Rated. English SDH. 101 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. $3.95

1943182 FRIDAY THE 12TH: Triple Feature. A slasher-themed three pack of laughter and terror. Terror at Blood Fart Lake follows a group of college kids who head off to their friend’s cabin for a high octane sex weekend. In Return To Blood Lake, years after the massacre at Blood Fart Lake, the Scarecrow Killer returns to prey on a group of “Spirit Hunters.” In Evil Dead Ibled Rednecks a group of friends gather for fun at a remote lake. 9 hours. SRS Cinema. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

7846169 THE RETURN OF DRACULA/THE VAMPIRE. Widescreen. A double feature of pulpy horror gems. Prepare for The Return of Dracula, as history’s greatest bloodsucker crosses the Atlantic and tries to pose as a cousin of an unsuspecting American family. The terror continues in The Vampire, as a small-town physician finds an experimental bat serum has imbued him with a thirst for blood. Double-sided DVD. MGM. $5.95

7721285 WE FOUND SOMETHING. Widescreen. While Ted and Maxie are on a rock climbing trip to help conquer Ted’s fear of heights, they stumble upon an unknown creature in the woods, one who doesn’t want to be found. The couple are soon in a frenzy to save their lives as they become hunted by this ancient beast. Not Rated. 85 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

7893480 AMERICAN WEREWOLF IN LONDON. Widescreen. Two American college students during a backpacking tour of Britain are attacked by a werewolf that none of the locals will admit exists. Stars David Naughton and Jenny Agutter. Rated R. English SDH. 98 minutes. Universal. $5.95

198183X H.P. LOVECRAFT’S THE DEEP ONES. Widescreen. A married couple rents a beach side Airbnb only to be surrounded by peculiar neighbors and occurrences. They soon discover to be in the grips of a mysterious cult and their ancient sea god. Stars Gina La Plana and Robertiano. Not Rated. English SDH. 83 minutes. 123 Go. $8.95
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7891887 BROADCAST SIGNAL INTRUSION. Widescreen. For three years, James (Harry Shum Jr.) has been haunted by his wife’s sudden and inexplicable disappearance. While watching decade-aged TV news footage one night, he sees a disturbing video interference. His obsession of these strange clips increases, and he discovers strange connections to his missing wife. Not Rated. English SDH. 104 minutes. Dark Sky. $5.95

776120 COME TRUE. Widescreen. A teenage runaway takes part in a sleep study that becomes a nightmarish descent into the depth of her mind and a frightening examination of the power of dreams. Stars Julia Sarah Stone and Linda Liborion. Not Rated. English SDH. 105 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $19.98 $3.95

7846193 SAVAGE CREATURES. Widescreen. Two vampires realize their food source is in jeopardy when alien creatures land on earth causing humans to become rabid zombies. They must battle cannibals, gun toting nuns, and the undead if they want to save the world. Stars Kelly Brown and Victoria Steadman. English SDH. 76 minutes. In Distribution. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

4741662 PLEDGES. Widescreen. Tied up, bindfolded and left in the woods in nothing but their underwear as part of a “Hell Week” initiation, six college-aged pledges are tasked with setting up camp. Broken into two teams, boys versus girls, they must complete a number of extreme hazing rituals set up by their hosts. But a mysterious force haunts this forest and begins to prey on the pledges. CC. 77 minutes. Echo Bridge. $5.95

7901882 7 DAYS. Widescreen. How far would you go to get revenge on the man who raped and killed your little girl? A doctor kidnaps, ties up, and brutally extracts every drop of blood from the vile criminal he is convinced did that horrific deed. The hostage begs and pleads and insists he’s innocent, but the doctor has promised not to relent for 7 days. Not Rated. In Freeway. Widescreen. English subtitles. 111 minutes. MPI. Pub. at $24.98 $5.95


7902360 NAILS. Widescreen. Recovering after a terrible accident, Dana struggles to maintain a normal family life when she encounters a malevolent ghost in her hospital room. Not Rated. English SDH. 85 minutes. Dark Sky. $5.95

★ 7888910 SUBSPECIES V: Bloodrise. Widescreen. The vampire Radu (Anders Hove) is back in a dark thriller that follows Radu’s descent from a sexual warrior of the night to a blood-hungry creature of the night. Not Rated. 80 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95

★ 7818866 SORORITY BABES IN THE SLIMEBALL BOWL-O-RAMA 2. Widescreen. The Pi-Ep sorority house has seen better days, but the girls are intent on gaining some new recruits. With housemother Auntie Snake as their guide, their naughty hi-jinks and hilarity begin. Meanwhile, the Bowl O Rama bowling alley has had a break in, and a break out. It’s a fight for survival. Not Rated. 62 minutes. Full Moon. $5.95

7849983 INKBUS. Widescreen. Upon the discovery of a grisly murder, a team of police working the graveyard shift are terrorized by the mysterious arrival of the century-old demon, Inkbus. During their gruesome and violent battle, a detective realizes the demon has returned from his past, intent on settling a score. Rated R. 86 minutes. Screen Media Films. $5.95

7887507 THE SQUAD. Widescreen. All contact with a military base high in the desolate wastelands of Colombia has been lost. The authoritie...

7842191 MORBID/SCREWDRIVER. Widescreen. First up, in Morbid, a small town becomes the playground to a masked killer stalking and killing his locals for no apparent reason. Strap in for more screams in Screwdriver! After a new part store opens that sends the town’s former handyman out of business, he takes revenge on the new owner’s son and all his friends. Not Rated. 154 minutes. SRS Cinema. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ 399399X TORMENTED: Female Hostages. Two tales of tormented women that will shock you to the core. Faye is an attractive young woman violently attacked and kidnapped from a train station.Quad and Kurk are two notorious escapees from prison, and abduct an attractive young woman to use as a hostage. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Adults only. WWM. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

LIMITED QUANTITY ★ 7924666 BORN TO RAISE HELL. Widescreen. 1966 Chicago, a fiendish criminal on a Bender makes his way into a female dormitory, where a group of unsuspecting nursing students come face to face with pure evil. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

1946161 CLOWNADO. Widescreen. A troupe of murderous circus clowns are trapped in a tornado by a witches’ spell and travel the Midwest destroying everything and everyone on their path while seeking revenge on the woman who imprisoned them. CC. 99 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

7793995 THE SEVENTH DAY. Widescreen. Renowned exorcist Father Peter (Guy Pearce) teams up with a rookie apprentice for his first day of training. As they plunge deeper into hell on earth the lines between good and evil blur and their own demons emerge. Rated R. English SDH. 87 minutes. Vertical. $5.95

7891180 THE UNHEALER. Widescreen. A bullied teenager gains the means to fight back when a botched faith healing bestows supernatural shamansical powers upon him. When his lifelong tormentors pull a prank that causes the death of someone he loves, the teen uses his newfound abilities for revenge and goes on a bloody rampage to settle the score. Stars Natasha Henstridge and Adam Campbell. Not Rated. English SDH. 95 minutes. Scream Factory. $7.95

★ 7867026 FLESH CITY. Widescreen. A young couple stumbles into a dark, incomprehensible world in the basement of a nihilistic night club, opening a portal to mutation and mayhem. Not Rated. 84 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

LIMITED QUANTITY ★ 7885062 THE STAY AWAY. Widescreen. A young girl is a Catholic school girl. The ghost was a serial killer who was executed for murdering students. Now he’s back to take revenge on the current student body. Rated R. 85 minutes. Cheezy Movies. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

★ 7875479 SAVAGE VENGEANCE. Widescreen. Have you ever faced evil? True evil? Terror is more than skin deep. And now they’re fighting for their lives! Deep in the forgotten backwoods, a cult of cannibal freaks arewaiting—to hunt screaming victims, and feast on human flesh. Not Rated. 70 minutes. SRS Cinema. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95
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1980309 WEREWOLF OF LONDON/SHE-WOLF OF LONDON. Fullscreen. Despite the current rash of murders, botanist Wilfred Glendon (Herry Hull) scowls at Dr. Yagami who tells him the only anecdoke to the werewolves in London is the Marisla Lupina plant, in the 1935 Werewolf of London. In the 1946 She-Wolf of London the citizens of London are terrorized and Scotland Yard is baffled by a string of bloody killings. Both in B&W. Over two hours. Universal. $5.95

7890954 NETHERWORLD. Widescreen. A young man arrives at his father’s mansion in Louisiana to discover that a secretive cult is using winged creatures to raise the dead to do their bidding. Stars Michael Bennetdi and Denise Gentille. Not Rated. 87 minutes. Full Moon. $9.95

7891426 THE CURSE OF LA LLORONA. A family finds the Mexican folk tale of the Weeping Lady, the Curse of La Llorona—a paranormal specter that returns from the dead to demand a sacrifice—lives on in the modern horror film. Not Rated. 75 minutes. SRS Cinema. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

7891421 I KNOW WHAT YOU DID LAST SUMMER. Widescreen. After an accident on a windswept road, four teens make the fatal mistake of dumping their victim’s body into the sea. But exactly one year later, the dead man returns and he’s looking for more than an apology. Stars Jennifer Love Hewitt and Sarah Michelle Gellar. Rated R. 101 minutes. Mill Creek. $3.95

7890122 COUNtdown. Widescreen. When a nurse downloads an app that claims to predict the moment a person will die, it tells her she only has three days to live. With the clock ticking and a figure haunting her, she must find a way to save her life before time runs out. English SDH. 91 minutes. Universal. $3.95

7873736 THE RETREAT. Widescreen. Set in the Adirondack High Peaks of Upstate New York, two best friends, Gus and Adam, set out for a winter backpacking trip. After a horrifying encounter with a monster, Gus finds himself alone and lost. Now he must fight for his life while keeping his grip on reality as he’s tormented both physically and mentally. Not Rated. English SDH. 88 minutes. Uncorked Entertainment. $5.95

782582X THE HOOD HAS EYESZ. Widescreen. On their way to a ditch party, a group of high school girls—including Kimmy—accidentally hit a pedestrian. Fleeting on foot, they’re captured and assaulted by a psychotic group of thugs. Driven insane, Kimmy seeks revenge on the gangsters. Not Rated. 73 minutes. SRS Cinema. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

4629050 EVIL COME. EVIL GO/OH! YOU BEAUTIFUL DOLL/WIDOW BLUE! Few exploitation filmmakers were as bold, daring, and bizarre as Wall Davis, the auteur behind some of the wildest X-rated films to come out of Hollywood. This collection presents three of his most twisted creations: Evil Come, Evil Go (1973), Oh! You Beautiful Doll (1974), and Widow Blue (1974). On 3 hours on two DVDs, Paramount. $8.96

3479152 THE JAIL: The Women’s Hell. Widescreen. Writer director Bruno Mattei returns to the genre that established his reputation as a true maestro of EuroSleaze. When a group of women are sentenced to a jungle hellhole prison, they find themselves in a sweaty nightmare of sadistic guards, menacing lesbians, and rampant nudity—not to mention jaw-dropping violence and gravity. Not Rated. 92 minutes. Dark Sky. $5.95

7793960 THE RING/THE RING TWO. Widescreen. In The Ring a journalist, Rachel, must investigate a mysterious videotape which seems to cause the death of anyone who views it. In The Ring Two Rachel is back and determined to start a new life and escape her haunting memories. Not Rated. Stars Naomi Watts. Over 4 hours on two DVDs, Paramount. $14.95

7885586 DEMONIOIDS FROM HELL. Widescreen. A group of friends break into an abandoned haunted attraction on Halloween with a blue board in hopes of contacts—dead. But their seance instead summons a deadly gang of mischievous, pint-sized demons. Not Rated. 60 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

7845898 FRIDAY THE 13TH. Widescreen. A group of camp counselors trying to reopen a summer camp called Crystal Lake—which has a grim past—are stalked by a mysterious killer. Stars Betsy Palmer and Adrienne King. Not Rated. EX. 95 minutes. Paramount. $9.95

7814224 DEAD LIFE: Wormwood’s End. Widescreen. Four months after the apocalypse was all it took to turn people into monsters and monsters into devils. Three survivors seek refuge with the Wormwood Millitia only to find Camp Wormwood may offer protection from the walking dead—but the camp holds dangers of its own. Not Rated. 79 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

7814232 DEADLY PLAYTHINGS. A child’s mysterious doll, once home to restless and disembodied spirits, is handed down to the occupants of a new home. The doll is found by a lonely, near mute, wheel-chair bound girl. Soon the loving family is thrown into a living hell. Not Rated. 77 minutes. SRS Cinema. $4.95

7800672 MALIGNANT. A woman is paralyzed by shocking visions of grisly murders, and tormentors worsens as she discovers that these waking dreams are in fact terrifying realities. Rated R. English SDH. 111 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

7804355 DARLIN’. Widescreen. Found at a Catholic hospital filthy and ferocious, feral teenager Darlin’ is whisked off to a care home run by The Bishop and his obedient nuns. However, Darlin’ holds a secret darker than the tubes in & the hospital’s walls and she is threatened with, and she is not taking it lying down. Not Rated. English SDH. 101 minutes. Dark Sky. $5.95

7790917 PENNY PINTERCHES: The Kings of No Budget Horror. Widescreen. This documentary explores the heart and soul that goes into making low budget horror movies directly from some of the most well known micro budget creators in the business. This is the low down on the low budget horror scene, the good, the bad and the ugly. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

7697376 CURSE OF CHUCKY. Widescreen. He’s back! When a mysterious package arrives at the house of Nica (Fiona Dourif), she doesn’t give it much thought. However, after her mother’s mysterious death, Nica begins to suspect that the talking, red-haired doll her mother’s “good girl.” However, Darlin’ holds a secret darker than the tubes in & the hospital’s walls and she is threatened with, and she is not taking it lying down. Not Rated. English SDH. 101 minutes. Dark Sky. $5.95

7885586 DEMONIOIDS FROM HELL. Widescreen. A group of friends break into an abandoned haunted attraction on Halloween with a blue board in hopes of contacts—dead. But their seance instead summons a deadly gang of mischievous, pint-sized demons. Not Rated. 60 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

7873736 THE RETREAT. Widescreen. Set in the Adirondack High Peaks of Upstate New York, two best friends, Gus and Adam, set out for a winter backpacking trip. After a horrifying encounter with a monster, Gus finds himself alone and lost. Now he must fight for his life while keeping his grip on reality as he’s tormented both physically and mentally. Not Rated. English SDH. 88 minutes. Uncorked Entertainment. $5.95

782582X THE HOOD HAS EYESZ. Widescreen. On their way to a ditch party, a group of high school girls—including Kimmy—accidentally hit a pedestrian. Fleeting on foot, they’re captured and assaulted by a psychotic group of thugs. Driven insane, Kimmy seeks revenge on the gangsters. Not Rated. 73 minutes. SRS Cinema. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

4629050 EVIL COME. EVIL GO/OH! YOU BEAUTIFUL DOLL/WIDOW BLUE! Few exploitation filmmakers were as bold, daring, and bizarre as Wall Davis, the auteur behind some of the wildest X-rated films to come out of Hollywood. This collection presents three of his most twisted creations: Evil Come, Evil Go (1973), Oh! You Beautiful Doll (1974), and Widow Blue (1974). On 3 hours on two DVDs, Paramount. $8.96

3479152 THE JAIL: The Women’s Hell. Widescreen. Writer director Bruno Mattei returns to the genre that established his reputation as a true maestro of EuroSleaze. When a group of women are sentenced to a jungle hellhole prison, they find themselves in a sweaty nightmare of sadistic guards, menacing lesbians, and rampant nudity—not to mention jaw-dropping violence and gravity. Not Rated. 92 minutes. Dark Sky. $5.95

7790917 PENNY PINTERCHES: The Kings of No Budget Horror. Widescreen. This documentary explores the heart and soul that goes into making low budget horror movies directly from some of the most well known micro budget creators in the business. This is the low down on the low budget horror scene, the good, the bad and the ugly. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

7697376 CURSE OF CHUCKY. Widescreen. He’s back! When a mysterious package arrives at the house of Nica (Fiona Dourif), she doesn’t give it much thought. However, after her mother’s mysterious death, Nica begins to suspect that the talking, red-haired doll her mother’s “good girl.” However, Darlin’ holds a secret darker than the tubes in & the hospital’s walls and she is threatened with, and she is not taking it lying down. Not Rated. English SDH. 101 minutes. Dark Sky. $5.95

7885586 DEMONIOIDS FROM HELL. Widescreen. A group of friends break into an abandoned haunted attraction on Halloween with a blue board in hopes of contacts—dead. But their seance instead summons a deadly gang of mischievous, pint-sized demons. Not Rated. 60 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

7873736 THE RETREAT. Widescreen. Set in the Adirondack High Peaks of Upstate New York, two best friends, Gus and Adam, set out for a winter backpacking trip. After a horrifying encounter with a monster, Gus finds himself alone and lost. Now he must fight for his life while keeping his grip on reality as he’s tormented both physically and mentally. Not Rated. English SDH. 88 minutes. Uncorked Entertainment. $5.95

782582X THE HOOD HAS EYESZ. Widescreen. On their way to a ditch party, a group of high school girls—including Kimmy—accidentally hit a pedestrian. Fleeting on foot, they’re captured and assaulted by a psychotic group of thugs. Driven insane, Kimmy seeks revenge on the gangsters. Not Rated. 73 minutes. SRS Cinema. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

4629050 EVIL COME. EVIL GO/OH! YOU BEAUTIFUL DOLL/WIDOW BLUE! Few exploitation filmmakers were as bold, daring, and bizarre as Wall Davis, the auteur behind some of the wildest X-rated films to come out of Hollywood. This collection presents three of his most twisted creations: Evil Come, Evil Go (1973), Oh! You Beautiful Doll (1974), and Widow Blue (1974). On 3 hours on two DVDs, Paramount. $8.96
**Horror**

**7748450 FALSE POSITIVE.** Widescreen. Lucy (Ilanne Grazer) and Adrien (Justin Theroux) find their dream fertility doctor in the illusory Dr. Hindle (Pierce Brosnan). But, after becoming pregnant, Lucy begins to notice something sinister behind Hindle’s charm and sets out to uncover the unsettling truth about him. Rated R. English DVD. 9:22 minutes. Mongol Media. $5.95

**7712928 CREATURES: 4 Movie Midnight Marathon Pack.** Widescreen. Four terrifying films featuring creepy crawling creatures! Stilther (Nathan Fillion and Elizabeth Banks); Sssss (Strother Martin and Dirk Benedict); Tremors (Kevin Bacon and Fred Ward); and Tremors 2: Aftershock (Fred Ward and Helen Shaver). Some Rated R. English SDH. Over 6.5 hours. $29.95

**7678800 1313: Actor Slash Model.** Widescreen. An embittered actor decides it’s time to slash a few models after losing a career-changing role to some guy who looks good with his shirt off. He’ll either kill them, or at least make them look so beautiful. Not Rated. 72 minutes. Rapid Heart. Pub. at $19.98 $3.95

**1973308 LILITH, A VAMPIRE WHO COMES BACK.** Widescreen. In an English-language Italian horror film like no other, director Gianni Virgadualla takes us into the frightening mansion of baron Ludwig von Reder. When a mysterious young girl visits the residence, a strange presence begins to haunt her. It’s the baron’s spirit, which dead one day ago. In B&W. 82 minutes. One 7. $5.95

**7814240 ELLIOT.** Set in the dark depths of a strictly controlled universe, enter the world of a lonely maintenance worker named ELLIOT who struggles to discover his true identity only to fall down a hellish rabbit hole. Not Rated. 70 minutes. SRS Cinema. $5.95

**7678594 3 SCREAM QUEENS.** Widescreen. Although the Aliens and the Ghoulies are a trio of indelible scream queens. After the head of a motion picture studio invites them out to a very special screening in exchange for the possibility of a lead role in an upcoming horror film, the three women playfully become suspicious—not only of their circumstances, but also each other. Not Rated. 75 minutes. Rapid Heart. $5.95

**7912765 GHOU LiES.** Widescreen. Take a creepy old Hollywood mansion, a naive young man and a pretty girl. Add and over the top orgy and some slimy, winged gobolins who crawl out of toilets and you have Ghoulies, a horrifying and hilarious ride into the darkest regions of hell! 81 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**1964526 DEATH TOILET TRILOGY.** Widescreen. In Death Toilet Brett comes home to settle his dead brother’s affairs and soon realizes that his toilet may be the embodiment of Satan. In Death Toilet Number 2 Father Marcus need the help of Brett as toilets are becoming demonically possessed. In Death Toilet 3: Doody Calls Brett travels the globe ridding the world of every demonic toilet. All Widescreen. Not Rated. 164 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

**7824933 HELL OF THE SCREAMING UNDEAD.** Widescreen. Unalive, a crew of friends decide to explore an abandoned research lab, and what they find is a new kind of horror. But with each story she creates, the stakes become higher and more deadly. Than anticipated final film in the cult trilogy. Not Rated. 112 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

**7875118 ALREADY DEAD.** Widescreen. Virginia, a lawyer’s secretary, is trapped in her daily routine: subway, work, sleep. But one night on the way home, she is assaulted and falls into a pit of darkness and despair. Soon she emerges, filled with rage, enacting brutal, violent, blood soaked revenge on any man in her path. Not Rated. In French with English subtitles. 49 minutes. SRS Cinema. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**7924631 BIGFOOT GOES TO HELL.** Widescreen. Bigfoot is back. And this time, he’s doing battle with the prince of darkness—Lord Lucifer. When Satan and his right-hand demon, Baphomet, unite to create chaos in the cosmos, only one strong Sasquatch can stop them. Not Rated. 73 minutes. Monster Battles. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**7912781 GHOU LiES II.** Widescreen. The demonic, toilet-dwelling gobolins are back! Slowly aware in “Satan’s Den,” the traveling haunted house, is a massive demonic universe run by the infamous Baphomet. Larry and Uncle Ned, the Ghoulies errily devour side show attraction’s patrons—until Larry realizes his horror house is for real and tries to flee the scene! Not Rated. 90 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**789516X WOKE.** Widescreen. Follows Clair, a young girl struggling with the recent loss of her mother, as she discovers something strange is going on with the guys across the street. With her best friend Razz, Trent, and a horde of their friends, they must band together to stop an extraterrestrial creature from controlling everyone. Not Rated. 71 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

**BIRTHDAY BERGAME.** Widescreen. Welcome to Slaughter Beach! Where the water is cool, the sun is hot, and the fish hooks are razor sharp! When beach bums Ralph and Barry are down on their luck in a job shop, they decide to become vigilantes to track down a crazed fisherman who is terrorizing their coastal town. Not Rated. 80 minutes. SRS Cinema. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**7805578 ED GEIN, THE MUSICAL.** Widescreen. It’s 1957 and Ed Gein has just been arrested after committing his second murder. Through a series of flashbacks and imagined memories we see Ed’s story through his own eyes while hearing his story through parodies of classic songs. Stars Dan Davies and Cliff Krause. Not Rated. 82 minutes. SRS Home Video. Pub. at $14.95 $7.95

**7875223 HI-FEAR.** Widescreen. An ambitious young illustrator is forced to create four of the most terrifying stories imaginable for a novelty book based on basic human fears. But with each story she creates, the stakes become higher and more deadly. Than anticipated final film in the cult trilogy. Not Rated. 112 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

**780881X THE NIGHT HAS EYES.** Fullscreen. Marian and Doris visit the Yorkshire moors a year after Marian’s friend Evelyn disappeared there. On a stormy night, they take refuge in the isolated cottage of Stephen, a pianist suffering from shell shock from the Spanish Civil War. Marian soon develops an attraction towards Stephen—but she also suspect that he might have something to do with Evelyn’s disappearance. Stars James Mason. Classicflix Pub. at $29.99 $9.95

**792464X BIGFOOT VS MEGALODON 2.** Widescreen. When a band of thieves, intergalactic villains—led by the notorious outer space outlaw, Megalodon—start running roughshod, the super-sized Sasquatch is enlisted by Earth’s surviving allies to destroy the gang and restore law and order to the cosmos. Not Rated. 73 minutes. Monster Battles. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**7835111 BLUMHOUSE OF HORRORS: 10 Movie Collection.** Widescreen. The studio and filmmakers who redefined the genre of horror present the ten most spine-tingling films that will have you running for the front door! Includes The Purge: Outia; The Boy Next Door; Unfriended; Ouija; The Boy Next Door; Split; Get Out; Happy Death Day; The Visit; and Dare; The Purge; Ouija; The Boy Next Door; Unfriended; Ouija; The Boy Next Door; Split; Get Out; Happy Death Day; The Visit; and Dare. Multiple Rated. Over 27 hours. MGM. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

**7928203 BIGFOOT VS MEGALODON.** Widescreen. A moment, but torment is forever. Not Rated. In French with English subtitles. 99 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**780413 EVIL BUILDING.** Widescreen. A group of top European underground filmmakers invite us into the Evil Building for several horrific tales of the macabre. It is a building we walk past every day and think nothing about. But it has a life, and bloodlust, of its own. In this place, death is only the beginning. But with each story she creates, the stakes become higher and more deadly. Than anticipated final film in the cult trilogy. Not Rated. 112 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95
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**7834527 CALAMITY OF SNAKES.** Widescreen. A developer discovers a snake pit full of thousands of deadly serpents on the construction site of a new apartment building. To avoid any construction delays, the developer brutally exterminates the snakes. The residents of the building are attacked by thousands of snakes in a bloodbath. Not Rated. Dubbéd and in Mandarin with English subtitles. 96 minutes. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**7960123 HUMAN EXPERIMENTS.** Widescreen. Rachel is a country singer traveling alone. After wrecking her car she finds what appears to be an abandoned house, but after stumbling inside, she discovers a grisly murder scene. She’s railroaded into prison and soon finds herself at the mercy of a prison psychiatrist with insidious intentions. Not Rated. 85 minutes. **SOLD OUT**

**7928246 VHS GODFATHER: The Vipco Story.** Explore the history of the infamous and beloved UK home video label from the creator himself. Michael Lee appearing on camera for the first time ever to tell his story. Vipco brought many bizarre and horror related titles to the UK shores in the ‘80s on home video, but ended up getting caught up in the video nasty scandal. Not Rated. 92 minutes. **SYNAPSE.** **SOLD OUT**

**784390X 31.** Widescreen. Five carnival workers are kidnapped and held hostage in an abandoned, hellish compound where they are forced to participate in a violent game, the goal of which is to survive twelve hours against a gag of sadistic clowns. Rated R. English SDH. 103 minutes. Lionsgate. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**7814321 SHARK! Double Feature.** Widescreen. Bad CGI Sharks is a hilarious, meta take on the shark-sploration genre that ends up being a tribute to itself. 90 minutes. House shark, when Frank finds his happy home under attack by a dangerous but largely unknown breed of shark, he enlists the aid of the world’s only “House Shark” expert, Zachery (111 minutes). SRS Cinema. Pub. at $19.95. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**7790801 THE HUMAN MONSTER.** Fullscreen. ClassicFlix. Pub. at $29.99. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**7780637 CREATURE FROM BLACK LAKE.** Widescreen. Synapse. Pub. at $19.95. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**774513X DAMON’S REVENGE.** Widescreen. MVD Visual. Pub. at $12.95. **PRICE CUT to $5.95**

**7805659 NIGHT OF THE ZODIAC.** Fullscreen. SRS Home Video. Pub. at $14.95. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**7971063 DARK SHADOWS: The Vampire Curse.** Fullscreen. MPI. Pub. at $19.98. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**7734830 TERRIFIED.** Widescreen. Wild Eye. Pub. at $12.95. **PRICE CUT to $5.95**

**7793884 GHOUL HOUSE.** Widescreen. Wild Eye. Pub. at $9.95. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**7691750 THE INHABITANTS.** MVD Visual. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**7878899 VISIONS.** Widescreen. After moving to a vineyard to start a new life with her husband, a pregnant woman begins to experience terrifying visions. Rated R. 83 minutes. Universal. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**7790501 THRILLS & CHILLIES! 4-Movie Collection.** Widescreen. Paramount. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**4961331 THE PSYCHOPATH.** Widescreen. Kino Lorber. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**7202941 BIGFOOT’S BRIDE.** Widescreen. Wild Eye. Pub. at $17.95. **PRICE CUT to $8.95**

**7732481 THE BIRDS.** Widescreen. Universal. **PRICE CUT to $5.95**

**1950426 IT, CHAPTER TWO.** Widescreen. Warner Bros. Enter. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**7814035 NEOCLOGIES.** SRS Cinema. **PRICE CUT to $8.95**

**1932888 INVISIBLE GHOST.** Fullscreen. M.O. Pictures. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**8846330 THE BEAST IN HEAT.** Widescreen. Severin. Pub. at $19.95. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**7829962 THE KILLING KIND.** Cheesy Movies. Pub. at $12.95. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**1928948 BABY OOPSIE! Widescreen. Full Moon. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**7748531 WE SUMMON THE DARKNESS.** Widescreen. M.O. Pictures. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**780573X SOLITUDE OF THE TORMENTORS.** SRS Cinema. Pub. at $13.95. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**7794029 TERRORIFIED.** Widescreen. RJ Entertainment. **PRICE CUT to $5.95**

**7719321 NOSFERATU.** Reel Vault. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**6768355 1313: Frankenstein.** Widescreen. Rapid Heart. Pub. at $19.98. **PRICE CUT to $5.95**

**7710763 DARK SHADOWS: The Vampire Cure.** Fullscreen. MPI. Pub. at $19.98. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**7743513 I, MONSTER.** Reel Vault. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**4817767 FRIGHTVISION.** Widescreen. Wild Eye. Pub. at $12.95. **PRICE CUT to $5.95**

**7738848 BIGFOOT’S HUNGER.** Widescreen. Wild Eye. Pub. at $9.95. **PRICE CUT to $5.95**

**7691750 THE INHABITANTS.** MVD Visual. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**7808801 THE HUMAN MONSTER.** Fullscreen. ClassicFlix. Pub. at $29.99. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**7760337 CREATURE FROM BLACK LAKE.** Widescreen. Synapse. Pub. at $19.95. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**774513X DAMON’S REVENGE.** Widescreen. MVD Visual. Pub. at $12.95. **PRICE CUT to $5.95**

**7805659 NIGHT OF THE ZODIAC.** Fullscreen. SRS Home Video. Pub. at $14.95. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**7683081 ACHROMOS.** Widescreen. Syndicado. Pub. at $19.95. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**7721161 EVIL DEAD TRAP 2: HIDEKI.** Widescreen. MVD Visual. Pub. at $12.95. **PRICE CUT to $5.95**

**7734832 DEATH TO METAL.** Widescreen. Wild Eye. Pub. at $14.95. **PRICE CUT to $5.95**

**7855206 BEDROOMED.** Widescreen. SRS Cinema. Pub. at $14.95. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**1980475 CHILDREN SHOULDN’T PLAY WITH DEAD THINGS.** Widescreen. VCI Entertainment. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**765177 FINAL DESTINATION 5.** Widescreen. New Line Cinema. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**
Nimoy and William Shatner. CC. Over 5 hours on three DVDs.

The Killers. Starring Michael Keith and Harry Rhodes Reason and Mie Hama. English SDH. Over 11 hours on two DVDs.

MONSTER FORCE ZERO. Widescreen. After their comic book dreams are crushed, a group of sci-fi cosplayers are granted superpowers by ancient aliens and are transported into the multiverse to do real battle with evil forces bent on earth’s destruction. Stars Adam Singer. Not Rated. 84 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95 $2.95


HOSTILE. Widescreen. A worldwide epidemic has killed most of the planet’s population. The few survivors struggle to find food and shelter. But they are not alone. When Juliette gets stuck in her car in the middle of the desert, she must survive the peril of the post-apocalypse while a strange creature prowls around. Not Rated. 83 minutes. 4D Publishing.

READY PLAYER ONE. Widescreen. Salvation lies in the OASIS in the collapsing world of 2045. A fantastical virtual-reality universe created by the brilliant and eccentric James Haliday. When Haliday dies, his immense fortune is left to the first person who can find a digital Easter egg hidden in the OASIS. Stars Tye Sheridan and Olivia Cooke. English SDH. 140 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $3.95

STARGATE: THE RISE OF THE VIKINGS. Widescreen. The fate of the Earth—to bring their friend everything—including their ship, themselves—and the fate of the Earth—to bring their friend everything—including their ship, themselves—and the fate of the Earth—to bring their friend everything—including their ship, themselves—and the fate of the Earth—to bring their friend everything—including their ship, themselves—and the fate of the Earth—to bring their friend everything—including their ship, themselves—and the fate of the Earth—to bring their friend everything—including their ship, themselves—and the fate of the Earth—to bring their friend everything—including their ship, themselves—and the fate of the Earth—to bring their friend everything—including their ship, themselves—and the fate of the Earth—to bring their friend everything—including their ship, themselves—and the fate of the Earth—to bring their friend everything—including their ship, themselves—and the fate of the Earth—to bring their friend everything—including their ship, themselves—and the fate of the Earth—to bring their friend everything—including their ship, themselves—and the fate of the Earth—to bring their friend everything—including their ship, themselves—and the fate of the Earth—to bring their friend everything—including their ship, themselves—and the fate of the Earth—to bring their friend everything—including their ship, themselves—and the fate of the Earth—to bring their friend everything—including their ship, themselves—and the fate of the Earth—to bring their friend everything—including their ship, themselves—and the fate of the Earth—to bring their friend everything—including their ship, themselves—and the fate of

DOCTOR WHO: The Doctors Revisited. Widescreen. Takes a look at the three exceptionally gifted performers who have played Doctor Who since 2005. Christopher Eccleston, David Tennant and Matt Smith. Doctor Who showrunner Steven Moffat leads this review of each actor’s tenure as the Doctor followed by a thrilling two-part story for each Doctor. English SDH. 14 hours 11 minutes. $5.95

FREAKS. Widescreen. Kept locked inside a house by her father, seven-year-old Chloe lives in fear of the outside world, where Abnormals create a constant threat—or so she believes. When a mysterious stranger offers her a glimpse of what’s happening outside, Chloe soon finds that while the truth isn’t so simple, the danger is very real. Stars Emile Hirsh. Rated R. English SDH. 105 minutes. Well Go USA. $5.95

ROBOTAPocalypse. When expert hacker Tara tries to stop a powerful sentient A.I. as it takes over the world’s military, the A.I. marks her as a terrorist that must be exterminated. Stars Tito Ortiz and Katalina Viteri. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Asylum. $5.95

UNIDENTIFIED. Widescreen. After a weekend of gambling in Las Vegas, four friends on the run from a loan shark find themselves stranded in the Nevada desert. But problems may be the least of their worries when the group discovers that something unearthly is stalking them. Not Rated. 89 minutes. Dark Sky. PRICE CUT to $3.95

UNIT ELEVEN. Widescreen. In the year 2053, survivors of a now almost completely evacuated post-apocalyptic Britain compete for a government bounty to retrieve a mysterious bio weapon known only as Unit Eleven. Stars Ieuan Parry and Carl Kendall. Not Rated. 118 minutes. Brightspark. $5.95


GIANTESS BATTLE ATTACK! Widescreen. Jim Wynorski’s stomp-tastic sequel to large-lady sci-fi comedy Attack of the 50 Foot Camgirl. The beautiful, beastly Beverly (Ivy Smith) returns and faces a new group of gargantuan gals, hell bent on achieving divine diva domination. Not Rated. 59 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95

THE GRAND TOUR. Widescreen. Before they can complete renovations on their new inn, widower Ben and his daughter are visited by a woman seeking immediate lodging for her strange group of travelers. Why they won’t stay at the hotel is as curious as the group of mad scientists, and humanoid robots. Not Rated. In Japanese with English subtitles. 71 minutes. Full Moon. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

SUPER LEGEND GOD HIKOZA. Widescreen. Tadao and Takaho are two scientists from an Ultra-spatial research center who discover a mecha emitting an alarm sound for giant monster sturgeon is approaching. This roller-coaster ride includes a love story, kaiju, mad scientists, and humanoid robots. Not Rated. In Japanese with English subtitles. 71 minutes. Full Moon. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

THE GIANT GILA MONSTER. Widescreen & Widescreen. In The Giant Gila Monster, a giant lizard terrorizes a rural Texas community and a heroic teenager attempts to destroy the creature. Stars Don Sullivan and Fred Graham. Not Rated. In B&W. 74 minutes. Also includes a bonus DVD featuring the theatrical cut of The Killer Shrews. Film Masters. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

UNIDENTIFIED. Widescreen. After a weekend of gambling in Las Vegas, four friends on the run from a loan shark find themselves stranded in the Nevada desert. But problems may be the least of their worries when the group discovers that something unearthly is stalking them. Not Rated. 89 minutes. Dark Sky. PRICE CUT to $3.95
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Forbidden Letters follows (Robert Adl) who's trying to pass the time on the day his older lover Richard (Richard Locke) is set to be released from prison. Not Rated. In Color and B&W. English SDH. 89 minutes. Paramount.

Forbidden in France upon its release, it was only available in no dialogue or soundtrack; the silence compounds the movie's porn collectors in 1950, this story is set in a prison with three main stars. Forbidden Letters is a love story featuring a gay lib loving movement than Arthur J. Bressan Jr. his films fearlessly blurs the boundaries between the artistic, the erotic, and the cinematic. Passing Strangers follows a closeted gay teenager (Robert Adams) who finds love, community, and a political awakening.

1984101 UN CHANT D'AMOUR. Originally made for Parisian gay porn collectors in 1950, this story is set in a prison with three main stars. Forbidden Letters is a love story featuring a gay liberation movement than Arthur J. Bressan Jr. his films fearlessly blurs the boundaries between the artistic, the erotic, and the cinematic. Passing Strangers follows a closeted gay teenager (Robert Adams) who finds love, community, and a political awakening.

7892808 TINY TOON ADVENTURES: Season 1. Volume 1. Rejice, potatoes du cuoch, cause what's finally here! The first half of Season One–35 furry, funny, episodes stretching from inner Burbank to outer space and featuring Buster Bunny, Plucky Duck, Hamton Pig, Elmyra Duff, Dizzy Devil, and more dozens of Acme stuntmen. English SDH. Over 12 hours on four DVDs, one double-sided. Warner Bros. Enter. $7.95

7903642 BUG’S BUNNY’S LUNAR TUNES/MARVIN THE MARTIAN: Space Tunes. Marvin the Martian goes before an out of this world court for a permit to blow up the Earth, and Bugs Bunny has to save us in Bugs Bunny's Lunar Tunes. Marvin the Martian: Space Tunes features all your favorite Looney Tunes in 12 outrageously uneven cartoon classics. English SDH. 107 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

7792794 STAR WARS–THE CLONE WARS: Darth Maul Returns. The dark warrior returns to his creator, the evil Mother Talzin, who gives him a sinister mission: to search the galaxy for his brother, Sith Apprentice Darth Maul. Believed dead for over a decade, he is nearly unrecognizable, and fueled by hatred, English SDH. 87 minutes. Warner Home Video. $5.95

7743653 BATFINK: The Complete Series. Created by Hal Seeger, one of the most prolific cartoon creators of the mid-1960s, Batfink was a superhero unlike anything the world has ever seen. With his clay sidekick Karate, Batfink was on a mission to fight crime. All 100 animated episodes are gathered in this set. Over 8 hours on four DVDs. Shout! Factory. $9.95

1515020 FRAGGLE ROCK: The Animated Series. Fullscreen. Based on the highly acclaimed live-action series, Fraggle Rock gets animated. The fun-loving Fraggles—Gobo, Red, Monster, Wembley, Boober, and all their friends—explore new horizons, frolicking in the wondrous maze of colorful caves and making up a wacky landscape. Collects all 13 episodes. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. Sony Pictures. $3.95

7891156 SPONGEBOB’S LAST STAND. Fullscreen. In the never-before-seen episode, all chaos breaks loose in Bikini Bottom when SpongeBob and Patrick, who will be running through Jellyfish fields, Outraged, they decide to protest! SpongeBob style. Also includes six adventures. Not Rated. 89 minutes. Paramount. $5.95

4836731 THE LOONEY TUNES SHOW/DAFFY DUCK’S QUACKBUSTERS. Bugs and Daffy are out for laughs and living in the suburbs with such colorful neighbors as Yosemite Sam, Granny, Tweety, and Sylvester in The Looney Tunes Show. Then, in Daffy’s Quackbustes Daffy has his passport open up a ghost-busting service. English SDH. 167 minutes on two DVDs. Warner Home Video. $5.95

7792603 ANIMAL INSTINCTS: Batman Unlimited. Widescreen. Gotham City is under siege by a series of bizarre crimes, and only Batman can unravel the mystery! The trail leads none other than the Penguin and his squad of villains including Silverback, Cheetah, Killer Croc and Man-Bat. But Batman has some back-up of his own as Green Arrow, the Flash and Nightwing. Packaged with a Fire Ball, 77 minutes, DC Comics. $5.95

7800436 ANIMANIACS, VOL. 1. Fullscreen. Three inseparable, crazy siblings have been locked away in the Warner Bros. water tower. They’ve found a way to escape, and escape they do–every day! Causing chaos and comic confusion, Yakko, Wakko and Dot run loose in the city, turning the world into their very own personal playground. Collects the first 25 episodes of Season One. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. NCircle Entertainment. $5.95

782498X SUPER MARIO BROS: Mario's Movie Madness. King Koopa is up to his old tricks, and it's up to the plumpers from Brooklyn, Mario and Luigi, to save the day. Follow Mario and his friends through five hilarious adventures across the wacky worlds of the Mushroom Kingdom. 75 minutes. NCircle Entertainment. $7.95

7846002 LEGO JUSTICE LEAGUE: Attack of the Legion of Doom. Widescreen. Get ready for the bricks to fly when Superman, Batman, Wonder Woman and the rest of the Justice League face off against the world's greatest supervillains! Includes Trickster LEGO mini-figure. Stars the voice talents of Troy Baker and Grey Griffin. English SDH. 77 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 7899289 LOONEY TUNES GOLDEN COLLECTION, VOLUME FOUR. This four-DVD set contains 60 cartoons with some of the best laugh riots ever conceived by the feverish minds at Warner’s Termite Terrace. Not Rated. CC. In B&W and Color. Nearly 7 hours. Warner Bros. Enter. SOLD OUT

LIMITED QUANTITY 7899270 LOONEY TUNES GOLDEN COLLECTION, VOLUME THREE. This four-DVD set includes 60 more of the most loonyest Looney Tunes ever unleashed on rabbit, duck, pig or humanity. Not Rated. CC. In B&W and Color. Over 7 hours. Warner Bros. Enter. SOLD OUT

7800452 BATMAN: Soul of the Dragon. In the 1970s, a missing teacher of martial arts is the subject of a quest by his devoted and brilliant but distant students, who include Batman. Includes the voice talents of David Giuntoli and Kelly Hu. Rated R. English SDH. 83 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

More Movies

7924739 FIRESIDE READING OF THE CALL OF THE WILD. Widescreen. Experiencing a story read aloud is one of the oldest forms of entertainment. Join Gildart Jackson in front of the cozy fire as he reads The Call of the Wild by Jack London to you and your family from beginning to end. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

1982419 PASSING STRANGERS/FORBIDDEN LETTERS. No other filmmaker better embodied the spirit of the gay liberation movement than Arthur J. Bressan Jr. His films fearlessly blurs the boundaries between the artistic, the erotic, and the cinematic. Passing Strangers follows a closeted gay teenager (Robert Adams) who finds love, community, and a political awakening.

Forbidden Letters follows (Robert Adl) who's trying to pass the time on the day his older lover Richard (Richard Locke) is set to be released from prison. Not Rated. In Color and B&W. English SDH. 154 minutes. Adults only. Altered Innocence. Pub. at $29.98 $21.95

Jack London to you and your family from beginning to end. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

7839480 STALE POPCORN & STICKY FLOORS. Widescreen. Wild Eye. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95


See more titles at erhbc.com/915 - 31 -
7766262 DAISY: A Hen into the Wild. Widescreen. Not content to live her life within the cages of an egg farm, a resourceful hen named Daisy escapes into the forest, where she meets quirky and exotic characters. Finding an egg in an abandoned nest, she hatches it, and becomes the guardian to a duckling named Willie. 93 minutes. Olive Films. $5.95

7743637 ASTRO BOY: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. Blast off with the exciting adventures of an iconic superhero in this 2003 reboot of Osamu Tezuka's classic series that started the animation revolution. Tells the story of a young robot boy who becomes a reluctant superhero and fights for justice and peace. Collects 50 episodes. Nearly 17 hours on four DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $29.98. $6.95

7849536 HELLO KITTY 5-DVD COLLECTION. Adventure is everywhere–so is Hello Kitty. Includes Hello Kitty Saves the Day; Hello Kitty Becomes a Princess; Hello Kitty Tells Fairy Tales; and Hello Kitty Plays Pretend. Over 4 hours on five DVDs. MGM. $5.95

7835647 PINKY AND THE BRAIN, VOL. 1. Fullscreen. World domination is the aim. These two genetically modified lab mice–the methodical Brain and no-brainer sidekick Pinky–execute one flawed, gadget-driven scheme after another. Collects 22 episodes. Nearly 8 hours on four DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $44.98. $9.95

7800557 MORTAL KOMBAT LEGENDS: Scorpion's Revenge. Haruo Hasashi loses his family during an attack by a rival clan the Lin Kuei. He is given the chance to compete in an inter-dimensional tournament to save his loved ones while other fighters try to save the Earth's realm from annihilation. Stars the voice talents of Jennifer Micucci. English SDH. 80 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $3.95

778615X TOM AND JERRY SPOTLIGHT COLLECTION, VOLUMES 1-3. Tensest teamwork from one of animation’s most delightful duo. Trends come and go, but the chase is eternal. Collects 112 classic shorts covering their golden years and spanning six decades. English SDH. Over 13 hours on four DVDs. Warner Home Video. $14.95

7787811 AVATAR–THE LAST AIRBENDER: The Complete Book 1 Collection. Fullscreen. In a war-torn world of elemental magic, Aang reawakens to undertake a dangerous mystical quest to fulfill his destiny as the Avatar, and bring peace to the world. Join Aang, Katara, Sokka, Momo and Appa as they head north on the adventure of a lifetime. Collects all 20 Season One episodes. Stars the voice talents of Zach Tyler Eisen and Mae Whitman. Includes a bonus DVD of extras. Over 8 hours on six DVDs. Paramount. $7.95

77913443 BANJO THE WOODPILE CAT. Fullscreen. A mischievous kitten named Banjo runs away from home and soon realizes he may have made a mistake. Stars the voice talents of Spaky Markus and Scatman Crothers. English SDH. 27 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

7913397 SCOOBY-DOO! The Sword and the Scoob. Take a journey back in time to King Arthur’s court in this legendary saga of wizards, knights, dragons–and Scooby-Dooby! An evil sorcerer tries to seize power in Camelot, so King Arthur needs the help of our favorite super-sleuths to save his throne. Stars the voice talents of Frank Welker and Kate Micucci. English SDH. 76 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $6.95

7913109 UNDERDOG: Complete Collector’s Edition. When the city is in trouble, humble and lovable Shoeshine Boy turns into his alter ego Underdog to stop a series of villains, including the evil Simon Bar Sinister and Riff Raff. Enjoy the entire series with this collection that includes all episodes. One Season Through Three. Over 21 hours on nine DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $49.97. $29.95

7738732 DRAWN TOGETHER: Season One. Fullscreen. Comedy Central presents TV’s first animated reality show, following the exploits of eight characters from across the animated universe who come together in a house with a thousand cameras and unlimited access to booze, hot tubs and hand grenades. Collects all seven Season One episodes. Not Rated. 152 minutes. Paramount. $3.95

8081519 PINKY & THE BRAIN & SHERMAN: The Complete Collection. Fullscreen. Filled with magic, warmth and friendship, this series revolves around the adventures of a dinosaur and his group of ingenious young friends. Persuaded by fortune teller Madame Lay VIII himself in modern times, unexpected adventures. Collects all 50 episodes. Includes a bonus DVD of extras. Twenty-five hours on six DVDs. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $39.95. $29.95

7846010 THE LEGO MOVIE 2: The Second Part. Fullscreen. It’s been five years since everything was awesome and the citizens are facing a huge new threat: Lego Duplo invaders from outer space, wrecking everything faster than they can rebuild. Stars the voice talents of Chris Pratt and Elizabeth Banks. English SDH. 107 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. PRICE CUT to $3.95

809116X MR. PEABODY & SHERMAN: The Complete Series. Widescreen. World domination is the aim. These globe-trotting geniuses’ adventures span eight decades. Stars the voices of Chris Rock and Elizabeth Banks. English SDH. 112 episodes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

9160903 THE FLINTSTONES: The Complete First Season. Fullscreen. Cartoon Network. From its humble beginnings to what it has become today. Intimate look at the adventures of a modern stone age family. CC. Two DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. $29.95

7972406 ADVENTURE TIME: The Final Seasons. Widescreen. Warner Bros. Enter. $3.95

7765134 THE RED TURTLE. Wide screen. World domination is the aim. These globe-trotting geniuses’ adventures span eight decades. Stars the voices of Chris Rock and Elizabeth Banks. English SDH. 112 episodes. Warner Bros. Enter. PRICE CUT to $3.95

7797193 FEATHERS TOGETHER. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $14.95. $3.95

7743610 THE ADVENTURES OF TINTIN: Season One. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.93. $5.95

Religion and Spirituality

7902555 THE STORY OF ISLAM. Fullscreen. Takes you on a journey through The Story of Islam from its humble beginnings to what it has grown to today. Introduces you to the culture, philosophy and staples of the Islamic faith, which is rapidly being embraced by many in the West. 120 minutes. MPI. $8.95

7970913 HOLY SHROUD OF JESUS. Was this the burial cloth of Christ or a clever forgery? In modern times, the shroud has been publicly displayed sparitngly, and has undergone intense scientific tests. The results have been both heralded and denounced. Explore the mysteries of the Shroud of Turin with rarely seen footage and dockets yourself. 147 minutes. Questar. $7.95

776507X DISCOVERING JESUS. Questar. $5.95
4977408 AMERICAN MUSCLE CAR: Camaro Z/28/63-67 Corvette Sting Ray. Fullscreen. There's this road race, see, this SCCA Trans Am series? And the Camaro is perfect for it. All they needed was a 500-horsepower 396-cubic-inch engine! Completely restored by 1963, Corvette launched into its greatest popularity. 50 minutes. MPI. $3.95

4977278 AMERICAN MUSCLE CAR: Boss 302 & 429 Mustang/The Saleen Mustangs. Fullscreen. The Salfleen Mustangs: the Boss 302 was the class act in Trans Am racing, and the Boss 429 was simply the most overpowered Pony car Ford ever made. Saleen started in the eighties, road-racing five- liter Mustangs. Saleen Mustangs are now the most sought after cars in endurance racing competition, and on the street. LIMITED QUANTITY 7888880 50 minutes. MPI. $7.95

3803503 LAST STAND OF THE 300: The Legendary Battle at Thermopylae. The battle of Thermopylae is still acknowledged today for its brilliant military maneuvers and well-trained and fearless soldiers who fought to the death, particularly the 300 Spartan soldiers who held off the colossal Persian military for seven full days. A detailed account of the battle unfolds here. CC. 91 minutes. Widescreen. $11.95

4977493 AMERICAN MUSCLE CAR: Season 2. Fullscreen. The American Musclecar series brings you the second season, profiling some of the most influential cars in automotive history, including the Pontiac Firebird Trans Am, 427 Cobra, American Motors AMX, Buick Regal GNX, and more. Five hours on 2 DVDs. MPI. $11.95

7845723 ARTHUR: King of the Britons. Widescreehn. Shows evidence that a real 6th century warlord actually did exist and that many of the most famous characters of the King Arthur story—such as the round table, the sword in the stone, Camelot—may well have been inspired by real places and events. Hosted by Richard Harris. English SDH. 50 minutes. BBC. $5.95

4019608 SHOCKWAVE: The Complete Season One. More and more, disasters are captured live on video, caught on tape by cell phones, surveillance systems, or by the occasional lucky news cameraman. Now Shockwave presents the footage behind the headlines. Contains all 13 episodes from the first season. Over ten hours on 4 DVDs. A&E. Pub. $39.95

7797435 EPSTEIN: Behind the Facade. Widescreen. During his lifetime Jeffrey Epstein was known as both a well respected businessman and a despicable monster. This film takes the viewer deep into Epstein's life, hobnobbing with some of the most high-profile social and political figures such as Bill and Hillary Clinton, Bill Gates and Donald Trump. Not Rated. 50 minutes. Wowow Entertainment. Pub. $19.95

779748X PSILOCYBIN: The Magic Portal. Widescreen. In our minds there are many different doors. Some are open, and some remain tightly locked away. The keys that lead to these unknown neural landscapes grow from Mother Earth herself. Find out as we travel through the magic portal of consciousness. Not Rated. 40 minutes. Wowow Entertainment. $5.95

7749228 LADY KILLERS. Martina Cole examines the life and times of six of the most notorious female serial killers across history: Myra Hindley, Amelia Dyer, Beverly Allitt, Mary Ann Cotton, and Elizabeth Bathory. Each tells the story of one of these women, using expert analysis and dramatic reconstruction. Collects all six episodes. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Dreamscape Media. Pub. $19.95

7326460 KILLING FOR LOVE. Widescreen. The gruesome murders of Nancy and Derek Haysom in 1985 were an international media sensation. The murder conviction of their daughter Elizabeth and her German boyfriend Jens Soering sent shock waves through the rural community of Bedford County, Virginia. The web of romance and betrayal that may have led an innocent man to commit the ultimate sacrifice for love. Not Rated. 69 minutes. Widescreen. $14.95

4977351 AMERICAN MUSCLE CAR: ’64 Ford Fairlane Thunderbolt/The Shelby Mustangs. Fullscreen. Ford went drag racing in 1964 with their new Fairlane and their NASCAR 427 engine. Talk about a ringer! Carroll Shelby’s GT-500 Mustang was a limited edition road racer in street clothing. It had every performance option you could get from Ford, plus a 427 engine. 50 minutes. MPI. $5.95

1921282 THE HISTORY OF FORD TRUCKS. The Ford F-150 is the best-selling truck on the planet. Why? To find the answer we go back to Ford’s first truck produced in the Ford Model T one-ton in 1917, then the first factory-built pickup in 1925. Also covers Ford’s first V8 in 1932, the Streamline Era of the 1930s, WWII, and 13 generations of the legendary F-150. There are 74 True Books & Video clips! ★ 1924828 THE NEGOTIATORS: Season 1. Widescreen. A deep dive into one of the world’s most high-pressure professions: hostage negotiation. Across four episodes, we meet negotiators who can talk down people armed with explosives, confront pirates, deal with rebels who have stormed an embassy, and confront criminals threatening to kidnap hostages. Not Rated. Over 3 hours. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

7760396 GERMANY. Widescreen. Germany is a country in Central Europe that stands encompassing an astonishing variety of cultural and regional differences. It is the second-most populous country in Europe after Russia, the most populous member state of the European Union. Discover how this culturally rich country at the heart of Europe. 69 minutes. Widescreen. $14.95

996169X UNDERBELLY: Beneath the World of Porn. A feature documentary that explores the current state of the adult film business, comparing the trials and triumphs of dozens of top female performers in the industry as they share their stories of success, failure and stardom. Not Rated. 70 minutes. Adults only. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

8965853 UNDERBELLY: The World of Porn. A feature documentary that explores the current state of the adult film business, comparing the trials and triumphs of dozens of top female performers in the industry as they share their stories of success, failure and stardom. Not Rated. 70 minutes. Adults only. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

788396X BEST OF ONE STEP BEYOND. Fans of The Twilight Zone and The Outer Limits will love this mind-bending series based on true events involving doomsday, unexplained disasters, ghosts, aliens, and extrasensory perception, but defy scientific explanation. Hosted by John Newland. Over 8 hours on two DVDs. Tincased. PopFlix. $5.95

4977483 AMERICAN MUSCLE CAR: Season 2. Fullscreen. The American Musclecar series brings you the second season, profiling some of the most influential cars in automotive history, including the Pontiac Firebird Trans Am, 427 Cobra, American Motors AMX, Buick Regal GNX, and more. Five hours on 2 DVDs. MPI. $11.95

50 minutes. MPI. $5.95

50 minutes. MPI. $5.95

788396X BEST OF ONE STEP BEYOND. Fans of The Twilight Zone and The Outer Limits will love this mind-bending series based on true events involving doomsday, unexplained disasters, ghosts, aliens, and extrasensory perception, but defy scientific explanation. Hosted by John Newland. Over 8 hours on two DVDs. Tincased. PopFlix. $5.95

4977483 AMERICAN MUSCLE CAR: Season 2. Fullscreen. The American Musclecar series brings you the second season, profiling some of the most influential cars in automotive history, including the Pontiac Firebird Trans Am, 427 Cobra, American Motors AMX, Buick Regal GNX, and more. Five hours on 2 DVDs. MPI. $11.95

50 minutes. MPI. $5.95

50 minutes. MPI. $5.95

50 minutes. MPI. $5.95

788396X BEST OF ONE STEP BEYOND. Fans of The Twilight Zone and The Outer Limits will love this mind-bending series based on true events involving doomsday, unexplained disasters, ghosts, aliens, and extrasensory perception, but defy scientific explanation. Hosted by John Newland. Over 8 hours on two DVDs. Tincased. PopFlix. $5.95

4977483 AMERICAN MUSCLE CAR: Season 2. Fullscreen. The American Musclecar series brings you the second season, profiling some of the most influential cars in automotive history, including the Pontiac Firebird Trans Am, 427 Cobra, American Motors AMX, Buick Regal GNX, and more. Five hours on 2 DVDs. MPI. $11.95

50 minutes. MPI. $5.95

50 minutes. MPI. $5.95

50 minutes. MPI. $5.95

50 minutes. MPI. $5.95
Some experts theorize that these UFOs are jumping in and out of our reality and are doing so from certain locations on our planet. Not Rated. 75 minutes. Reality Entertainment.

*n*

Over recent decades the proliferation of factory farming has become a cornerstone of our heritage and has become the cult model of the last generation. Not Rated. English SDH. 94 minutes. Reality Entertainment.

*n*

The latest discoveries by NASA and independent researchers have revealed that portals do exist and with the recent unprecedented relics and artifacts that force us to re-evaluate the mainstream dogma of who we are and where we came from. Not Rated. 75 minutes. Reality Entertainment.

*n*

Over 9 hours on three DVDs.

*n*

Whos on your plate? Natalie Portman and 7784910

*n*

AMERICAN MUSCLE CAR: Chevrolet Chevelle SS/Chevrolet Impala 409. Fullscreen. MPI. $3.95

*n*

LUCY WORSLEY’S ROYAL MYSTERIES & SECRETS, VOLUME 2. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

*n*

EASTWOOD. Widescreeen. Dreamscapen Media. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

*n*

STRAIGHT TO VHS. Widescreen. Osciilloscope. Pub. at $24.95 $7.95

*n*

TRANSUMANISM. Synergetic. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

*n*

ROOKIE SEASON. Widescreen. Strike Back. Pub. at $24.99 PRICE CUT to $5.95

*n*

MURDER IN PARADISE. Dreamscapen Media. Pub. at $14.95 PRICE CUT to $9.95

*n*

DRESSED IN BLUE. Altered Innocence. Pub. at $27.98 PRICE CUT to $9.95

*n*

PAULO COELHO AND THE ALCHEMIST. Wownow Entertainment. Pub. at $9.95 PRICE CUT to $1.95

*n*

COOL CARS OF THE 50’S. Widescreeen. Stri ke Back. You don’t need a ticket to experience the country’s most awe-inspiring architectural accomplishments. Collects all six mini-series. Not Rated. 91 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

*n*


*n*

READER’S DIGEST 12 BEST TRIPS. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

*n*

*WIDESPREAD. An in-depth look at the incredible history of France. This documentary explores this fascinating country, its culture and its cities. Not Rated. 41 minutes. Wownow Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

*n*

*STRAIGHT TO VHS. Widescreen. Osciilloscope. Pub. at $24.95 $7.95

*n*

TRANSUMANISM. Synergetic. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

*n*

ROOKIE SEASON. Widescreen. Strike Back. Pub. at $24.99 PRICE CUT to $5.95

*n*

MURDER IN PARADISE. Dreamscapen Media. Pub. at $14.95 PRICE CUT to $9.95

*n*

DRESSED IN BLUE. Altered Innocence. Pub. at $27.98 PRICE CUT to $9.95

*n*

PAULO COELHO AND THE ALCHEMIST. Wownow Entertainment. Pub. at $9.95 PRICE CUT to $1.95

*n*

In recent decades the proliferation of conspiracy theories has fueled alternative explanations and false narratives for events and circumstances, influencing minds around the globe. While some turn out to be true, others turn out to be driven by an agenda created for monetary or political gain. Not Rated. 70 minutes. Reality Entertainment.

*n*

Over the past few years the ‘seer’ has been the key to unlocking many of the worlds most mysterious and controversial secrets. Not Rated. English SDH. 146 minutes. Dreamscapen Media. Pub. at $14.95 $7.95

*n*

In Search of the Frog Boys. Widescreen. Uncovers South Korea’s most infamous cold case—the sudden disappearance of five young boys known as ‘Frog Boys’ in 1991. Featured interviews with the parents who have searched for answers for over three decades. Collects both episodes from this mini-series. Not Rated. 91 minutes. Dreamscapen Media. Pub. at $14.95 $19.95

*n*

REBUILDING NOTRE DAME: NOVA. Widescreen. Following the April 2019 fire that almost destroyed Paris’s iconic Notre Dame Cathedral, a team of engineers, masons, and labor workers set out on the daunting challenge of restoring France’s historic landmark. Goes behind the scenes of the first three years of this project. English SDH. 55 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

*n*


*n*


*n*


*n*


*n*


*n*


*n*


*n*


*n*


*n*


*n*


*n*


*n*


*n*


*n*
**UFOs, Conspiracies & Mysteries**

- **7805764 SUPERNATURAL EGYPT:** Secret Knowledge of the Ancients. Rooted in this mystical, magical kingdom, are other sacred lands and unexplored seas laden with forbidden secrets and unexplained phenomena only recently discovered. Hidden away for centuries, these extraordinary events have shed new light and better understanding of mankind’s veiled past. Not Alchemy. Pub. at $19.95

- **7825021 ANCIENT ALIENS: The Complete Seasons 1-6:** From over 10,000 years of the most credible evidence unearthed, we’ll explore the ancient and mysterious origins of mankind’s origins and even the secrets of the universe. Explore alien connections, time travel, underwater UFO activity, ancient Martian civilizations, and more. Collects all 62 Season One through Six episodes. Nearly 69 hours on Lionsgate.

- **7919611 ALIEN CHRONICLES: What the President Doesn’t Know.** Explore this mysterious and enigmatic area that is increasingly becoming the hottest topic and concern in the UFO community in light of the recent UFO video leaks. Who are they, and what do they want? This is the most important question in human history. Not Rated. 75 minutes. Alchemy. Pub. at $19.95

- **7850705 PYRAMID WORLD: Aliens and Origins.** They are monolithic wonders found on every continent designed with precise alignments to the stars and ancient energy grids. Encoded with vast knowledge about the history of the planet and constructed with technological sophistication beyond our current abilities, they are monuments of the past epochs like no other. Not Rated. 75 minutes. Alchemy. Pub. at $19.95

- **7854579 CLOSE ENCOUNTERS.** Widescreen. The question is, what can we learn from Close Encounters? Aliens, UFOs and close encounters are examined in detail in this revealing documentary. 45 minutes. WowNow Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95

**American History**

- **7892733 THE HISTORY OF THE OLD WEST.** The history of the American frontier is chronicled through this extensive documentary collection spanning over 350 years of the wild and fascinating Old West. Collects Outlaws and Gunfighters; The Great Indian Wars; Gold Rush; The Discovery of America; Ghost Towns; America’s Lost World; and Lawmen of the Old West. Over 21 hours on five DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $25.99

- **7091860 BOUND BY FLESH.** Widescreen. Teils the amazing story of Daisy and Violet Hilton, aka “The Twins” to super-stardom at the beginning of the 20th century as sideshow attractions. A gripping, rollercoaster tale of showbiz tragedy, it puts a touchingly human face on two outsiders who went from the lowest rungs of society to the big time and back again. English SDH. 90 minutes. Sundance Selects. Pub. at $24.98

- **7780444 GHOST TOWNS OF THE AMERICAN GOLD RUSH.** Brings to life 11 ghost towns. Some are deserted and others have a hint of life to qualify as dead. It’s all here, a collection of anecdotes and history of America’s past, gone but never forgotten. Also includes 2 bonus programs The Gold Rush-1849 and Great Alive. 120 minutes. Questar.

**Presidents:** From Politics to Power.

- **7735585 THE PRESIDENTS: From Politics to Power.** Widescreen. From George Washington to Barack Obama, discover the political and social legacies of the remarkable men who have presided over the Oval Office. Programs include His Excellency; The Honorable; Mr. President; Mr. Vice President; Commander in Chief; The Business of Being President; and the bonus The 10 Most & 10 Least Effective Presidents. In Color and two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98

- **7875576 UVALDE: Monsters & Heroes.** A sober investigation into the Uvalde school shooting and a Webb Elementary, and the split between the police force and locals. Strong evidence suggests the killer had outside influence, and was driving around for months with a stranger prior to the shootings. Not Rated. 13.7 minutes. Synetic. Pub. at $19.95

- **7786498 JFK CONSPIRY.** Widescreen. The assassination of John F. Kennedy on November 22, 1963, and the subsequent murder of prime suspect Lee Harvey Oswald by night club owner Jack Ruby have spurred numerous conspiracy theories. The truth is slowly uncovered in this documentary. Not Rated. 40 minutes. WowNow Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95

- **7221115 TRUMP: The Art of the Insult.** MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95

- **779427 CHEEROKEES: Indigenous People of the Americas.** DocTV. Pub. at $19.95

**Biography**

- **7797486 TESLA: The Science of Enlightenment.** Widescreen. Enter the mind of an extraordinary genius. Nikola Tesla was not just an inventor but a guide to our future. This documentary explores Tesla’s life and his vision. Welcome to the science of enlightenment. Not Rated. 41 minutes. WowNow Entertainment. Pub. at $9.95

- **7797451 OSAK SCHINDLER: Heroes of the Holocaust.** Widescreen. An in-depth look at Oskar Schindler’s humble beginnings, the bravery he showed in the face of extreme danger, and the lion heart he possessed to always put first the well being of others. Not Rated. 48 minutes. DocTV.

- **7811152 THE PASSION OF ANNA MAGNANI.** Widescreen. An intimate portrait of the great Italian actress who became a symbol of neorealism and an icon of the world’s film industry after her breakout role in Rome, Open City. Contains archived footage exclusively culled from an interview with journalist Orana Fallaci and interview footage of her son, Luca. Not Rated. In English and Italian with English and Italian subtitles. In B&W and Color. 52 minutes. MRTZ. Pub. at $19.95

- **7693648 LINCOLN.** Widescreen. Innovative, intimate, and emotionally charged, this film explores the inner conflicts that plagued and inspired the president who called himself “the loneliest man in the world.” Presents a profound and insightful meditation on a man felt to have been seen through the eyes of the President himself. 140 minutes. New Video. Pub. at $24.95

- **7894945 KISSINGER.** Widescreen. A feature-length documentary on Henry Kissinger, based on exclusive interviews with the man himself. Offers a unique insight into the mind and personality of the man who, more than any other individual, shaped the post-war foreign policy of the United States. 97 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $14.95

- **7808976 BENJAMIN FRANKLIN.** Widescreen. From director Ken Burns comes this documentary exploring the revolutionary life of one of the 18th century’s most consequential and compelling personalities, whose work and words unlocked the mystery of electricity and helped create the U.S. Constitution. In Color and four hours on 2 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $29.99
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ERIOT MODELS.
ATTITUDE ERA, VOL. TWO.
LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, MY NAME IS PAUL

FULLER endeavors to renegotiate the social contract
with men and blazing a path for women's equity. She
widescreen. Indiepix. Pub. at $24.95

Widescreen. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $19.95

Female police officers learn about Sizzling Sapphic
101 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon.

SOLD OUT

SOLD OUT

Widescreen. Indiespex. Pub. at $24.95

Widescreen. Indiepix. Pub. at $24.95

Widescreen. Indiespex. Pub. at $24.95

SOLD OUT

SOLD OUT

SOLD OUT

SOLD OUT

SOLD OUT

SOLD OUT
**6698352 THE SINFUL PLEASURES OF REVEREND STAR/KINKY TRICKS/CHINA LUST.** Fullscreen. Three adult films from '70s erotica directors Charles De Santos. A sex cult involves the streets of San Francisco in The Sinfual Plesures of Reverend Star; a young hooker pays her rent with some Kinky Tricks; and the erotic powers of a strange phallic object imbue its owners with China Lust. Over 3 hours. Vynol Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98. **$17.95**

**388628X CRIES OF PLEASURE.** Obscure even by hardcore Jess Franco fan standards, this early '80s erotic shocker utilizes long takes, minimal edits and Lina Romay at her most out-there for this Sade-induced saga of violence, depravity and psychosexual mayhem among the amoral elite. Not Rated. CC. 87 minutes. Adults only. Severino. Pub. at $17.95.

**496926X 42ND STREET FOREVER, VOL. #11: The Peep Show.** Collection. Fullscreen. Part of 42nd Street Forever’s ongoing series of salacious 8mm stag films, this collection of remastered classics includes 15 classic “loops” from the 1970s and ‘80s, with titles like Girl Scout Nookie; Hi Katara; After School Fun; and much more. Watch for adult film stars like Annie Sprinkle, Linda Shaw, and Maria Tortuga. Not Rated. Over 112 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub at $24.95. **$17.95**

**495899S 42ND STREET FOREVER, VOL. 52: The Peep Show.** Collection. Fullscreen. Thousands of these underground movies were made between the 1960s and 1980s. This collection feature fifteen classic “loops” with titles like “Tickling Her Keys,” “Master of the House,” and the Raving Housewives. More. Not Rated. Over 103 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub at $24.95. **$17.95**


**7709064 42ND STREET FOREVER, VOL. 55: The Peep Show Collection.** Fullscreen. Collection features fifteen classic “loops” with titles like “She Came From Savannas Sexy Town,” “Opera, One and Neighbor Sam” and more. Stars Rhonda Jo Pety and Holly McColl. Not Rated. Over 190 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub at $24.95. **$17.95**

**7884724 42ND STREET FOREVER, VOL. 56: The Peep Show Collection.** Fullscreen. This collection features fifteen classic “loops” from the 70s and 80s with titles like Girls at Play; Bottoms Up; Velvet Lesbians; and more. This watch of hot and sexy unknowns in these raunchy rarities. Not Rated. Over 108 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub at $24.95. **$17.95**

**7804377 42ND STREET FOREVER, VOL. 57: The Peep Show Collection.** Fullscreen. This collection features fifteen classic “loops” with titles like “The Busty Nurse”, “Gayle’s Threesome”, “Double Insertion”, and more. Watch for adult film stars Anna Ventura, Desiree West, Vanessa del Rio, and a slew of unknowns in these raunchy rarities. 115 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub at $24.95. **$17.95**

**7825714 42ND STREET FOREVER, VOL. 58: The Peep Show Collection.** Fullscreen. Thousands of these underground movies were made between the 1960s and 1980s, and sold in the back of sex magazines. This collection contains adult film star packip show booths located in adult stores in major cities. Collected here are fifteen classic adult loops. Not Rated. Over 129 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub at $24.95. **$17.95**

**4745019 AROUND THE WORLD WITH JOHN "THE WADD" HOLMES.** Fullscreen. For adult film star John Holmes, the exotic-obsessed adult film stars (literally and figuratively), as he visits the carnal capitals of San Francisco, Las Vegas, New York City, London and beyond! Johnny packs his immense gear and sets out to conquer the world! Not Rated. Over 5 hours. Adults only. Impulse. Pub at $24.95. **$17.95**

**2397557 DEVILISH DUNGEON PACK.** You will be transported back in time with these three erotic films, full of beautiful women and pent-up passion—medieval style. Films include Dungeon of Desire; Lustful Tales: The Castle Queen; and Hidden Beauties. Over three hours on 3 DVDs. Adults only. Fullmoon. **$19.95**

**295088X INCOMING FRESHMEN.** Jane is a young, sweet and very innocent girl who just can’t wait to step into her new dorm room. But at this college you don’t stay innocent for very long. On this campus the parties are wild, the students are wild, the girls are hot and the boys are hot under the collar. 84 minutes. Adults only. Obsession. Pub at $24.95. **$17.95**

**4906659 HOUSE OF CRUEL DOLLS.** Widecreen. This is Pierre Chevalier’s outrageously vulgar melodrama, which is a horror-hybrid of existing, European exploitation films spiced together with new footage to tell the tale of Yvette (Magda Mundari) who, after being liberated from a life of sex slavery, tells her sordid story in flashbacks. Not Rated. Over 3 hours. Adults only. Vynol Syndrome. Pub at $22.98. **$17.95**

**4728319 COLLEGIATES 4 FILM COLLECTION.** This collection includes four feature films from Clare Stevens, one of the legends of New York grindhouse filmmaking. Films include The Collegiates; The Hot Oven; Mount of Venus; and In Sarah’s Eyes. Stars Harry Reems, Georgina Spelvin and Jamie Gillis. Over 3 hours. Adults only. Pub on your TV screens on After Hours Cinema. Pub. at $29.98. **$17.95**

**4879884 THE EXOTIC ADVENTURES OF THE 3 MUSKETERS.** Fullscreen. Adult cinema’s hottest stars (Nina Hartley, Deandre Holland, Bill Mancini, Francesca Le) all come together in a raunchy re-telling of Dumas’ classic tale of lusty ladies, randy rogues, and screwed sourcndrels. Traci Winn plays a beautiful young maiden determined to become the fourth musketeer. 96 minutes. Adults only. Pub at $29.95. **$17.95**

**369025X 42ND STREET FOREVER: XXX-treme Special Edition.** Widecreen. Get ready for the sexiest, raunchiest, and dirtiest trailers of classic X-rated movies. See outrageous theatrical ads for the sci-fi sleaze oddity Ultra Flesh; the surreal header-scratcher “F”; the gender-bending classic Passage Thru Pamela and much more, featuring the biggest stars from porn’s heyday. Not Rated. Over 130 minutes. Adults only. **$29.95**

**5382124 MAI LIN VS. SERENA/ORIENTAL HAWAII.** Widecreen. A double feature of ‘80s adult entertainment. In Mai Lin Vs. Serena, two sultry supersstars enter into sexual battle for the starring role in director Carlos Tobalina’s next film. They travel to the island of Hawaii in Hawaii, where incredible culture and sexual rituals are performed every day. 158 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub at $22.98. **$17.95**

**6612717 SERENA: An Adult Fairy Tale.** Sold out. Independently distributed by her stepbrother, Serena is forced to cook, clean and perform sex acts whenever her masters please. There’s a party for the “Prince” happening soon and everyone will be having fun except her. Perhaps China Leigh can help her with her powers of nude telekinesis. Over 69 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub at $24.95. **$19.95**

**7693680 SEXUAL MATRIX.** Meet Dr. Ken Astrow and the foremost authority in virtual reality. His passion is to help people tap into their hidden sexual fantasies through the virtual world. With the help of his lovely assistant, he unlocks other people’s passions and his own. Stars Jay Stewart and Mia. Rated R. 70 minutes. Adults only. Click. **$7.95**

**5653407 MAI LIN VS. SERENA/ORENITIAL HAWAII.** Widecreen. A double feature of ‘80s adult entertainment. In Mai Lin Vs. Serena, two sultry supersstars enter into sexual battle for the starring role in director Carlos Tobalina’s next film. They travel to the island of Hawaii in Hawaii, where incredible culture and sexual rituals are performed every day. 158 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub at $22.98. **$17.95**

**6612717 SERENA: An Adult Fairy Tale.** Sold out. Independently distributed by her stepbrother, Serena is forced to cook, clean and perform sex acts whenever her masters please. There’s a party for the “Prince” happening soon and everyone will be having fun except her. Perhaps China Leigh can help her with her powers of nude telekinesis. Over 69 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub at $24.95. **$19.95**

**7693680 SEXUAL MATRIX.** Meet Dr. Ken Astrow and the foremost authority in virtual reality. His passion is to help people tap into their hidden sexual fantasies through the virtual world. With the help of his lovely assistant, he unlocks other people’s passions and his own. Stars Jay Stewart and Mia. Rated R. 70 minutes. Adults only. Click. **$7.95**
**4787370 FORBIDDEN SCIENCE: The Complete Series.** A unique blend of noir science fiction and erotic programming. Set in the near future, the stories revolve around the evil corporation, 4Ever Innovations, whose young and brilliant scientists download and sell memories, offering customers the opportunity to live their fantasies in a virtual world—barring you cost your life. Not Rated. Three hours on 2 DVDs. Adults only. WMM. Pub. at $19.99

**6583933 HOT LEGS/CALIFORNIA GIGOLO.** Widescreen. Two 1979 skin flicks by Bob Chinn. First, get to know the girls of Hot Legs, beautiful models who will do anything to please their photographers. Then, follow California Gigolo John Holmes through the most-studded and erotic adventure of his life. 150 minutes. Adults only. Vinyl Syndrome. Pub. at $17.95

**4787749 LEATHER BEASTS.** Carmilla, Queen of the Lesbian Vampires, hunger for the hot blood and body of sweet young, Lilith. In her secluded castle, Carmilla shows her new guest the pleasures of girl on girl love and the wicked desires of demonic lust, with the depraved vampires of Carmilla’s coven. Not Rated. 80 minutes. Adults only. Chemical Burn. Pub. at $19.99

**6584616 PUSSYCAT AND HERE COMES THE BRIDE.** Widescreen. Erotic classics from one of the master filmmakers of NYC’s exploitation scene, John Christopher. Two Old West bank robbers take refuge from the law in the lusty PussyCats Ranch. In Here Comes the Bride, a girl is chosen to find her purity challenged in a bachelorette party of sheer debauchery. 169 minutes. Adults only. Vinyl Syndrome. Pub. at $17.95

**6815996 ALL NIGHT LONG/TAPESTRY OF PASSION.** Widescreen. Groove to sexy mid-'70s electronic with this soundtrack double-dip. In All Night Long, John Holmes and Rick Lutze are locked in a lusty competition to see who can bed the most women in a single evening. In Tapestry of Passion, Promiscuous Jessica Linde and Tawny Wadsworth are a beautiful Black Widow killer. 160 minutes. Adults only. Vinyl Syndrome. Pub. at $22.98

**4790812 GWENDOLINE: Unrated Director’s Cut.** Widescreen. Tawny Kitaen makes her movie debut in this erotic adventure directed by her then husband, John. Tawny is a virgin adventurers on a provocative odyssey to find her lost father. Brent Huff and French sex kitten Zabou co-star. In French with English subtitles. 106 minutes. Adults only. Severin. Pub. at $21.95

**3993345 ANITA.** Widescreen. A classic of controversial Swedish exploitation starring cult film starlet Christina Lindberg, and a very young Stefan Skarsgard in one of his first ever film roles. A young girl suffers from psychological problems and sexual promiscuity due to her troubled childhood. Not Rated. In Swedish with English subtitles. 95 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $19.95

**399337X MAID IN SWEDEN.** Fullscreen. Young Inga (Christina Lindberg) is a country milk maid who longs for a trip to Stockholm. Leaving her rural home for a weekend in the big city, Inga soon discovers her beauty and other assets get her into a bit of trouble. An erotic coming of age story. Rated R. 80 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $19.95

**3995679 42ND STREET FOREVER: The Peep Show Collection, Vol. #12.** Fullscreen. A new, continuing collection of colorized stripper flicks remastered from original film prints. This collection features fifteen classic “loops” with titles like, Ship Pokers; Stud Service; Desi’s Rue Down and more. Stars Ginger Lynn, Seka, and Chris Cassidy. 103 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95

**4910341 THE INCONFESSABLE ORGIES OF EMMANUELLE.** Widescreen. Eurotrash starlet directs French TV starlet Muriel Montosse (billed here as “Vicky Adams”), who inflames the beaches and bedrooms of a Mediterranean resort city. When she is seduced into a public act of lesbian lust by a suity stripper, the resulting torrent of erotic pleasure takes him from ecstasy to brutality and beyond. Not Rated. 86 minutes. Adults only. Severin. Pub. at $19.95

**768150X THE IRVING KLAW CLASSICS, VOLUME 1-4.** In the 1950s Irving Klaw, known as the King of the Pin Ups, was famous for his photos of girls in lingerie and high heels. He also produced a series of short 8mm films with Betty Page and other glamour girls. Sixty-eight are presented here: The Betty Page Letter, The Venus Film, The Fellini Films, and The DeLuxe Films. In B&W. Four hours on 4 DVDs. Adults only. Cult Epics. Pub. at $49.95

**3990002 BAD GIRLS BEHIND BARS.** Widescreen. Includes the exotic and steamy Amanda Jane (1982, 93 minutes); the depraved, lawless lovelies of Bare Behind Bars (1980, 95 minutes); Jess Franco’s epic shocker of caged women gone wild 99 Women (1969, 90 minutes); and the Sapphic spies and relentless torture of Women Behind Bars (1983, 90 minutes). Not Rated. Over 6 hours on two DVDs.

**4759206 SEXORCIST’S DEVIL GRINDHOUSE TRIPLE FEATURE.** Widescreen. Showcases some of the most rare, explicit and shocking movies from Microcinema’s cult auteur Ray Dennis Steckler: Sexorcist’s Devil; Fire Down Below; and Debbie Truelove Strikes Back. Not Rated. Three hours. Adults only. After Hours Cinema. Pub. at $29.95

**4810074 VANESSA.** Widescreen. The tantalizing Olivia Pascal stars as the titular teen who journeys from curious convent virgin to priestess of a lawless Hong Kong bordello. Along the way, she’ll experience the shocking extremes of pleasure, pain and even black magic perversion. Totally uncut and censored, featuring Eva Garden and John Diffrient. 92 minutes. Adults only. Cult Epics. Pub. at $19.95

**3614395 SEXUAL INSANITY 1970S GRINDHOUSE COLLECTION.** Get ready to go crazy with four psychotic 1970s adult classics. Rick Lutze and 3 lustful ladies reveal their deep sexual madness in Sexual Insanity; John Holmes and Keith Erickson star in Grindhouse Band; a family of free loving hippies turn lethal in The Family; then go inside the ins and outs of the adult skin-mag racket in Skin-Mag Confidential. Two DVDs. Adults only. After Hours Cinema. Pub. at $29.95

**4852621 42ND STREET FOREVER: The Peep Show Collection, Vol. 49.** Fullscreen. This collection features fifteen classic “loops” with titles like, Hot Call Girls; Lesbian Passions; Creep; John; and more. Watch for adult film stars Seka, Chris Cassidy, Crystal Dawn, and a slew of unknowns in these raunchy rarities. Not Rated. 106 minutes. Impulse. Pub. at $19.99


**4916786 42ND STREET FOREVER: The Peep Show Collection, Vol. 50.** Fullscreen. A continuation of The Peep Show Collection. Thousands of these ultra-rare and unexplored movies were made between the 1950s and the 1980s. This collection features 15 classic “loops.” Not Rated. 103 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95


**661602X PRETTY PEACHES 2/PRETTY PEACHES 3.** Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $22.95

**7693508 BODY STROKES.** Adults only. Similar. $5.95

**3856526 XOTIC XTREME: X-Girls Island Adventure-Hawaii.** Fullscreen. Adults only. Image Entertainment. SOLD OUT

**661602X PRETTY PEACHES 2/PRETTY PEACHES 3.** Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $22.95
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### Television

#### 7753217 BITTEN: The Complete Second Season
- **Widescreen.** Elena and The Pack, bent on bloody revenge, hunt for the mastermind of the Mutt uprising. As they close in on their target, a more sinister and deadly force draws the werewolves into a strange and frightening Otherworld. Includes all 10 Season Two episodes. English SDH. Over eight hours on 3 DVDs. E One. **$3.95**

#### 7900893 STEPHEN KING’S IT
- **Widescreen.** In think TV mini-series event, seven children face an unthinknable horror which appears in various forms, including murderous clown, Pennywise (Tim Curry). Years later, those who survived have to stop a new killing spree, this time for good. Not Rated. CC. Over 16 hours. Warner Bros. Enter. **$5.95**

#### 780895X GROUCHO & CAVETT: American Masters
- **Widescreen.** When writer turned comedian Dick Cavett became the host of his own talk show in 1968, his mentor, Groucho Marx, quickly became a frequent guest. This documentary takes a look their friendship, and shares footage from Groucho’s visits to the show and other rare recordings. English SDH. 80 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 **$19.95**

#### 790374X SEX AND THE CITY: The Complete Series
- **For six seasons, Carrie Bradshaw and friends Samantha, Miranda and Charlotte offered** courage to build a new way of life. Collects all 19 Seasons Eight episodes. Stars Sarah Jessica Parker and Kim Cattrall. TV-MA. CC. Nearly 12 hours on four DVDs. Sony Pictures. **$39.95**

#### 7897154 BIG LITTLE LIES: Seasons 1 & 2
- **Widescreen.** The apparently perfect lives of upper-class mothers of students at a prestigious elementary school unravel to the point of murder when a single mother moves to their quaint California beach town. Stars Reese Witherspoon and Nicole Kidman. Rated TV-MA. CC. Nearly 12 hours on five DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. **$34.95**

#### 7853986 CANTERBURY’S LAW: The Complete Series
- **Widescreen.** Juliana Margulies is Elizabeth Canterbury, a tough as nails defense attorney who takes risky cases no other lawyer could possibly win. Whether she’s battling the deputy attorney general, her associates or her long-suffering husband (Aidan Quinn), Elizabeth’s fear for justice never yields. Collects all six episodes. Over four hours. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.99 **$5.95**

#### 7753276 LOVEJOY: The Complete Season Three
- **Fullscreen.** Much to Lovejoy’s (Ian McShane) annoyance, he’s not the only one on a never-ending quest for wealth and valuables. However, while he proves unstoppable in the face of sinister Italians, vengeful customers and even Eric’s vintage motorcycle, can he escape the snare of love? Includes all 13 episodes of Season Three. English SDH. Over eleven hours on 4 DVDs. **$7.95**

#### 7846029 LOOKING FOR ALASKA
- **Widescreen.** Teenager Miles Miller enters in boarding school to try to gain a deeper perspective on life; after an unreflectected tragedy. Miles and his friends try to make sense of what they have been through. Collects all eight episodes of this TV miniseries. Stars Charlie Plummer and Kristine Froseth. English SDH. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. Paramount. **$5.95**

### TV Drama

#### 7985791 BREAKING BAD: The Complete First Season
- **Widescreen.** These seven episodes follow Walter White (Bryan Cranston), a down on his luck chemistry teacher diagnosed with terminal lung cancer. Desperate to see that his family is provided for, he uses his chemistry skills to start a meth lab with one of his former students (Aaron Paul). Over five hours on 3 DVDs. Sony Pictures. **$3.95**

#### 7706502 WATCHMEN
- **Widescreen.** Set in an alternate history where masked vigilantes are treated as outlaws, Detective Angela Abar investigates the emergence of a white supremacist terrorist group inspired by the long-dead moral absolutist Rorschach. Collects all nine episodes of this mini-series. Stars Regina King and Yahya Abdul-Mateen II. English SDH. Nearly 9 hours on three DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. **$34.95**

#### 7783812 GRIMM: Season One
- **Widescreen.** Portland homicide detective Nick Burkhardt discovers that he’s descended from a long line of “Grims,” who are charged with keeping balance between humanity and the creatures of myth. Collects all 22 Season One episodes. Stars David Giuntoli and Russell Hornsby. English SDH. Nearly 16 hours on five DVDs. Universal. **$5.95**

#### 7781083 PREY
- **Widescreen.** Follow Detective Marcus Farrow (John Simm) and his threatened daughter. English SDH. Over four hours on 2 DVDs. **$5.95**

#### 6951104 INSPECTOR LEWIS: The Pilot and Complete 1st Series
- **Widescreen.** Inspector Robert Lewis (Kevin Whately) steps out of the shadow of his mentor–the inimitable Inspector Morse (John Thaw)–in this series of four mysteries, including the series pilot. Together with his cool, charismatic partner, Detective Sergeant Jason Hathaway (Laurence Fox), Lewis is bent on proving himself to his dubious new boss. Over five hours over 4 DVDs. WGBH. Pub. at $39.95 **$7.95**

#### 7706685 LARK RISE TO CANDLEFORD: The Complete Season Two
- **Widescreen.** The residents of Lark Rise and Candleford return for a second season of heart-warming adventures. This season sees the arrival of a dashing and elegant stranger in Candleford. Collects all 11 Season Two episodes plus the 75-minute Christmas Special. Stars Eliza Watson, Ruby Bentall. English SDH. Nearly 12 hours on four DVDs. **$7.95**

#### 7766769 AMERICAN GOTHIC: Season One
- **Widescreen.** A thrilling 13 part murder mystery based on a prominent Boston family reeling in the wake of the chilling discovery that someone in their midst is linked to an infamously string of murders. As shocking secrets from the past and present are revealed, their mounting suspicion threatens to tear the family apart. Stars Juliette Lewis and Kyle MacLachlan. English SDH. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. Sony Pictures. **$3.95**

#### 7827385 BETTER CALL SAUL: Season One
- **Widescreen.** The trials and tribulations of criminal lawyer Jimmy McGill in the years leading up to his fateful run-in with Walter White and Jesse Pinkman. Collects all 10 Season One episodes. Stars Bob Odenkirk, Jonathan Banks. English SDH. Nearly 8 hours on three DVDs. **$4.95**

#### 7765215 LEGEND OF BRUCE LEE, VOLUME ONE
- **Widescreen.** Danny Chen stars as martial arts master and actor Bruce Lee in this TV series adaptation of the global phenomenon. Collects the first 10 episodes of the series, recounting Lee’s adolescence in Hong Kong and the development of his fighting style. English Dubbing. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. Well Go USA. **$5.95**

#### 7825072 LITTLE HOUSE ON THE PRAIRIE: Season 8
- **Fullscreen.** Best known for its life-affirming lessons and heartwarming stories, discover the Ingalls’ unconquerable courage to build a new way of life. Collects all 19 Season Eight episodes. Stars Michael Landon and Karen Grassle. English SDH. Over 12 hours on 6 DVDs. **$11.95**
**TV Drama**

- **7708947 MERCY STREET.** Widescreen. Follows the lives of two volunteer nurses on opposing sides of the Civil War—New England abolitionist Mary Phiney and Confederate supporter Emma Green. Collects all six Season One episodes. Stars McKinley Belcher III and Suzanne Bertish. Four hours on two DVDs. PBS.
  - **$9.95**

- **7794002 SIGNIFICANT OTHERS: The Series.** Fullscreen. Three 20–something best friends living in Los Angeles and are having the best–and worst–times of their lives but through it all, they know that no matter what they will always have each other’s friendship to carry them through. Collects all six episodes. Stars Jennifer Garner and Eion Bailey. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Columbia.
  - **$3.95**

- **1999472 THE BOOK OF NEGROES.** Widescreen. Kidnapped in Africa and subsequently enslaved in South Carolina, Aminata must navigate a revolution in New York, isolation in Nova Scotia, and the treacherous jungles of Sierra Leone, in an attempt to secure her freedom in the 18th century. Collects all 20 DVDs. Acorn Media. Pub. at $299.99
  - **$79.95**

- **7738609 THE BORGIAS: The First Season.** Widescreen. Set in 15th-century Italy at the height of the Renaissance, The Borgias chronicles the corrupt rise of patriarch Rodrigo Borgia (Jeremy Irons) to the papacy, where he proceeds to fleece ex-husband Frank Sinatra, MGM, and the paparazzi. Franco’s Madrid in the early 1960s and Ava Gardner has moved to the ends of the earth and is about to embark on the next step of her career and apply to be a member of the high-living, well-dressed, drama. Includes all 8 episodes of this mini-series. Stars Anjelica Huston, Jennifer Grantham, and envelopes, and an eight page booklet. English SDH. Over 66 hours on 20 DVDs. Acorn Media. Pub. at $299.99
  - **$89.95**

- **7811002 ACQUITTED: Season One.** Widescreen. Follows Aksel Borgen, a Norwegian businessman who has worked his way to the top during his 20 years in Europe and the Horrors of WWII. Collector’s set includes all six seasons (67 episodes), plus 6 drinks coasters and cocktail stirrers, a stationary set with six note cards and envelopes, and an eight page booklet. English SDH. Over 591 hours on twelve DVDs. Shout! Factory.
  - **$59.95**

- **1961373 TABOO: Season One.** Widescreen. Set in 1814, Taboo follows James Keziah Delaney, a man who has been to the ends of the earth and comes back irrevocably changed. Believing to be long dead, he returns home to London from Africa to inherit what is left of his father’s shipping empire and rebuild a life for himself. Includes all six episodes of Season One. Stars Tom Hardy. Nearly 8 hours on two DVDs. Echo Bridge.
  - **$3.95**

- **7824971 SILK: Series One.** Widescreen. Martha Costello (Maxine Peake) is a brilliant, passionate defense barrister with a reputation for defending the poor and downtrodden. She is about to embark on the next step of her career and apply to be a member of the highly prestigious Queen’s Counsel. Includes all 6 episodes of Series One. English SDH. Over five hours on 2 DVDs. BBC.
  - **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

- **7811039 ARDE MADRID: Burn Madrid Burn.** Widescreen. It’s Franco’s Madrid in the early 1960s and Ava Gardner has moved there to flee her husband Frank Sinatra, MGM, and the paparazzi. Her household staff consists of a pair posing as husband and wife who are actually spies. Includes all 8 episodes. In B&W.
  - **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

- **7811362 DARK SHADOWS: The Best of Barnabas.** From 1966 to 1971, this series thrilled an audience with a unique blend of Gothic romance and supernatural horror. This collection offers nine complete TV episodes that are among the most popular in the history of Dark Shadows. Stars Jonathan Frid. Nearly 3 hours. MPI. Pub. at $14.98
  - **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

- **7811195 THE WEISSENSSEE SAGA: Season 2.** Widescreen. A sweeping family saga of conflicting loyalists, betrayal, love and hope, set in 1961 East Berlin. Six years have passed since Julia was arrested for treason. Martin hasn’t seen her since, and will never forgive his brother Falk for having betrayed them. Collects six episodes. In German with English subtitles. Nearly 5 hours on six DVDs. MHP. Pub. at $39.95
  - **$7.95**

- **7811209 THE WEISSENSSEE SAGA: Season 3.** Autumn, 1989. The Iron curtain is falling, and the changing political climate takes its toll on the Kupfer family. Martin tries to get his daughter Emma, while his brother Falk belongs to the group of Stasi officers prepared to do anything to preserve Communist power. Collects six episodes. In German with English subtitles. Nearly 5 hours on three DVDs. MHP. Pub. at $39.95
  - **$7.95**

- **4929756 A PLACE TO CALL HOME: The Complete Collection.** Widescreen. Set in Australia against the social change of the 1950s, it stars Martha Dusseldorp, as nurse Sarah Clarke, who has just returned home after 20 years in Europe and the Horrors of WWII. Collector’s set includes all six seasons (67 episodes), plus 6 drinks coasters and cocktail stirrers, a stationary set with six note cards and envelopes, and an eight page booklet. English SDH. Over 66 hours on twenty-four DVDs. E One.
  - **$7.95**

- **7811491 RIVERBOAT: The Complete Series.** Darren Mcgavin and Burt Reynolds head a superb cast in this thrilling adventure series set aboard a stern-wheeler plying the Mississippi River in the 1840s. Drawing on stories from real-life travelers on the river, each episode relives the events on the Enterprise as she travels up and down America’s premier waterway. Collects all 44 episodes. In B&W. Over 32 hours. Timeless Media.
  - **$9.95**

- **766750 7TH HEAVEN: Seasons 1-4.** Fullscreen. Protestant minister Eric Camden (Stephen Collins) and his wife Annie (Barbara Bel Geddes) are raising five children as the unwanted grasps of the Industrial Revolution rapidly approaches their beloved rural market-town. Collects all five seasons. CC. Over 22 Season One episodes. Over 17 hours on six DVDs. Paramount.
  - **$9.95**

- **781020 RIVERBOAT: The Complete Series.** Darren McGavin and Burt Reynolds head a superb cast in this thrilling adventure series set aboard a stern-wheeler plying the Mississippi River in the 1840s. Drawing on stories from real-life travelers on the river, each episode relives the events on the Enterprise as she travels up and down America’s premier waterway. Collects all 44 episodes. In B&W. Over 32 hours. Timeless Media.
  - **$9.95**

- **7769320 THE COLBYS: The Complete Series.** A spin-off from the TV phenomenon Dynasty, exploring the lives and loves of a fabulously wealthy California family as they confront challenges from both outsiders and within their own lineage. Stars Charlene Tilton, Katharine Ross, Emma Samms, and Barbara Stanwyck. Collects all 49 episodes. CC. Over 36 hours on twelve DVDs. Shout! Factory.
  - **$59.95**

- **7811055 BAUHAUS: A New Era.** Widescreen. In the wake of WWI, art student Dorte Helm was up and down America’s premier waterway. Collects all six episodes. In Norwegian with English subtitles. Over 56 hours on three DVDs. MHP.
  - **$7.95**

- **7781924 TABOO: Season One.** Widescreen. Set in 1814, Taboo follows James Keziah Delaney, a man who has been to the ends of the earth and comes back irrevocably changed. Believing to be long dead, he returns home to London from Africa to inherit what is left of his father’s shipping empire and rebuild a life for himself. Includes all six episodes of Season One. Stars Tom Hardy. Nearly 8 hours on two DVDs. Echo Bridge.
  - **$3.95**
TV Drama

7811160 TWIN. Widescreen. Identical twin brothers, Erik and Adam, are living lives that couldn’t look more different. During a fight between Adam and Erik, Adam accidentally kills his husband trying to break it up. Erik assumes Adam’s identity to save her from getting arrested. Collects 8 episodes. Not Rated. In Norwegian with English subtitles. Six hours on 3 DVDs. Mhtz. Pub. at $39.95. [PRICE CUT to $7.95]

★ 7809686 HOTEL PORTOFINO: Season One. Widescreen. Set in the beautiful backdrop of Mussolini’s Italian Riviera in 1926, matriarch Bella Ainsworth (Natascha McElhone) wants her hotel to be a home away from home for wealthy English travelers. As well as demanding guests, she struggles to contend with an errant husband, and being blackmailing by the local fascist politician. Collects all six Season One episodes, English SDH. Over 31 hours on 12 DVDs. Paramount. Pub. at $39.95.


7793839 HAWAII FIVE-O: The First Season. Widescreen. Paramount. $5.95

1996555 COPENHAGEN/FLEMING: The Man Who Would Be Bond. Widescreen. BBC. $7.95

7754760 GHOST WHISPERER: The Second Season. Widescreen. Paramount. $5.95

778524X THE QUEEN’S SISTER. Widescreen. BBC. $3.95

7765932 MR SELFRIDGE: Season 2. Widescreen. Acorn Media. $5.95

TRIAL & RETRIBUTION: Set 2.

MR SELFRIDGE: Season 2.

GHOST WHISPERER: The Second Season.


BEN-HUR.

THE QUEEN’S SISTER.

4962656 Widescreen. Paramount. $3.95

770948X PERRY MASON MYSTERIES: Double Feature #14. Fullscreen. In The Case of the Wicked Lawyer Anthony Caruso (Paul Sorvino) must step in to defend a widow who is accused of murdering her cheating husband. In The Case of the Lethal Lillian the retired attorney Bill McKenzie (Hal Holbrook) comes to the defense of a chess player accused of murdering the talk show host who’s been blackmailing him. English SDH. Three hours. Paramount. $3.95

★ 7709471 PERRY MASON MYSTERIES: Double Feature #15. Widescreen. In The Case of the Grinning Groom a politician allegedly commits suicide, and when he is accused of murdering the man she feels is responsible for her father’s death Bill McKenzie comes to the aid of the young woman. In The Case of the Jealous Jokester Bill McKenzie is on the case once again when his wife wakes up next to the corpse of her ex-lover and is accused of the murder. Both Star Hal Holbrook. English SDH. Three Hours. Paramount. $3.95

★ 4819624 T.J. HOOKER: The Complete First and Second Seasons. In this riveting crime solver TV classic, William Shatner stars as a police detective who hunts his boss’s grandson and goes back to patrolling the streets and training recruits. In all 27 Season One and Two episodes, Shatner is backed up by Adrian Zmed, Heather Locklear, and James Denton. CC. Over 22 hours on six DVDs. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $19.95. [PRICE CUT to $7.95] One episode. In Italian with English subtitles. Over 10 hours on three DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. $11.95

★ 3722937 WITCHBLADE: The Complete Series. Widescreen. New York homicide detective Sara Pezzini (Yancy Butler) doesn’t know why she has been chosen to possess the living weapon called the Witchblade. It is hers to wear and wield in the fight against crime—but at a terrific and potentially deadly price. English SDH. All 24 episodes. Over 18 hours of action on DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. $11.95

★ 7811047 THE BASTARDS OF PIZZOFALCONE. Widescreen. Based on the bestselling series of mystery novels by Mario de Giovanni, this introduces a ragtag team of detectives who take on the Pizzofalcone precinct police station in the aftermath of a scandal, led by Inspector Giuseppe Lojacono, a brilliant investigator with a checkered past. Includes all six Season One episodes, Italian with English subtitles. Over 10 hours on four DVDs. $7.95

★ 4931777 THE BEST OF AGATHA CHRISTIE, VOLUME FOUR. Widescreen. Collects four Agatha Christie mysteries. Includes The Mysterious Affair at Styles; Dead Man’s Folly; The Mirror Crack’d from Side; And A Caribbean Mystery. Stars David Suchet, Zoe Wanamaker and Julia McKenzie. English SDH. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. Acorn Media. Pub. at $39.95. [SOLD OUT]

★ 7888202 ROOKIE BLUE: The Complete First, Second & Third Seasons. A new FBI profiler, Elizabeth Keen, has her entire life uprooted when a mysterious criminal, Raymond Reddington, who has eluded capture for decades, turns himself in and insists on speaking only to her. Stars James Spader and Megan Boone. Collects all 67 Season One episodes through Three Seasons. English SDH. Over 44 hours on four DVDs. $14.95

★ 7887647 ROOKIE BLUE: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. At the police academy they trained together. Now they’re on the force together. Rookie cop Andy McNally (Missy Peregrym) and her fellow new recruits are ready to brave anything, but in the world of big city policing, even the smallest mistake can have life or death consequences. Includes all 22 episodes of Season One. English SDH. Over nine hours on 15 DVDs. Sony Pictures. $14.95

★ 7884751 INQUISITOR LEWIS: Series 6. Widescreen. Three mysteries inspired by the Inspector Morse novels by Colin Dexter: Down Among the Fearful; The Ramblin’ Boy; and Intelligent Design. Among the Fearful; The Ramblin’ Boy; and Intelligent Design. Stars Kevin Whately portrays Inspector Lewis, Laurence Fox his sidekick, Detective Sergeant James Hathaway. Also features Rebecca Front. English SDH. Over four hours on 2 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $29.99. [SOLD OUT]

★ 7881009 FOG AND CRIMES: Season One. Widescreen. Based on the novels by Valentino Ferrara, this introduces a team of detectives who take on the small town of Ferrara with its seasons, its power and its mystery. It also hides secrets that are sometimes uncovered by people like police Inspector Franco Seneri. Includes four episodes. In Italian with English subtitles. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. Mhtz. Pub. at $29.95. [SOLD OUT]

★ 4819144 BODY OF PROOF: The Complete First Season. Experience ABC’s compelling drama starring Dana Delany as a sharp-witted, headstrong medical examiner with unorthodox c.r.i.-s.e. -s'é distributed and straitlaced relationships with the living. In all 9 Season One episodes, Dr. Hunt’s relentless fight for justice meets a personal journey of redemption. English SDH. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. $7.95
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7811063 BLUE EYES. Widescreen. With eight weeks to go until the Swedish national elections, a local representative for a right-wing political party is brutally stabbed and killed in the town of Uddevalla. In Stockholm, Justice Minister Gunnar Ekelstad urgently needs a replacement for his missing chief of staff, and his former aide, Elias Barnar, is her pick. This includes all 10 episodes. In Swedish with English subtitles. Eleven hours on four DVDs. MHz. Pub. at $39.95 $9.95

7813902 PALERMO CONNECTION. Widescreen. When a string of murders involving more than Sicily’s water suppliers begins to terrify residents of Palermo, Inspector Caronia, an arrogant ball-busting cop is the man in charge of capturing the culprit. The main problem is how to tackle the Mafia who’s behind the killings—a nearly suicidal mission. Includes six episodes. In Italian with English subtitles. Ten hours on three DVDs. MHz. Pub. at $39.95 $9.95

2906791 BONES: The Complete First & Second Seasons. Widescreen. David Boreanaz stars as FBI agent Seeley Booth, who teams up with forensic anthropologist Dr. Temperance “Bones” Brennan (Emily Deschanel) to solve some of the most baffling and bizarre crimes ever. Includes all 43 Season One and Season Two episodes. CC. Over 31 hours on eleven DVDs. $39.95

7811187 THE WAR IS OVER. Widescreen. Begins just as Nazi occupation in Italy has ended, during the months when Jewish children and teenagers returned home from concentration camps to find no family waiting. A few courageous souls help them adjust in an impromptu place with no resources, against the background of an Italy that is exhausted. Collects 8 episodes. In Italian with English subtitles. Over 10 hours on three DVDs. MHz. Pub. at $39.95 $9.95

7819331 VINDICATION: Season One. Widescreen. Follows the small-town investigative work of Detective Travis and his personal life. With a new detective trainee thrown into the mix and an overwhelming case load, Detective Travis finds that his 16th year on the force will be the most personally challenging of his career. Stars Todd Terry and Venus Monique. Collects all 10 Season One episodes. Over four Vision Video. $9.95

7811144 MARIA WERN: Episodes 4-7. Widescreen. A Swedish policewoman, Maria Wern, investigates the crimes on Gotland Island with her colleagues at the police department. Collects four episodes including Murder of Death Sleep, Black Butterfly, Boy Missing, and Not Even the Past. Not Rated. In Swedish with English subtitles. Six hours on three DVDs. MHz. Pub. at $39.95 $9.95

4933146 COPPER: Season One. Widescreen. In 1864, Kevin Corcoran is New York City’s finest. An Irish-American former boxer turned cop, Corcoran has returned from the Civil War to find his wife missing and his daughter dead. In the slums of 19th-century New York City, he is thrust into the battlefield of 19th-century America. English SDH. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. BBC. $7.95

7811101 FOG AND CRIMES: Season Three. Widescreen. Being a brilliant investigator is much different for Inspector Franco Soneri as he finds himself on the rebound from a tumultuous relationship with his Ukrainian girlfriend. Transferring to Torino, he takes on fresh cases and a new team. Collects four episodes. In Italian with English subtitles. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. MHz. Pub. at $39.95 $9.95 ★ 4931793 CRIME STORY: The Complete Series. From Michael Mann comes one of the most influential action dramas in TV history. Set in 1969 Chicago, this is the story of the Chicago Police’s Major Crime Unit, headed by tough as nails Lieutenant Mike Torello (Dennis Farina), and their obsessive pursuit of a slick and ruthless gangster, Ray Luca (Anthony Denison). Over 30 hours on nine DVDs. RLJE Entertainment. Pub. at $29.98 $21.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 7903448 ELEMENTARY: Seasons 1-3. Widescreen. A modern take on the cases of Sherlock Holmes, with the detective now living in New York City. Starring Jonny Lee Miller and Lucy Liu. Collects all 71 Season One through Three episodes. English SDH. Over 52 hours on eighteen DVDs. Paramount. $19.95

SOLD OUT 7811136 IRENE HUSS: Episodes 7-9. Widescreen. Irene Huss is a former European ju-jitsu champion, a mother of two teenage daughters and a Detective Inspector with the Violent Crimes Unit. She lives in Gothenburg, Sweden, and tries to balance between murder investigations and family life. Collects three episodes. In Swedish with English subtitles. Over 4 hours on three DVDs. Paramount. $9.95

★ 7808994 MAGPIE MURDERS. Widescreen. A successful author of Agatha Christie-style novels dies under suspicious circumstances, with his last book unfinished. Susan Ryeland, the book editor, assumes the role of detective in the case. Meanwhile, the fictional sleuth in the incomplete novel’s investigation parallels Susan’s. Stars Lesley Manville. Collects all eight episodes. English SDH. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $34.99 $149.95


791301X HART TO HART: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. Robert Wagner and Stefanie Powers take your heart and sweep you away in this charming and elegant crime-solving series. They play Jonathan and Jennifer Hart, a wealthy and glamorous couple who moonlight as sleuths, taking on case after adventurous case across 110 thrilling, brilliantly written episodes. Over 88 hours on twenty-nine DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $159.99 $49.95

★ 1957023 MURDER IN...: Crimes and Secrets in Iconic French Locations. Widescreen. This series sweeps you along to the great sites and regions of France. Cops chase down the criminals against stunning backdrops. Pull into a cafe on the 400 year old town and discuss the evidence over wine or good coffee. Not Rated. French with English subtitles. Collects 18 hours on twelve DVDs. MHz. Pub. at $119.95 $109.95

★ 1957118 MURDER IN...: Set 2. Widescreen. Sweeps you along to the great sites and regions in France. Cops chase down the criminals against stunning backdrops: lush forests, remote islands, rocky coastlines, beaches with clear blue water and great coffee. Sure, there’s a murder or two. Detectives discuss the evidence over wine and good coffee. Collects 23 episodes. In French with English subtitles. Over 35 hours on twelve DVDs. $99.95

★ 1957015 MAIGRET: The Complete Series. Widescreen. International film star Bruno Cremer brings the beloved Parisian Inspector Maigret to life in this newly-remastered definitive series of filmed adaptations of legendary writer Georges Simenon’s bestselling crime novels. Includes all 54 episodes in French with English subtitles. Eighty-two hours on 30 DVDs in a boxed set. MHz. Pub. at $149.95 $119.95

7754597 PERRY MASON: Season 2. Fullscreen. Paramount. $99.95

7701098 SHERLOCK HOLMES: The Complete Granada Television Series. MPT. Pub. at $22.98 $99.95


1960667 THE INSPECTOR LYNLEY MYSTERIES, Volume One. Widescreen. BBC. $14.95


SOLD OUT 7701098 SHERLOCK HOLMES: The Complete Granada Television Series. MPT. Pub. at $22.98 $99.95
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7701667 THE PURGE: Season One. widescreen. Set in an altered United States, several unrelated plots converge in this far future tale of a future where a night where all crime is legal for 12 hours. Stars Gabriel Chavarria and Hannah Emily Anderson. Collects all 10 Season One episodes. Over 7 hours on two DVDs. Universal. $3.95

7814194 WONDER WOMAN: The Complete Third Season. Fullscreen. Lynda Carter returns as Wonder Woman for the final 24 episodes of the Third and final thrill packed season. Teamed with flint-jawed government agent Steve Trevor (Lyle Waggoner) and using the alias of Diana Prince, Wonder Woman whips out her bracelets and lasso to battle evil. CC. Nineteen hours on 4 DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $19.97

7800487 BATWOMAN: The Complete Second Season. A new hero emerges from the shadows. Relatable, messy, loyal, a little goofy, Ryan Wilder could not be more different than the woman who wore the Batsuit before her, Kate Kane. Living in her van, Ryan has been made to feel trapped and powerless by the system her whole life, and believes the Batsuit is the key to breaking out of it. Collects all 18 Season 2 episodes. Staves Javicia Leslie. English SDH. Over 12 hours on four DVDs. DCComics. $7.95

2969645 WALKER, TEXAS RANGER: Seasons 1-3. Fullscreen. As a law-enforcement officer who deals out his own brand of Western justice, Walker tackles fictional crime-ridden cowtowns in this explosive and wildly popular crime-drama series. Soon buckle in and join Walker and his crime-fighting crew as they battle evil. CC. Nineteen hours on 4 DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $19.97


7754795 GUNSMOKE: The Directors Collection. No television program ever captured the courage, character and spirit of the American people like Gunsmoke. Includes 15 unforgettable episodes from the first nine seasons. Stares James Arness and Amanda Blake. In B&W and Color. Over 9 hours on three DVDs. Paramount. $7.95

1977091 THE REBEL: Season One. Fullscreen. Thirty-six episodes follow the exploits of former Confederate soldier Johnny Yuma. Haunted by his experiences of the Civil War and obsessed with chronicling his adventures in his journal, the young and intense Yuma wanders the West in search of causes to champion, wrongs to be righted—and a place in the inner peace. Stars Nick Adams. In B&W. Over 15 Shout Factory. Pub. at $19.97

1961233 THE RIFLEMAN: Season Four, Volume 1. The fourth season of The Rifleman continues the saga of a father and son homesteading a ranch near the fictional town of North Fork in the New Mexico territory of the 1880s. This DVD set is an authorized edition of The Rifleman containing Volume 1 of two volumes. Episodes 111-126. Stars Chuck Connors. In B&W. Nearly 7 hours on three DVDs. Levy-Gardner-Laven. $5.95

7743629 ALIAS SMITH AND JONES: Season One. Fullscreen. Kid Curry and Hannibal Hayes are two ex-bandits who just want to walk the straight and narrow, but in order to get amnesty they’ll have to live their lives as Thaddeus Jones and Joshua Smith and avoid the bounty hunters on their trail. Collects 15 episodes. English SDH. Over 13 hours on four DVDs. Universal. Pub. at $34.99

4704959 HOPALONG CASSIDY: The Complete Television Series. Fullscreen. Together with his faithful horse, Topper, and his sidekick, Red Connors (Edgar Buchanan), Hopalong Cassidy (William Boyd) righted wrongs and vanquished the bad guys in the greatest of all early western series. Donsing his signature black ten-gallon hat, he rides into adventure with all 52 classic episodes. In B&W. Over 21 hours on six DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $29.93

7685971 DANIEL BOONE: Season Three. Fullscreen. The legendary Fess Parker returns to tame the American wilderness for an exciting third season. Playing the intrepid title character, Parker stars in other cast requires Ed Ames and Patricia Blair, as well as guest stars from Kurt Russell to Slim Pickens to Cesar Romero. Includes 28 rollicking pioneer adventures. Over 22 hours on six DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $39.99
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7896700 DOCTOR WHO: The Seeds of Death. Fullscreen. The Second Doctor (Patrick Troughton) and his traveling companions Jamie O'Hara (Frazer Hines) and Zoe Heriot (Lalla Ward), must face the Ice Warriors. Collects the first six episodes of the series. In B&W. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. $38.98

793715 DOCTOR WHO AND THE SILURIANS. Fullscreen. Exiled to Earth and now working for UNIT as their scientific advisor, the Doctor (Jon Pertwee) is summoned to an underground research center at Wenley Moor to investigate a series of inexplicable power losses. He discovers a nearby cave system is concealing a colony of an ancient race called the Silurians. Collects all seven episodes of this two-wild series on four DVDs. $59.98

1964111 WAYWARD PINES. Widescreen. After a car crash he can't remember, Secret Service agent Ethan Burke (Matt Dillon) wakes up in a hospital in a strangely idyllic mountain town. The more he tries to find out what happened to him, the more he discovers that nothing is as it seems in Wayward Pines. M. Night Shyamalan's gripping TV INVASION: The Complete Series. Widescreen. Don't turn your back. Don't look away. And don’t blink. Proceed with caution as Doctors David Tennant and Matt Smith lead you through time and space to stop the terrifying War Doctor in mourning, it takes old friends and an unorthodox young governess to get him fighting to save the world again. $13.98

1976923 DOCTOR WHO: Series 5, Part One. Widescreen. After a dramatic crash landing, the Doctor pulls himself out of the wreck of the TARDIS to come to face a young Amy Pond, who is ready to take to the lives of different people, out the truth about themselves and their town. $14.98

4660692 INVASION: The Complete Series. Widescreen. Follow every twist, turn, and shocking revelation of this suspenseful series from the mind of Shaun Cassidy as two blended homogeneous families, the Varons of England and the Underleys, uncover the truth about themselves and their town. $14.98

7844476 DOCTOR WHO: Series Five, Part Two. Widescreen. Amy, Rory, and the Doctor must face off against evil reptilians, terror in 19th century England, and a mysterious and powerful alien race from which no one returns, all before coming face to face with the Pandorica. Collects all seven episodes through 13 of Series Five. $5.95

7792654 DOCTOR WHO–THE SEA DEVILS. Widescreen. From the Jon Pertwee years (1970-1974). Arrested after the events of Devil's End, the Master has been incarcerated at a top security prison on a remote island off the coast of England. When the Doctor and Jo Grant pay a visit to their old enemy, they find him a reformed character. $14.75

7793241 DOCTOR WHO: Series Four, Part Two. Widescreen. Not only do all his past companions reunite with Tenth Doctor (David Tennant) in this thrilling set of episodes, Captain Jack Harkness also returns and we meet River Song (Alex Kingston) for the first time. Collects all seven Series Four episodes on five DVDs. $3.95

7845855 DOCTOR WHO: The Animation Collection. Widescreen. Collects five Doctor Who animated releases including Dreamland and The Infinite Quest featuring the Tenth Doctor (David Tennant). $14.98

7793721 DOCTOR WHO: Series Two, Part One. Widescreen. Join the Doctor, the Pond's and numerous friends on their latest escapades through space and time where they puzzle over an inexplicable invasion of Earth, a spaceship full of dinosaurs, don Stetsons in a Wild Wild West adventure, and are even kidnapped by the Doctor's oldest foe. $5.95

7793217 DOCTOR WHO: Series Two, Part One. Fullscreen. With the Tenth Doctor alongside his companion Rose (Billie Piper), Rose and the Doctor must help Queen Victoria battle the Empire of the Wolf and prevent an invasion of Earth led by the evil Cybermen! Collects the first seven episodes of Series Two. English SDH. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. BBC. $5.95
***Doctor Who***

**DOCTOR WHO: Resolution.** As the New Year begins, a terrifying evil is stirring, from across the centuries of Earth’s history. As the Thirteenth Doctor, Ryan, Graham and Yaz return home, will they be able to overcome the threat to planet Earth? Stars Jodie Whittaker and Bradley Walsh. English SDH. 60 minutes. BBC.

**DOCTOR WHO: Series Three, Part One.** Collects the first seven episodes of Series Three. English SDH. Three episodes. Widescreen. The Doctor returns alongside Clara in the first six episodes of Series Nine. Now that they have established a dynasty, as partners of equals, they’re relishing the thrills that all of space and time has to offer. Part Two’s six episodes provide the epic conclusion to the ninth series as they embark on their biggest adventures yet. Stars Peter Capaldi, English SDH. Over 9 hours on four DVDs. BBC. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**DOCTOR WHO: Twice Upon a Time.** Widescreen. Peter Capaldi’s magical final chapter. The Twelfth Doctor teams up with his former self, the First Doctor (David Bradley) and a returning Bill Potts (Pearl Mackie) for one last adventure. 60 minutes. BBC. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**DOCTOR WHO– THE DALEKS.** Widescreen. The Daleks are about to make life miserable for the Time Lord and delightful for Whovians. Take a trip through time and space as the Doctor and his companions battle a deadly enemy in these amazing episodes. Stars Christopher Eccleston, David Tennant, Matt Smith and Peter Capaldi. English SDH. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. BBC.

**DOCTOR WHO– WARRIORS OF THE BADLANDS.** A mighty warrior and a young boy with supernatural powers search for enlightenment in a ruthless post-apocalyptic America controlled by feudal barons. Collects all six Season One episodes. Stars Daniel Wu, Aramis Knight and Emily Beecham. English SDH. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Anchor Bay.

**DOCTOR WHO: Series Ten, Part Two.** Tenth Doctor (David Tennant) and his old friend, the First Doctor (David Bradley) and a returning Bill Potts (Pearl Mackie) for a doctor’s eleventh life comes to a close, and his twelfth life begins. Stars Matt Smith and Jenna Coleman. English SDH. 60 minutes. BBC. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**DOCTOR WHO: Series Nine, Parts One & Two.** Widescreen. In Part One the Doctor returns alongside Clara in the first six episodes of Series Nine. Now that they have established a dynasty, as partners of equals, they’re relishing the thrills that all of space and time has to offer. Part Two’s six episodes provide the epic conclusion to the ninth series as they embark on their biggest adventures yet. Stars Peter Capaldi, English SDH. Over 9 hours on four DVDs. BBC. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**DOCTOR WHO: Series Nine, Part One.** Widescreen. In Part One the Doctor returns alongside Clara in the first six episodes of Series Nine. Now that they have established a dynasty, as partners of equals, they’re relishing the thrills that all of space and time has to offer. Part Two’s six episodes provide the epic conclusion to the ninth series as they embark on their biggest adventures yet. Stars Peter Capaldi, English SDH. Over 9 hours on four DVDs. BBC. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**DOCTOR WHO: Series Three, Part Two.** Widescreen. Tenth Doctor (David Tennant) and his companion, Martha Jones (Freema Agyeman), travel across space and time in this set of thrilling adventures. Collects the final seven episodes of Series Three. English SDH. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. BBC.

**DOCTOR WHO: Series Six, Part One.** Widescreen. The Doctor arrives, alongside new friends Amy and Rory, to face monsters and mysteries across time and space. In a bubble universe at the very edge of reality, the Doctor meets an old friend with a new mission. Collects the first seven episodes of Series Six. English SDH. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. BBC.

**DOCTOR WHO: Series Two.** Widescreen. The Doctor meets an old friend with a new mission. Collects the first seven episodes of Series Two. English SDH. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. BBC.

**DOCTOR WHO: Series Four, Part One.** Widescreen. Tenth Doctor (David Tennant) is reunited with former companion Donna Noble (Catherine Tate) in this first set of adventures from the rebooted Doctor Who. Collects the first seven episodes of Series Four. English SDH. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. BBC. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**DOCTOR WHO: Series Four, Part Two.** Widescreen. Despite the danger that seems to lurk around every corner, the Doctor and Clara are still brushing off the dust and space has to offer. But the clock is ticking and Zygons aren’t the only threat they’ll be facing. Collects six Series Nine episodes. Stars Peter Capaldi and Jenna Coleman. English SDH. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. BBC. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**DOCTOR WHO: Series Ten, Part Two.** Widescreen. Danger lurks everywhere as Peter Capaldi’s tenure as the twelfth Doctor hurtles towards its thrilling conclusion—a 5,000-year-old pyramid appears at the center of a war zone, Ice Warriors clash with Victorian soldiers, and an epic two-part finale for the Doctor. English SDH. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. BBC. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**DOCTOR WHO: Series Nine, Part Two.** Widescreen. Despite the danger that seems to lurk around every corner, the Doctor and Clara are still brushing off the dust and space has to offer. But the clock is ticking and Zygons aren’t the only threat they’ll be facing. Collects six Series Nine episodes. Stars Peter Capaldi and Jenna Coleman. English SDH. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. BBC. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**


**INTO THE BADLANDS.** A mighty warrior and a young boy with supernatural powers search for enlightenment in a ruthless post-apocalyptic America controlled by feudal barons. Collects all six Season One episodes. Stars Daniel Wu, Aramis Knight and Emily Beecham. English SDH. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Anchor Bay.

**DOCTOR WHO: Series Ten, Part One.** Widescreen. Tenth Doctor (David Tennant) and his old friend, the First Doctor (David Bradley) and a returning Bill Potts (Pearl Mackie) for a doctor’s eleventh life comes to a close, and his twelfth life begins. Stars Matt Smith and Jenna Coleman. English SDH. 60 minutes. BBC. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**DOCTOR WHO: Series Two.** Widescreen. The Doctor arrives, alongside new friends Amy and Rory, to face monsters and mysteries across time and space. In a bubble universe at the very edge of reality, the Doctor meets an old friend with a new mission. Collects the first seven episodes of Series Six. English SDH. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. BBC.

**DOCTOR WHO: Series Three, Part Two.** Widescreen. Tenth Doctor (David Tennant) and his companion, Martha Jones (Freema Agyeman), travel across space and time in this set of thrilling adventures. Collects the final seven episodes of Series Three. English SDH. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. BBC.

**DOCTOR WHO: Series Six, Part One.** Widescreen. The Doctor arrives, alongside new friends Amy and Rory, to face monsters and mysteries across time and space. In a bubble universe at the very edge of reality, the Doctor meets an old friend with a new mission. Collects the first seven episodes of Series Six. English SDH. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. BBC.
**Sci-Fi and Horror TV**

**DOCTOR WHO: The Complete Ninth Series.** Widescreen. Now that the Doctor and Clara have established a dynamic as a partnership of equals, they’re relishing the fun and thrills that all of space and time has to offer. Tangling with ghosts, Vikings and the ultimate evil of the Daleks, they embark on their biggest adventures yet. Collects all 14 Series Nine episodes. Includes a bonus DVD of extras. Stars Peter Capaldi and Jenna Coleman. English SDH. Over 11 hours on five DVDs. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7824807</td>
<td>DOCTOR WHO: The Twin Dilemma. Fullscreen. <strong>SOLD OUT</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7824793</td>
<td>DOCTOR WHO: The Androids of Tara. BBC. <strong>SOLD OUT</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4919330</td>
<td>GENE RODDENBERRY’S EARTH—FINAL CONFLICT: Season One. Fullscreen. Universal. Pub. at $39.98</td>
<td><strong>$5.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>777088X</td>
<td>STARGATE ATLANTIS: Season 4. Widescreen. MGM. Pub. at $39.98</td>
<td><strong>$5.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7814070</td>
<td>STEPHEN KING’S GOLDEN YEARS. Fullscreen. Paramount.</td>
<td><strong>$5.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7844514</td>
<td>DOCTOR WHO: Series Seven, Part Two. Widescreen. BBC.</td>
<td><strong>$5.95</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**TV Comedy**

**THAT GIRL: Season One.** This groundbreaking sitcom starring Marlo Thomas, who made her TV debut in 1966, was the first to feature a young, single, and independent female character. Ann Marie’s pursuit of her dream of becoming an actress and her adventures with boyfriend Donald (Ted Bessell) Collects all 30 Season One episodes. Fourteen hours on 5 DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $34.99 **$14.95**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7913664</td>
<td>THAT GIRL: Season One. <strong>SOLD OUT</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7913656</td>
<td>THAT GIRL: Season Four. An aspiring actress moves from her hometown of Brewster, New York, to try to make it big in New York City, having to face several offbeat ‘temp’ jobs to support herself in between her various auditions and bit parts. Stars Marlo Thomas and Ted Bessell. Collects all 26 Season Four episodes. Over 10 hours on four DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $34.99 <strong>$14.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7913672</td>
<td>THAT GIRL: Season Three. Social issues come to the forefront as Anne, in addition to her usual wacky adventures, finds herself contending with issues such as spousal abuse, adoption, race relations and politics. Stars Marlo Thomas and Ted Bessell. Collects all 26 Season Three episodes. Eleven hours on four DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $34.99 <strong>$14.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7766888</td>
<td>MAD ABOUT YOU: Seasons 1 &amp; 2. Fullscreen. Get ready for romance and hilarious bickering in The Big Apple. Join Paul and Jamie Buchman (Paul Reiser and Helen Hunt) as they navigate marriage in this six-time Emmy Award-winning sitcom. Collects all 46 Season One and Two episodes. CC. Over 17 hours on four DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 <strong>$5.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7913044</td>
<td>LEAVE IT TO BEAVER: The Complete Series. Follows the hilarious everyday adventures of young Theodore “Beaver” Cleaver and his older brother Wally. This set includes all 234 episodes. Stars Jerry Mathers and Hugh Beaumont. In B&amp;W. CC. Over 102 hours on thirty-six DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $119.00</td>
<td><strong>$49.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>492973X</td>
<td>THE DICK VAN DYKE SHOW: The Complete First Season. Fullscreen. Trip into the living room of pratfall-prone comedy writer Rob Petrie (Dick Van Dyke), tackling life in the offices and work in the city, aided and agitated by his lovely wife Laura (Mary Tyler Moore). Adding to the fun are Rob’s wisecracking co-workers Sally, Buddy, and Mel. Collects all 30 episodes of Season One. In B&amp;W. Over 12 hours on five DVDs. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $24.98</td>
<td><strong>$5.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4983394</td>
<td>THE CAROL BURNETT SHOW: Treasures from the Vault. Despite featuring some of the show’s most popular moments, the earliest episodes of the Carol Burnett Show have never resurfaced—until now. Relive three uncut episodes, as presented as they were originally aired on TV and featuring guest stars like Joan Rivers, Sonny &amp; Cher, Dione Warwick and Jonathan Winters. Over 5 hours on four DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $99.99 <strong>$49.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4983451</td>
<td>CAROL + 2: The Original Queens of Comedy. Airin in 1966, this special unites two zany redheads (Carol Burnett and Lucille Ball) with the always unpredictable Broadway dynamo Zero Mostel for an hour of comedy and song. Also included is the 1972 CBS television movie version of Carol Over A Mirror, in which Carol Burnett, her 1959 Tony-nominated Broadway debut role. Three hours. TIME LIFE.</td>
<td><strong>$3.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>788755X</td>
<td>SNL IN THE ’80S: Lost and Found. A look back at a decade of turbulent, often uncertain times that included the hiring and firing of several casts, numerous writers, producers and ultimately the revitalization of the show with the return of executive producer Lorne Michaels. Also features rare performances. 165 minutes. Maple Pictures.</td>
<td><strong>$8.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7912986</td>
<td>THE BOB NEWHART SHOW: The Complete Series. This sitcom classic stars the incomparable Bob Newhart as Dr. Robert Hartley, a Chicago psychologist who finds himself surrounded by the always unpredictable and neurotic characters on the job, as well as at home! Collects all 142 episodes from all six seasons. Also stars Suzanne Pleshett. Over 56 hours on eighteen DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $99.99 <strong>$49.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7899998</td>
<td>SILICON VALLEY: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. In the high gold rush of modern Silicon Valley, the people most qualified to succeed are the least capable of handling success. Stars Thomas Middleditch and T.J. Miller. Collects all eight Season One episodes. MA. CC. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. HBO.</td>
<td><strong>$5.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7813503</td>
<td>THE BEST OF THE CAROL BURNETT SHOW: The Final Episode. The Carol Burnett Show was an Emmy Award-winning show and survived to last 11 seasons. On March 29, 1978, the curtain came down for good. Features the double-length final episode, as it originally aired on TV, and showcases some of the most acclaimed and beloved moments from the show. 126 minutes. TIME LIFE.</td>
<td><strong>$5.95</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**TV Comedy**

**7834950 ASH VS. EVIL DEAD: Season 2.** Widescreen. Season Two roars back into action with Ash leaving Jacksonville and returning to his hometown of Elk Grove, Michigan. There, he confronts Ruby and the former enemies form an alliance as Elk Grove becomes the nucleus of evil. Stars Bruce Campbell and Lucy Lawless. Not Rated. DVD, 4. Over 4 hours in two DVDs. Anchor Bay. Pub. at $34.98. **$5.95**

**7900007 SILICON VALLEY: The Complete Second Season.** Widescreen. After a breakout debut at TechCrunch Disrupt, underdog Richard and his Pied Piper team now face the jealousy wrath of rival mega-corp. Hooli. Starring Thomas Middleditch and T.J. Miller. Collects all 10 Season Two episodes. TV-MA. CC. Five hours on two DVDs. HBO. **$5.95**

**7743726 THE JEFFERSONS: The Complete First Season.** This groundbreaking series chronicled the rise of jive-talking African American dry cleaner king George Jefferson (Sherman Hemsley) and his sassy, no-nonsense wife Louise “Weezy” (Isabel Sanford), as they left the left their blue-collar roots for a high rise in New York City. Contains all 13 episodes from Season One. CC. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. **$5.95**

**7786637 THE ULTIMATE RED SKELTON UNRELEASED.** Among America’s greatest comedians, Red Skelton is certainly the most beloved, along with his gallery of characters, including Clem Bevins, Alvin Starnes, and the Free Loader. This collects 16 selected show sections. In B&W. Over 6 hours on four DVDs. Timeless Media Group. **$5.95**

**7754965 SGT. BILKO–THE PHIL SILVERS SHOW.** Fullscreen. Re-enlist in some of TV’s funniest moments with Sergeant Ernie Bilko (Phil Silvers) and his bumbling platoon as he schemes and swindles his way through his tour of duty at Fort Baxter. Features a barrage of bonus features like commentaries, a lost audition show, episode introductions and more. Collects 18 classic episodes. In B&W. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. Paramount. **$5.95**

**7899173 BALLERS: The Complete First Season.** Widescreen. Dwayne Johnson stars in this HBO comedy about a group of past and present football players trying to figure out where the game ends and life begins, all while keeping their cool and having each other’s backs. Collects all 10 Season One episodes. Rated TV-MA. Nearly 6 hours on two DVDs. HBO. **$7.95**

**7827377 BACK TO YOU: Season 1.** Widescreen. A pair of star news anchors work together at a local TV station. Collects all 16 Season One episodes. Stars Kelsey Grammer and Patricia Heaton. CC. Over 6 hours on four DVDs. 20th Century Fox. **$5.95**

**7811071 CRIME SCENE CLEANER.** This in-depth look at the world of crime scene cleanup allows viewers to step into the shoes of criminal investigators, as they work to clean up the aftermath of crime scenes. In English. Subtitled. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Mnt. Pub. at $29.95. **$7.95**

**LIMITED QUANTITY 7880650 LEAVE IT TO BEAVER: The Complete Second Season.** Fullscreen. America’s quintessential family returns with 39 original, uncut episodes. Season Two. From building a boat to beating a bully to dealing with girls, there is nothing the two Cleaver boys can’t handle with a little luck and a lot of wholesome, homey advice. English SDH. Nearly 17 hours on three DVDs. Universal. **$7.95**

**7913001 GREEN ACRES: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. Revisit your favorite friends from Hooterville with this complete set that includes all 170 episodes from all six seasons. Having said goodbye to city life the Douglasses (Eddie Albert and Eva Gabor) must contend with their new rural surroundings and zany neighbors. CC. Over 75 hours on twenty-four DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $139.99. **$39.95**

**7899823 DIVORCE: The First Complete Season.** Widescreen. Frances has suddenly begun to reassess her life and her strained relationship with her husband of ten years. She soon learns that making a clean break and a fresh start is harder than she thought. Stars Sarah Jessica Parker and Thomas Haden Church. Collects all 10 Season One episodes. CC. Five hours on two DVDs. HBO. **$5.95**

**7706454 MAMA’S FAMILY: The Complete First Season.** Thelma Harper and her spindler sister Fran open their home to Thelma’s recently-divorced son Vinton and his teenage daughter and son, Sonja and Buzz. Stars Vicki Lawrence and John Ritter. Nearly 6 hours on three DVDs. Warner Home Video. **$7.95**


**7743661 BACKER: The First Season.** Fullscreen. Jed Danson is hilarious as TV’s most outrageous physician. Dr. John Becker, who operates a small medical practice in the Bronx. He’s annoyed with his patients, co-workers, and practically everything else in the world. But don’t let the curmudgeon’s demeanor fool you, as it only masks his softer side. Includes all 22 Season One episodes. Over 6 hours on three DVDs. Paramount. **$5.95**

**7723237 BARNEY MILLER: The Complete Series.** Begins in 1974 and continuing for eight seasons, this unforgettable detective series was a hit with audiences. In the 12th Precinct in New York’s Greenwich Village took on everyday from domestic disputes to suicide bombers to bad coffee. Stars Hal Linden as Abe Vigoda. Includes all 122 episodes of Barney Miller and the first season of its spinoff, Fish. Nearly 74 hours on twenty-five DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $159.99. **$59.95**

**1914413 THE CAROL BURNETT SHOW: Crack’s Up.** From 1967 to 1976, The Carol Burnett Show tickled America’s funny bone on CBS with a blend of comedy, song and dance. Collects 20 uncut episodes, as they originally aired on television, and showcases some of the most acclaimed and beloved moments from the show. Guest stars include Gloria Swanson, The Jackson 5, and more. **$19.95**

**7913052 MARY HARTMAN, MARY HARTMAN: The Complete Series.** In the Vietnam-torn town of Marysville, Ohio, suburban housewife Mary Hartman (Louise Lasser) dreams of an idyllic domestic life. Instead she finds herself suffering the slings and arrows of outrageous fortune: mass murders, low-flying airplanes, waxy yellow build-up on her kitchen floor. Includes all 325 episodes, 135-episode set. **$249.95** Shout! Factory. Pub. at $249.95. **$99.95**

**7913060 THE NANNY: The Complete Series.** Detailing the comic misadventures and sassy Fran Fine, her sophisticated employer, Brooke’s profile, underpinning his devious brother, and his wise cracking staff. Stars Fran Drescher, Charles S. Dutton, and Lauren Lane. Collects all 146 episodes. Fifty-five hours on 19 DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $119.00. **$59.95**

---
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TV Comedy

**1912232 MAUDE: The Complete Series.** Maude pushed the boundaries for network television during its 6 year network run from 1972 to 1978. Often controversial and always refreshingly honest, the series never shied away from tackling the topical issues of the day. Includes all 141 episodes on eighteen DVDs. Running time nearly 71 hours. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $74.94. **PRICE CUT to $59.95**

**7845790 THE BEST OF THE CAROL BURNETT SHOW: The Final Episode.** Features the double-length final episode, as it originally aired on television, and showcases some of the most acclaimed and beloved moments from The Carol Burnett Show. Stars Carol Burnett, Vicki Lawrence and Tim Conway. 126 minutes. **TIME LIFE.**

**781100X CRIME SCENE CLEANER 2.** This popular German comedy, Bjørne Madsen returns to star as Heiko “Schotty” Schotte, a man whose work begins where others pass in horror. Collects eight episodes. In German with English subtitles. Nearly 4 hours on two DVDs. MHz. Pub. at $29.95. **PRICE CUT to $19.95**

**7845774 CALL ME FITZ: The Complete First Season.** Widescreen. A morally bankrupt car salesman is forced to become business partners with his inner conscience, an oil dealer and a dodger intent on healing Fitz's mangled psyche, one hilarious disaster at a time. Collects all 13 Season One episodes. Stars Jason Priestley and Emme Gralewald. English, SDH. Five, hours on three DVDs. E One. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**7794096 WORST WEEK: The Complete Series.** Widescreen. A young couple get quickly acquainted with one of their son to be in-laws. Collects all 16 episodes. Stars Kyle Bornheimer and Oxana Bartoll. English, SDH. Nearly 8 hours on two DVDs. Universal. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**7813538 THE CAROL BURNETT SHOW: Carol’s Cramp Ups.** Collects three uncut episodes from Burnett’s Emmy Award-winning variety show, featuring her most admired blend of comedy, song and dance. Includes acclaimed and beloved moments like hilarious movie spoofs of Rebeccy and The Story of a Star; comedy sketches like “World’s Oldest Orphan”; and guest stars from Andy Griffith to Dick Van Dyke. Over 3 hours. Questar. **LIMITED QUANTITY**

**7721447 THE CAROL BURNETT SHOW: Carol’s Favorites.** TIME LIFE. Pub. at $22.95

**4820401 SHAMELESS: Seasons 1 & 2.** Widescreen. Adults only. Mill Creek. Pub. at $24.98

**7780001 THE AMAZING JONATHAN WINTERS.** Widescreen. Adults only. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.98

**7765777 AMERICAN VANDAL: Season One.** Widescreen. Paramount. **$3.95**


**7766563 COACH: Seasons One & Two.** Fullscreen. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98. **PRICE CUT to $8.95**

**7743645 AUSTENTATIONARY: Season One.** Widescreen. Sunworld. **$3.95**

**7743822 THAT’S MY MAMA: The Complete Second Season.** Widescreen. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $19.94. **$3.95**

**7845804 CHARLES IN CHARGE: The Complete First Season.** Fullscreen. Universal. Pub. at $19.98. **PRICE CUT to $1.95**

**7718489 MONK: The Complete Series.** Widescreen. Universal. **$59.95**

**1914421 THE CAROL BURNETT SHOW: Carol’s Greatest Hits!** **TIME LIFE.**

**$19.95**

British TV

**2834618 WILD PACIFIC.** Widescreen. This acclaimed series presents the real, immense, magnificent and astonishing Pacific from erupting undersea volcanoes to jewelied tropical reefs; from the Solomon islands who fish with spider webs and kites to Pentecost land divers who leap from 25 meter scaffolds, and much more. It will change the way you view the ocean forever. English, SDH. Nearly 6 hours on two DVDs. **BBC.** **$9.95**

**4693736 THE REAL ANIMALS OF PETER RABBIT.** Fullscreen. **$5.95**

Action/Adventure Blu-ray

**7816979 PITCH BLACK.** Widescreen. When a ship crash-lands on a remote planet, the marooned passengers soon learn that escaping convict Riddick (Vin Diesel) isn’t the only thing they have to fear. Deadly creatures lurk in the shadows, waiting to attack in the dark, and the planet is rapidly plunging into the blackness of a total eclipse. Rated R. English SDH. 112 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95. **$11.95**

**LIMITED QUANTITY 7899955 POKEMON DETECTIVE PIKACHU.** Widescreen. In a world where people collect Pokemon to do battle, a boy comes across an intelligent talking Pikachu (voiced by Ryan Reynolds) who seeks to be a detective. Also stars Justice Smith. Includes 3D Blu-ray and Blu-ray versions. English SDH. 104 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. **SOLD OUT**

**7913338 DEADPOOL 2: Super Duper Cut.** Widescreen. Faul-mouthed mutt mercenary Wade Wilson, Deadpool, assembles a team of fellow mutant rogues to protect a young boy with supernatural abilities from the brutal, time-traveling Cable. Stars Ryan Reynolds and Morena Baccarin. Rated R. Includes Super Duper Cut (128 minutes) and Theatrical Cut (113 minutes) on two Blu-rays. 20th Century Fox. **$5.95**

**LIMITED QUANTITY 7911346 DOCTOR STRANGE.** Widescreen. While on a journey of physical and spiritual healing, a brilliant neurosurgeon is drawn into the world of the mystic arts. Stars Benedict Cumberbatch and Chiwetel Ejiofor. English SDH. 115 minutes. Marvel. **$5.95**

**LIMITED QUANTITY 8278678 SPIDER-MAN: Far From Home/Homecoming.** Widescreen. In Spider-Man: Far From Home, Spider-man meets up to take on new threats in a world that has changed forever. In Spider-Man: Homecoming, Spider-Man begins to navigate his new identity as the web-slinging superhero under the watchful eye of his mentor Tony Stark. Both star Tom Holland and Zendaya. **SOLD OUT**

**7913311 BLACK PANTHER.** Widescreen. T Challa, heir to the hidden but adored kingdom of Wakanda, must step forward to lead his people into a new future and must confront a challenger from his country’s past. Stars Chadwick Boseman and Michael B. Jordan. English SDH. 140 minutes. Marvel. **$5.95**

**8287733 XXX: Return of Xander Cage.** Widescreen. When a group of lethal mercenaries steal a hi-tech weapon that poses a global threat, the world needs super hero Xander Cage (Vin Diesel) isn’t the only one they have to fear. Xander leads a team of death-defying adrenaline junkies on a mission to save the day and look dope while doing it. Also stars Samuel L. Jackson. Includes Blu-ray 3D. **SOLD OUT**
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SDH. 169 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter.


across the globe, the world’s greatest soldier wages war on the evil Avenger.

8 Blu-rays. Boxed. Arrow. Pub. at $189.95

Mandarin and Cantonese with English subtitles. Over 23 hours on Shaolin; The Kid with the Golden Arm; Magnificent Rufians; Ten Minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95

Not Rated. Includes a 60-page collector’s book and two CDs. In widescreen. When a terrifying force threatens everyone across the globe, the world’s greatest soldier wages war on the evil HY德拉 organization, lead by the Red Skull. Stars Chris Evans and Hugo Weaving. English. 1.26 hours. Amazon.

limited quantity 7827490 CAPTAIN AMERICA: The First Avenger. Widescreen. When a terrifying force threatens everyone across the globe, the world’s greatest soldier wages war on the evil HY德拉 organization, lead by the Red Skull. Stars Chris Evans and Hugo Weaving. English. 1.26 hours. Amazon.

7827709 TERMINATOR: Dark Fate. Widescreen. An augmented human and Sarah Connor must stop an advanced liquid terminator from hunting down a young girl, whose fate is critical to the future. Stars Linda Hamilton and Arnold Schwarzenegger. Rated R. English SDH. 122 minutes. 20th Century Fox.

7827492 AVENGERS: Infinity War. Widescreen. The Avengers and their allies must be willing to sacrifice all in an attempt to defeat the powerful Thanos before his blitz of devastation and ruin puts an end to the universe. Stars Robert Downey Jr and Chris Hemsworth. English SDH. 149 minutes. Marvel.

7827601 THE HOBBIT: An Unexpected Journey. Widescreen. A reluctant Hobbit, Bilbo Baggins, sets out to the Lonely Mountain with a spirited group of dwarves to reclaim their mountain home, and the gold within it from the dragon Smaug. Stars Ian McKellen and Martin Freeman. Includes Blu-ray (2 discs) and Blu-ray versions along with a bonus Blu-ray of special features. English SDH. 169 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter.

3994153 EARTHQUAKE. Widescreen. Charlton Heston leads an all-star cast in this epic film about ordinary citizens who must band together in the face of an unstoppable natural disaster—when the most catastrophic earthquake in history rips through Southern California. English. SDH. 123 minutes. Universal.

7891008 JOURNEY 2: The Mysterious Island. Widescreen. Sean (Josh Hutcherson) receives a coded distress signal from a mysterious and dangerous island. Unable to stop him, Sean’s stepfather (Dwayne Johnson) joins the quest. Together with a helicopter pilot and his beautiful daughter, they set out to find the island and rescue its only inhabitant. Packaged in a Steelbook case. English SDH. 94 minutes. Warner Home Video.

7813899 OUTRAGE. Widescreen. In a ruthless battle for power, several yakuza clans vie for the favor of a head family in the Japanese underworld. There is a never-ending struggle to end up on top, or at least survive, in a corrupt world where there are no heroes, but constant betrayal and vengeance. Rated R. In Japanese with English subtitles. 109 minutes. Magnolia.

7813422 MIAMI VICE/ THE KINGDOM. Widescreen. In Miami Vice a case involving drug lords and murder in South Florida takes a personal turn for undercover detectives Sonny Crockett (Colin Farrell) and Ricardo Tubbs (Jamie Foxx). In The Kingdom a team of elite FBI agents are sent to Saudi Arabia to solve a brutal mass murder and find a killer before the blows strikes again. Stars Chris Cooper. Both Rated R. Mill Creek.

789113X SNOW WHITE & THE HUNTSMAN. Widescreen. In a twist to the fairy tale, the Huntsman ordered to take Snow White into the woods to be killed wins up becoming her protector and mentor in a quest to vanquish the Evil Queen. Stars Chris Hemsworth and Charlize Theron. English SDH. 128 minutes. Universal.

7827628 JUMANJI: The Next Level. Widescreen. The gang is back but the game has changed. As they return to rescue one of their own, the players will have to brave parts unknown from arid deserts to snowy mountains, to escape the world’s most dangerous game. Stars Dwayne Johnson and Karen Gillan. English SDH. 123 minutes. Sony Pictures.


7891105 SALT. Widescreen. A CIA agent goes on the run after a defector accuses her of being a Russian spy. Stars Angelina Jolie and Liev Schreiber. Includes Blu-ray 3D and Blu-ray versions. This is a three pulse-pounders. Death Wish 2; Death Wish 3; and Death Wish 4: The Crackdown. All Rated R. All English SDH. Over four hours on 3 Blu-rays. MGM.

7844008 THE LEGEND OF TARZAN. Widescreen. It has been years since the man known as Tarzan (Alexander Skarsgard) left the jungles of Africa behind for a gentrified life as John Clayton III with his wife (Margot Robbie). Now he’s been invited back to the Congo to serve as a trade emissary of Parliament, unaware that he is a pawn. Includes Blu-ray 3D and Blu-ray versions. This is a Spanish language edition with an English audio track. English SDH. 116 minutes. Amazon.

7890990 THE HUNTSMAN: Winter’s War. Widescreen. Evil Queen Ravenna betrays her good sister Freya by freezing Freya’s heart to love and unleashing in her an icy power she never knew she possessed. As the war escalates between the two queens, the huntsman, and his fellow warrior, Sara, must help Freya vanquish her sister. Stars Chris Hemsworth and Charlize Theron. English SDH. 114 minutes. Universal.

7846339 DIE HARD 2: Die Harder. Widescreen. In the follow-up to Bruce Willis’ career-making hit, another Christmas Eve becomes a night of chaos as off-duty cop John McClane battles a team of terrorists. They’ve taken over a major international airport—and McClane is trapped in a place where he’s the only hope. Rated R. CC. 124 minutes. 20th Century Fox.

7766580 WILD THINGS. Widescreen. In this update of the Tarzan story, Kathleen Quinlan stars as an environmentalist whose attraction to Wild Thing (Robert Knepper), a modern day hero who does out street justice to protect the weak, will place them both in grave peril. 92 minutes. Olive Films.
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8782736 JURASSIC WORLD: Fallen Kingdom. Widescreen. When the island’s dormant volcano begins roaring to life, Owen and Claire mount a campaign to rescue the remaining dinosaurs from this extinction-level event. Stars Chris Pratt and Bryce Dallas Howard. English SDH. 128 minutes. Universal. $4.95

8798831 ERASER: Reborn. Widescreen. U.S. Marshal Mason specializes in “erasing” people—taking the deaths of high-risk witnesses. With the tech advances of the last 25 years, the game has upgraded, and it’s just another day at the office when he’s assigned to Rina, a crime boss’ wife who’s decided to turn state’s evidence. Stars Dominic Shaweld and Jacky Lai. Rated R. English SDH. 103 minutes. Enter. $7.95

875000X AN EMPRESS AND THE WARRIORS. Widescreen. The action saga of a kingdom locked in a desperate battle for survival. Donnie Yen, Kelly Chen and Leon Lai, team up as sword-wielding heroes on a quest to unite a divided nation and wage a massive war against an invading horde. In Mandarin with English subtitles. Rated R. English SDH. 95 minutes. Vivendi Entertainment. $4.95

8761090 BLACK & WHITE: The Dawn of Assault. Widescreen. When a maverick cop and a gangster headed for retirement team up, sparks will fly and heads will roll. Not Rated. Dubbed and in Mandarin with English subtitles. 142 minutes. Shout! Factory. $2.95

1966944 SWITCH. Widescreen. In search of an ancient Chinese scroll, a Chinese agent battles against Japanese and British mercenaries. Not Rated. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Dubbed and in Mandarin with English subtitles. 112 minutes. Giant Ape. $4.95

8790907 BEHIND ENEMY LINES. Widescreen. Thomas Ian Griffith stars as Mike Weston, a soldier tasked with retrieving nuclear triggers before they fall into enemy hands. When the plan goes awry, Mike barely escapes, leaving fellow soldier Jones (Chris Mulkey) behind. When Mike learns that Jones is still alive a year later, he plots to return to the jungle on a life or death mission. Rated R. English SDH. 95 minutes. Olive Films. $4.95

8728769 SKYFALL. Widescreen. James Bond’s loyalty to M is tested when her past comes back to haunt her. When MI6 comes under attack, 007 must track down and destroy the threat, no matter how personal the cost. Stars Daniel Craig and Judi Dench. English SDH. 137 minutes. MGM. $4.95

8727466 ALADDIN. Widescreen. Experience the thrilling live-action adaptation of the characters and tale you know and love from Disney’s animated Classic. Stars Will Smith and Naomi Massoud. English SDH. 104 minutes. Disney. $4.95

8728750 DETECTIVE PIKAHCU. Widescreen. In a world where people collect Pokémon to do battle, a boy comes across an intelligent talking Pikachu (voiced by Ryan Reynolds) who seeks to be a detective. Also stars Justice Smith. English SDH. 104 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $4.95

873565X NED KELLY. Widescreen. In perilous pursuit to live off the land, he was harassed by both the law and his neighbors, bushranger Ned Kelly (Mick Jagger) eventually turns to a life of crime when his mother (Clairessa Kaye), unjustly accused of murder, is sentenced to prison. In Black & White Color. 113 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95 $7.95

9713354 MISSION IMPOSSIBLE: Rogue Nation. Widescreen. With their elite organizations shut down by the CIA, agent Ethan Hunt (Tom Cruise) and his team must race against time to stop The Syndicate, a deadly network of rogue operatives turned traitors. English SDH. 132 minutes. Paramount. $3.95
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**7877275 UNDERWORLD: Blood Wars.** Widescreen. Vampire death dealer Selene fights to end the eternal war between the Lycan clan and the Vampire faction that betrayed her. Stars Kate Beckinsale and Theo James. Rated R. English SDH. 110 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $34.95

**7764413 BATMAN RETURNS.** Widescreen. Gotham City faces two monstrous criminal menaces: the bizarre, sinister Penguin (Danny DeVito) and the sly, mysterious Catwoman (Michelle Pfeiffer). Can Batman (Michael Keaton) defeat two formidable Stars once? Packaged in a steelbook case. English SDH. 126 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $6.95

**7873620 MCBAIN.** Widescreen. A former Vietnam war prisoner of war, John Stazak, reforms his old team in order to help a revolutionary’s sister, Christina, to break the power of the drug lords and avenge the death of Santos, the Rangers leader. Stars Christopher Walken and Maria Conchita Alonso. Rated R. English SDH. 104 minutes. Synapse. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

**7806264 SIDEKICKS.** Widescreen. Barry (Jonathan Brandis) is obsessed with action movies, specifically ones staring the great Chuck Norris. In order to escape reality, he finds himself dreaming of being Norris’s sidekick. He begins training in martial arts and enters a tournament where he is forced to face the villains tormenting him, including UHD Blu-ray and Blu-ray versions. English SDH. 101 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $44.95

**1982966 THE LEGEND.** Widescreen. Jet Li stars as a carefree young martial arts expert who gets involved with a government official’s daughter just as he discovers his family is part of a rebel resistance movement. Rated R. Dubbed and in Cantonese with English subtitles. 95 minutes. Vivendi Entertainment.

**7793411 SKI PATROL.** Widescreen. The lease on the Snowy Peaks Lodge is up for renewal. Despite the Ski Patrol, an out of control group of skiers led by Jerry and Jerman, the resort has an impeccable safety record. However, a devious land developer (Martin Mull) has other plans and hires the talents of a young blonde named Lance (Corbin Timbrook) to undermine the Ski Patrol’s efforts to keep the slopes safe. 91 minutes. Shout! Factory.

**7761414 ROAD HOUSE.** Widescreen. Dalton (Patrick Sayzwe) is the best bar bouncer in the business. When he’s hired to clean up the Double Deuce in the small town of Jasper, the seemingly simple job turns out to be anything but. Pushed to his breaking point, Dalton prepares for the no holds barred fight of the century. Also includes a bonus Blu-ray of special features. Rated R. 114 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $41.95

**8336556 HARD KILL.** Widescreen. When billionaire tech CEO Donovan Chalmers (Bruce Willis) hires a team of mercenaries to protect a lethal piece of technology, security expert and team leader Derek Miller (Jesse Metcalfe) finds himself in the middle of showdown with an old enemy. Rated R. English SDH. 91 minutes. Vertical.

**7380508 CROWN VIC.** Widescreen. Follows one memorable night in the life of LAPD officer Ray Mandel while hunting two cop killers on the loose. Stars Thomas Jane and Luke Kleintank. Rated R. English SDH. 90 minutes. Screen Media Films. $7.95

**7903294 TAXI HUNTER.** Widescreen. After his pregnant wife perishes through the actions of a careless cabby, mild-mannered Ah Kin declares war on the entire profession—and ‘The Knowledge’ to know he won’t be leaving a tip. Includes a limited edition slipcase and a double-sided fold-out poster. Stars Anthony Wong. Cantonese with English subtitles. 90 minutes. 88 Films. Pub. at $34.95 $21.95

**7839405 OPPOSING FORCE.** Widescreen. The only female soldier (Lisa Eichhorn) in a military experiment designed to simulate POW torture conditions falls victim to the commanding officer. He justifies his insidious actions upon her as a training technique. When hero (Tom Skerritt) rebels with her and the hero dies, the commanding officer is tried and puts on trial. Rated R. English SDH. 98 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $39.95 $24.95

**7872143 UNDEFEATABLE.** Widescreen. Cynthia Rothrock plays Kristi Jones, a woman putting her sister through college by competing in back alley kickboxing matches. When her sister becomes embroiled in a serial killer—who rapes, murders and removes the eyes of his victims—Kristi teams up with a tough detective to find the murderer. Also stars David Naiai. Includes UHD Blu-ray and undubbed Blu-ray. Not Rated. English SDH. 95 minutes. $27.95

**7770944 DRAGONS FOREVER.** Widescreen. Three successful Hong Kong lawyers are hired by a chemical company with questionable ethics and must make a difficult decision when their client’s motives become clearer. Stars Jackie Chan. Not Rated. In Cantonese and English with English subtitles. Includes UHD Blu-ray and Blu-ray versions, an 88-page perfect book, collector card, and box. 94 minutes. 88 Films. Pub. at $44.95 $26.95

**781092X BLACK SUNDAY.** Widescreen. The powerful story of a Black September terrorist group attempting to blow up a Goodyear blimp hovering over the Super Bowl stadium with 80,000 people and the president of the United States in attendance. Stars Robert Shaw and Bruce Dern. Rated R. English SDH. 146 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95 $19.95

**7810911 ATTACK FORCE Z.** Widescreen. Based on the true story of Z Special Force, Vietnam’s top-secret Pacific commando unit. When an American fighter jet crashes on an island held by the Japanese, a five-man Z Force assault team launches a daring mission of courage, carnage and desperate jungle warfare to rescue the survivors. Stars Mel Gibson and Sam Raimi. 79 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

**7866488 GAME TRILOGY.** Widescreen. Made at the end of the 1970s, Toru Murakawa’s Game Trilogy launched actor Yusaku Matsuura as the Toei tough guy for a new generation. Here he is once again in his iconic character, an ice cold hitman filled with words, a steely trigger finger, and a heart of stone. Collects The Most Dangerous Game; The Killing Game; and The Execution Game. Not Rated. In Japanese with English subtitles. One disc. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95 $24.95

**7929315 DAY OF THE PANTHER/STRIKE OF THE PANTHER.** Widescreen. In Day of the Panther martial-arts expert, Jason Blade goes after a criminal gang and its boss, who where responsible for the death of his partner. In Strike of the Panther Jason Blade is back! Jason must venture into a volatile chemical plant to bring down the villain and save his girlfriend. Both star Edward budding actor. $24.95

**7928122 THE LAST BLOOD.** Widescreen. When a high-ranking Tibetan Lama is wounded by terrorists, only a transfusion of his ultra rare blood type can save him. Heroic Hong Kong cops must protect his priceless transfusion from assassins out to kill him. Not Rated. Dubbed and in Cantonese with English subtitles. 94 minutes. 88 Films. Pub. at $34.95 $21.95

**7854678 REDLINE.** Widescreen. On the streets of Los Angeles and Las Vegas, daredevil divers race the world’s most exotic cars for million dollar bets. But as the stakes rise, so does the danger—from deadly crashes to kidnapping and murder—and only the fast and furious survive. Stars Nathan Phillips and Nadia Bjorlin. 95 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95
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**NEW FIST OF FURY.** Widescreen. Almost five years after breaking all Hong Kong box office records with Fist of Fury, his last collaboration with the late Bruce Lee, director Lo Wei got to work on a sequel. It would be the first leading role for Jackie Chan. In Mandarin and Cantonese with English subtitles. Includes an illustrated collector’s booklet and a double-sided fold-out poster. 120 minutes (also includes the 1980 re-release cut; 82 minutes). Arrow. Pub. at $39.95  **$24.95**

**MAGICAL COP.** Widescreen. Someone is using the living dead to smuggle drugs into modern day Hong Kong and only Officer Fang (I am Ching-ying)—policeman and Taoist master—can stop them, proving the power of traditional Chinese magic in the process! Includes a double-sided foldout poster. Not Rated. Dubbéd and in Cantonese with English subtitles. 88 minutes. 88 Films. Pub. at $34.95  **$21.95**

**BORN TO FIGHT.** Widescreen. When a Vietnam veteran Sam Wood (Brent Huff) is hired by a TV reporter (Mary Stavin) to return to the jungle hellhole where he was tortured as a POW, the fuse is lit for betrayal, return to the jungle hellhole where he was tortured as a POW, the fuse is lit for betrayal, and self-righteousness. Stars Tom Cruise, Rebecca Ferguson and Jeremy Renner. This is a Spanish language edition with an English audio track. Includes bonus Blu-ray of extras. Packaged in a steelbook case. English SDH. 131 minutes. Paramount.  **$7.95**

**THE PRODIGAL SON.** Widescreen. A young man discovers that his reputation as a fearsome martial artist is made up by his rich father, after meeting a real martial arts master, and is determined to apprentice under him to learn kung fu. Not Rated. Includes the "Theatrical Release Presentation" and the "Home Release Presentation." In Cantonese and Mandarin with English subtitles and English dubbing. 105 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95  **$24.95**

**PARANOID.** Widescreen. An exotic, legendary battle between the forces of good and evil comes to life as the celebrated disciples of the Shaolin Temple—monks who practice a lethal and spiritual form of martial arts—fight the evil followers of China’s Manchu rulers. Not Rated. In Cantonese with English subtitles. 105 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome.  **SOLD OUT**

**ISLAND ESCAPE.** Widescreen. A young man’s mission to an island off the coast of Nova Scotia. Trapped, they begin to question their concept of time and space as they learn of supernatural creatures living in the shadows. Not Rated. English SDH. Stars Ariella Mastrolonardo, James Liddell. 86 minutes. Epic Pictures Releasing. Pub. at $19.95  **$14.95**

**MISS LIVERPOOL.** Widescreen. When a Vietnam veteran Sam Wood (Brent Huff) is hired by a TV reporter (Mary Stavin) to return to the jungle hellhole where he was tortured as a POW, the fuse is lit for betrayal, return to the jungle hellhole where he was tortured as a POW, the fuse is lit for betrayal, and self-righteousness. Stars Tom Cruise, Rebecca Ferguson and Jeremy Renner. This is a Spanish language edition with an English audio track. Includes bonus Blu-ray of extras. Packaged in a steelbook case. English SDH. 131 minutes. Paramount.  **$7.95**

**SHOCK AND AWE.** Widescreen. A young man discovers that his reputation as a fearsome martial artist is made up by his rich father, after meeting a real martial arts master, and is determined to apprentice under him to learn kung fu. Not Rated. Includes the "Theatrical Release Presentation" and the "Home Release Presentation." In Cantonese and Mandarin with English subtitles and English dubbing. 105 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95  **$24.95**

**MISS LIVERPOOL.** Widescreen. When a Vietnam veteran Sam Wood (Brent Huff) is hired by a TV reporter (Mary Stavin) to return to the jungle hellhole where he was tortured as a POW, the fuse is lit for betrayal, return to the jungle hellhole where he was tortured as a POW, the fuse is lit for betrayal, and self-righteousness. Stars Tom Cruise, Rebecca Ferguson and Jeremy Renner. This is a Spanish language edition with an English audio track. Includes bonus Blu-ray of extras. Packaged in a steelbook case. English SDH. 131 minutes. Paramount.  **$7.95**

**SOLD OUT**

**SONIC THE HEDGEHOG.** Widescreen. When a Vietnam veteran Sam Wood (Brent Huff) is hired by a TV reporter (Mary Stavin) to return to the jungle hellhole where he was tortured as a POW, the fuse is lit for betrayal, return to the jungle hellhole where he was tortured as a POW, the fuse is lit for betrayal, and self-righteousness. Stars Tom Cruise, Rebecca Ferguson and Jeremy Renner. This is a Spanish language edition with an English audio track. Includes bonus Blu-ray of extras. Packaged in a steelbook case. English SDH. 131 minutes. Paramount.  **$7.95**

**SOLD OUT**
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**SOLD OUT**
786650X KILL ZONE. Widescreen. Colonel Crawford (David Campbell) has created the most gruesome and realistic exercise imaginable at the advanced military training center known as "Scare Camp." To Vietnam War veteran Jackie Chan, it all becomes too real. Rated R. Includes mini collectible poster. 91 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $29.95. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

7825811 HEART OF DRAGON. Widescreen. Tat (Jackie Chan) is a hotshot cop with more stresses than he can bear: if he's not on the verge of getting married on his day job, he's looking out for his mentally handicapped brother Dodo. When Dodo accidentally winds up in the line of fire, Tat must make the ultimate sacrifice to save his brother. Not Rated. Dubbed and in Cantonese with English subtitles. 91 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95. **PRICE CUT to $17.95**

7841159 HAND OF DEATH. Widescreen. After a traitor of the Shaolin temple, Shih Shao-Feng, has eliminated thousands of his former colleagues in exchange for power from the Manchus under the Qing dynasty, a surviving master of Shaolin, Yun Fei, is tasked with the mission of overthrowing the major and is left for dead, but with the help of Shih's friend, justice is ultimately served, with Senor George Hearst. Stars Ian McShane and Timothy Olyphant. Not Rated. English SDH. 100 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $39.95. **PRICE CUT to $19.95**

7834616 POLICE STORY III: Super Cop. Widescreen. In this third installment, Jackie Chan reprises his role as maverick detective Chan, who's recruited by Interpol to infiltrate the operations of a drug lord. Paired with Captain Yang, they are forced to survive with their wits, courage, and skills. Includes an 80-page book, six replica lobby cards and a double-sided poster. Not Rated. Dubbed and in Cantonese with English subtitles. 96 minutes. Fortune Star. Pub. at $34.95.

7805780 WHO'LL STOP THE RAIN. Widescreen. A Vietnam veteran, Rick Hicks, gets conning into helping an old army friend, Convorse, smuggle drugs but ends up having to go on the run with his friend's wife when the deal goes sour. Stars Nick Nolte and Michael Moriarty. Rated R. English SDH. 121 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $39.95. **PRICE CUT to $19.95**

7850999 WARRIORS TWO. Widescreen. Cashier Hua leads a simple life working for a woman who operates in a world of her own, and he always work alone. But as age is catching up with him, he decides to take on Steve McQueen (Jan-Michael Vincent), a competent and ruthless man who Bishop teaches everything he knows. English SDH. 100 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $39.95. **PRICE CUT to $19.95**

1964127 THE MECHANIC. Widescreen. Arthur Bishop (Charles Bronson) is a mob hit man who operates in a world of his own, and he always work alone. But as age is catching up with him, he decides to take on Steve McQueen (Jan-Michael Vincent), a competent and ruthless man who Bishop teaches everything he knows. English SDH. 100 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $39.95. **PRICE CUT to $19.95**

7783233 LADY WHIRLWIND/HAPKIDO. Widescreen. From director Huang Feng comes two action films from the 1970s. In Lady Whirlwind Mao is dead set on avenging the death of her sister, only to find herself fighting a common enemy along the side the man she wants revenge on. In Hapkido she is once more pitted against a gang of Japanese thugs, along side kung fu legends. Not Rated. Dubbed and in Mandarin with English subtitles. Over 3 hours on two Blu-rays. **PRICE CUT to $19.95**

7799888 MILLIONAIRES' EXPRESS. Widescreen. In early twentieth century China, various criminals with deep political connections are vying for control. The widow of a Shanghai train, with many rich people on-board. Includes the original Hong Kong Theatrical Cut, the Extended "International" Cut, the English Export Cut, and Hybrid Cut. English Dubbing and in Cantonese with English subtitles. 97 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95.

494223X JUPITER ASCENDING. Widescreen. Warner Bros. Enter. 7814208 WORLD WAR Z. Paramount. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

7844945 MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE—GHOST PROTOCOL. Paramount. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

7844697 GANGSTER SQUAD. Widescreen. Warner Bros. Enter. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**


1969652 TAJOMARU: Avenge Blade. Widescreen. Funimation. **PRICE CUT to $2.95**


785465X LUST FOR FREEDOM. Widescreen. Troma Team. Pub. at $19.95. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

7813708 THE FIRST PURGE. Universal. **PRICE CUT to $2.95**

1989669 ESCAPE FROM PRETORIA. Widescreen. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $29.99. **PRICE CUT to $17.95**

4942167 GODZILLA. Widescreen. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $29.99. **PRICE CUT to $17.95**


7850080 L.A. WARS. Fullscreen. MVD Visual. Pub. at $29.95. **PRICE CUT to $17.95**

7811410 THE ASSASSINATION BUREAU. Widescreen. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95. **PRICE CUT to $24.95**

7819978 SHAO LIN INCINIBLES/SEVEN TO ONE. Widescreen. AGFA. Pub. at $34.98. **PRICE CUT to $21.95**

4821807 THE LOST CONTINENT. Widescreen. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $29.99. **PRICE CUT to $17.95**

7777930 SOLOMON KING. Widescreen. Deaf Crocodile. Pub. at $34.98. **PRICE CUT to $21.95**

7749120 BLOOD HUNT. Widescreen. Severin. Pub. at $29.98. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

7772906 LIEUTENANT JANGLES. Widescreen. ETR Media. Pub. at $29.98. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

7750121 DRIVE. 88 Films. Pub. at $57.95. **PRICE CUT to $29.95**

7841248 LADY STREET FIGHTER. Widescreen. AGFA. Pub. at $34.98. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

7784813 DIVIDE & CONQUER. Widescreen. Arrow. Pub. at $20.95. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

7839421 P.O.W. The Escape. Widescreen. MGM. Pub. at $39.95. **PRICE CUT to $19.95**

777221 THE EXECUTIONER COLLECTION. Widescreen. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95. **PRICE CUT to $19.95**

773896X A SMALL TOWN IN TEXAS. Widescreen. Scorpio. Pub. at $19.95. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

7738935 THE PEACEKILLERS. Widescreen. Scorpio. Pub. at $39.95. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

4901711 BEYOND SKYLINE. Widescreen. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95. **PRICE CUT to $19.95**

7841149 TORMORS: A Cold Day in Hell. Widescreen. Universal. **PRICE CUT to $29.95**

7784759 BECKY. Widescreen. MGM. Pub. at $39.95. **PRICE CUT to $19.95**

7783881 THE CYCLE SAVAGES. Widescreen. MGM. Pub. at $39.95. **PRICE CUT to $19.95**

**7899815 DEADWOOD: The Movie. Widescreen. As the residents of Deadwood gather to commemorate Dakota's statehood in 1889, saloon owner Al Swearingen and Marshal Seth Bullock clash with Senator George Hearst. Stars Ian McShane and Timothy Olyphant. Not Rated. English SDH. 108 minutes. HBO. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

1953893 COMIN' AT YA! Tragedy strikes as two ruthless brothers kidnap a bride during her wedding. Hurt and angry, the police (Tony Anthony) begins his quest to find the love he lost, and take vengeance upon the wicked in this spaghetti western classic. Directed by Ferdinando Baldi. Includes 2D and 3D versions. Rated R. 91 minutes. MVD Visual. **PRICE CUT to $4.95**
Western Blu-ray

7904274 WAGON TRACKS. Fullscreen. Buckskin Hamilton (William S. Hart) is out for justice and on the heels of the outlaws that gunned down his younger brother in cold blood. Set in 1850 with the great Gold Rush as a backdrop, this 1919 silent film takes the viewer on an adventure across the wide open spaces of the famed west. In B&W. Color title. 69 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $12.95

7811012 VIOLENT STREETS. widescreen. This collection presents director Umberto Lenzi and Tomas Milian's five greatest collaborations including Almost Human, Syndicate Sadists, The Cylinder, Rat, and The Fist: Brothers I'll Be De (all include a bonus CD soundtrack); and Free Hand for a Tough Cop. All Dubbed and in Italian with English subtitles. Over 8 hours on five Blu-rays. Boxed. Sevenirs. Pub. at $134.95 $39.95

7921616 SANCTIFIED. A cynical outlaw is rescued from death by a nun who is traveling to a Church deep in the Badlands. Stars Daniel Bielinsky and Tiffany Corinth. Not Rated. 89 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $24.95 $14.95

7839537 THE WICKED DIE SLOW. Widescreen. Notorious gunfighter 'The Kid' (Gary Allen) and his Mexican sidekick Armadillo (Jeff Kanew), saddle their way through the post-Civil War West looking for the four drunken and sadistic Indians who raped 'The Kid's' girlfriend. Not Rated. 100 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $39.95 PRICE CUT to $19.95

7811004 THE SEVEN FROM TEXAS. Widescreen. Tells the story of seven dangerous men hired to escort a sick woman and her husband across treacherous territory. Each of the mixed bag of seven has lives and by coincidence Blues for helping the pair. 98 minutes. Includes a bonus DVD of $100,000 for Lasster. 100 minutes. English dubbing for both films. Dorado Films. Pub. at $24.95 PRICE CUT to $11.95

7839332 THE KILLING BOX. Widescreen. MGM. Pub. at $39.95

Comedy Blu-ray

3994250 THE KING OF COMEDY. Widescreen. On his way to the studio, talk host Jerry Langford (Jerry Lewis) is kidnapped by stand-up comedian Rupert Pupkin (Robert De Niro) and his wacky sidekick (Sandra Bernhard). There's only one way that Langford can win back his freedom: he must let this struggling comic perform on his show. Directed by Martin Scorsese. English SDH. 109 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $7.95

7846290 DAYWATCH. Widescreen. Devoted illegitimate Mitch Buchannon butts heads with a brash new recruit, as they uncover a criminal plot that threatens the future of the bay. Stars Dwayne Johnson and Zac Efron. Rated R. Includes UHD Blu-ray and Blu-ray versions. Rated R. 116 minutes. Paramount. $5.95

7798314 THE SACRED SPIRIT. widescreen. Julio is dead. It's terrible news for Oni-Levante, the CELACUP (O.L.) aficianado, who can't bear the death news his one of its members, Jose Manuel, particularly had. Julio and he had a secret project to change human destiny. Now he must carry on alone. Includes bonus Blu-ray. Not Rated. In Spanish with English subtitles. 97 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95 $11.95

7779836 MR. TOPAZE. Widescreen. A poor but proud French teacher gets fired after refusing to modify the grades of a rich student. As this could be the turning point in his honesty, Castel Benac hires Topaze as a managing director for a shady business. Starring Peter Sellers and Nadia Gray. Not Rated. English SDH. 97 minutes. Film Movement. $4.95

7891121 SCARY MOVIE 5. widescreen. Yet another installment in the popular spook saga, loaded with stars like Ashley Tisdale, Charlie Sheen, Lindsay Lohan, Snooki Dough, and others. New parents Dan and Jody find their happy lives upended by paranormal activity. When they install security cameras, they discover their family is being stalked by an evil dead demon. English SDH: 88 minutes. E One. $4.95

7766319 GAS-S-S-S. widescreen. When a military chemical accident kills everyone on the planet over the age of 25, Earth is left in the hands of the youth. Coel and Cilla will lead the way on a quest for survival joined by boyfriends and girlfriends in this trippy and darkly comic Roger Corman film. Stars Robert Corf. Rated R. 76 minutes. Olive Films. $4.95

7766300 FRENCH POSTCARDS. widescreen. An American group of exchange students come to Paris to study the language and culture for a year. Follow along as they seek out hundreds of monuments, romanticize thenomadic artist's life, and look for love interests. Starring Miles Chapin and Blanche Baker. 95 minutes. Olive Films. $4.95

7761236 LAZY SUSAN. widescreen. Susan has always been the self-centered oddball of her family who lazily skated through life until one day she wakes up to realize she's middle-aged with no job, no relationship, and an increasingly estranged family. She decides to turn her life around. Starring Sarah Haynes and Carrie Azley. Not Rated. English SDH. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. 90 minutes. Shout! Factory. $2.95

7849869 DENNIS MILLER: Fake News, Real Jokes. Widescreen. From selfies and airline travel to Trump and journalists, Dennis Miller gives his take on the day's political events, assessments in his low key style. Not Rated. 58 minutes. Comedy Dynamics. $4.95

7891040 MOTHER'S DAY. widescreen. Intersects the lives of a group of people maneuvering their way through a crazy week of difficult relationships and family dysfunction in the week leading up to Mother's Day. Stars Jennifer Aniston and Julia Roberts. English SDH. 119 minutes. Universal. $4.95

7765836X KEEP YOUR RIGHT UP! Directed by the legendary Jean-Luc Godard, with a tip of the hat to Jerry Lewis, Buster Keaton, Ben Hur, Tati, and (for good measure) Dostoyevsky, Jean-Luc wrote, directed, edited and starred in this mind-boggling comedy with a rambling plot. In French with English subtitles. 85 minutes. Olive Films. $4.95

1989847 INGRID GOES WEST. widescreen. An unhinged social media stalker moves to LA and ingratiates herself into the life of an Instagram star. Stars Aubrey Plaza and Elizabeth Olsen. Rated R. English SDH. 96 minutes. Universal. $5.95

7884019 AMAZING GRACE. widescreen. Grace, a Baltimore, Maryland widow, discovers that the local mayoral election is a front for pillering funds from her neighborhood by the incumbent mayor and his cronies. Stirred to activism, Grace rallies the community to thwart the self-serving politicians. Stars Moms Mabley and Slappy White. 99 minutes. Olive Films. $12.95

7904282 THE WHOOPEE BOYS. widescreen. Two obnoxious and dim-witted misfits attempt to save a school for needy children by attempting to sneak into the wealthy high society of Palm Beach to get the money needed for their cause. Stars Michael O'Keefe and Paul Rodriguez. Rated R. 89 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95 $12.95
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- **1975048 VAMPIRE'S KISS.** Widescreen. At the peak of his career, yet in the depths of despair, Peter Loew's life is in turmoil until he meets Rachel, the woman of his dreams. After their first night together, Rachel takes more than his heart, and from that moment on Peter believes that he's a vampire. Stars Nicolas Cage and Jennifer Beals. Rated R. 103 minutes. MV Visual. Pub. at $24.95

- **7728395 ZOLA.** Widescreen. Zola, a Detroit waitress, strikes up a new friendship with a customer, Stefan, who seduces her to join a wild weekend of dancing and partying in Florida. Stars Taylour Paige and Riley Keough. Rated R. 86 minutes. VSFilms. $5.95

- **1989464 BLOCKERS.** Widescreen. When three parents stumble upon their daughters' pact to throw the ultimate prom, they翕起 a covert one-night operation to stop the teens from sealing the deal. Stars John Cena, Leslie Mann and Ike Barinholtz. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Rated R. English SDH. 102 minutes. Universal. $4.95

- **8754959 DROWNING BY NUMBERS.** Widescreen. Dame Joan Plowright, Juliet Stevenson and Joely Richardson star as three generations of women who murder their husbands in an unsettling salvo of sumptuous visuals, macabre capers and numerical mischief. Rated R. 119 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $29.95

- **7813554 DADDY'S HOME.** Widescreen. Brad Whitaker is a dad and host trying to get his stepchildren to love him and call him Dad. But his plans turn upside down when their biological father, Dusty Mayron, returns. Stars Will Ferrell and Mark Wahlberg. Includes UHD Blu-ray and Blu-ray versions. English SDH. 95 minutes. Paramount. $7.95

- **7784880 THE LAST AMERICAN VIRGIN.** Widescreen. Gary (Lawrence Monoson) is a sensitive guy who falls hard for the new girl in school. She's hip, attractive Karen (Diane Franklin), and Gary's only problem is that she's much more interested in his good friend Rick. Rated R. 93 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $29.95

- **877734X PARTY GIRL.** Widescreen. Mary capjures her librarian godmother into bailing her out and giving her a job as a clerk at the public library. What follows is Mary's screwball-like journey from a life of late nights and hangovers to romance with a falafel vendor and a potential long-term career as a librarian. Stars Parker Posey and Omar Townsend. Rated R. 95 minutes. Fun City Editions. Pub. at $34.95

- **8754609 DROWNING BY NUMBERS.** Widescreen. Dame Joan Plowright, Juliet Stevenson and Joely Richardson star as three generations of women who murder their husbands in an unsettling salvo of sumptuous visuals, macabre capers and numerical mischief. Includes UHD Blu-ray and Blu-ray versions. Rated R. 119 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $39.95

- **790018X GUEST HOUSE PARADISO.** Widescreen. Richie and Eddie proudly run the worst hotel in the world. It's up to them to provide the perfect experience to the Nice family during their stay. A weekend of nightmarish situations involving exotic lingerie, Italian movie stars, getting trapped in an oven, and more vomi then you can imagine. Stars Adrian Edmondson, Richard. Rated R. English SDH. 90 minutes. Universal. Pub. at $32.98

**Drama Blu-ray**

- **8795828 WEIRD SCIENCE.** Widescreen. Permanently picked on high school nerds Gary and Wyatt are sick of their status at the bottom of the social food chain. Using Wyatt's computer, the two hatch a plan to create their dream woman--and following a massive power surge, that woman unexpectedly appears in the form of Lisa. Stars Anthony Michael Hall. Includes double-sided fold-out poster. English SDH. 94 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $49.95

- **7866755 HI DIDDLE DIDDLE.** Fullscreen. With time ticking away on his 48-hour leave, sailor Sonny Phyle (Dean O'Keefe) ties the knot with his社交ite sweetheart, Janie Prescott (Martha Scott). The newlyweds are all set to start their honeymoon when a snowballing series of wacky occurrences threatens to roadblock every avenue of marital bliss. Not Rated. In B&W. 73 minutes. ClassicFlix. Pub. at $29.99

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Title</strong></th>
<th><strong>Studio</strong></th>
<th><strong>Edition</strong></th>
<th><strong>Price</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>WEIRD SCIENCE.</strong></td>
<td>Arrow</td>
<td>Separate UHD Blu-ray and Blu-ray</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Romance Blu-ray**

- **788429X SPEECHLESS.** Widescreen. Two political speechwriters fall in love before they find out they are working for candidates on opposite sides. Stars Michael Keaton and Geena Davis. 99 minutes. Olive Films. $12.95

- **1992370 INSPECTOR IKE.** Factoy 25. Pub. at $34.98

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Title</strong></th>
<th><strong>Studio</strong></th>
<th><strong>Edition</strong></th>
<th><strong>Price</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SPEECHLESS.</strong></td>
<td>Olive Films</td>
<td>Separate UHD Blu-ray and Blu-ray</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**LIMITED QUANTITY**

- **7817002 RED ANGEL.** Widescreen. During the Sino-Japanese War, a young army nurse gives sympathy to her patients and falls in love with an impotent doctor who’s addicted to morphine. Not Rated. In B&W. In Japanese with English subtitles. 48 hours leave, sailor Sonny Phyle (Dean O'Keefe) ties the knot with his socialite sweetheart, Janie Prescott (Martha Scott). The newlyweds are all set to start their honeymoon when a snowballing series of wacky occurrences threatens to roadblock every avenue of marital bliss. Not Rated. In B&W. 73 minutes. ClassicFlix. Pub. at $29.99

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Title</strong></th>
<th><strong>Studio</strong></th>
<th><strong>Edition</strong></th>
<th><strong>Price</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>RED ANGEL.</strong></td>
<td>MVD Visual</td>
<td>Separate UHD Blu-ray and Blu-ray</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

See more titles at erhbc.com/915
3 hours on two Blu-rays. Paramount.
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Drama Blu-ray

LIMITED QUANTITY 7827555 DUNKIRK. Widescreen. Allied soldiers from Belgium, the British Commonwealth and Empire, and France are surrounded at the dawn of the 21st century and evacuated during a fierce battle in World War II. Stars Fionn Whitehead and Kenneth Branagh. English SDH. Includes a bonus Blu-ray of extras. 106 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter.

7813392 HEROES. Widescreen. Jack (Henry Winkler) is a troubled yet high-spirited Vietnam vet who embarks on a cross-country odyssey to prove his own worth. En route, he befriends Carol (Sally Field), who is attempting to “sort things out” before she gets married. Also stars Harrison Ford. English SDH. 113 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.98

4.95

SOLD OUT

7798512 COLD LIGHT OF DAY. Fullscreen. February, 1983. Detectives are called to a residential address in the London suburbs following reports that someone has been clogged by human remains. One of the property’s residents, Dennis Nilsen is brought in for questioning, leading to the discovery of one of the most shocking and disturbing murderers in Britain. Stars Bob Blake, Nat. SDH. 80 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $19.95

7810750 PERSEPOLIS. Widescreen. Writer and director Marjane Satrapi draws a poignant story in this animated film about a young girl in Iran during the Islamic Revolution, when people’s hopes were dashed as fundamentalists took power. In Color and B&W. Dubbed and in French with English subtitles. 95 minutes. Sony Pictures.

4.95

4944917 HER. Widescreen. Theodore (Joel Macdonald) is a complex, soulful man who makes his living writing personal letters for other people. Heartbroken at the end of a long relationship, he becomes intrigued with a new advanced operating system. Upon initiating it, he is delighted to meet “Samantha”, a bright, advanced operating system. Upon initiating it, he returns time and again to question and discover evidence of a previously unknown, advanced civilization. He returns time and again to his beloved jungle in search of the lost city. What he discovers is a devolved group of monks and a mysterious and the intaruated Russian Count. Not Rated. In English and German subtitles. 130 minutes.

777981X THE MARQUIS OF O. Widescreen. Leaving an Irish monastery for the first time, a young novice (Tom Holland) departs from a devoted group of monks and a mysterious and unusual order. The group is threatened at every turn. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Not Rated. English SDH. 96 minutes. RLJ Entertainment.

4.95

733930 STRANGER ON THE PROWL. Fullscreen. Screen legend Paul Muni plays a disillusioned vagrant who accidentally kills a store owner. While on the lam he befriends a young street urchin (Vittorio Banu) who suspecs the police are after him for stealing milk from the same shop owner. Together, they struggle to survive the streets of war-torn Italy. In English. 78 minutes. Olive Films.

3.95

1989731 GEMINI. Widescreen. A heinous crime tests the complex relationship between a tenacious personal assistant and her Hollywood starlet boss. As the assistant unravels the mystery, she must confront her own understanding of friendship, truth and celebrity. Stars Lola Kirke and Zoe Kravitz. Rated R. English SDH. 93 minutes. Universal. 3.95

7766523 STRANGER AT MY DOOR. Widescreen. After carrying out a brazen bank robbery, gunman Clay (Skip Homeier) finds safe haven in the home of soft-spoken minister Hollis. His beautiful wife Peg and son. Hollis extends to Clay every hospitality and gives him ever more at redemption, despite his undeniable sexual attraction that is clearly forming between Peg and the gunman. In English. SDH. 88 minutes. RLJ Entertainment.

4.95

4807715 WAR AND PEACE. Widescreen. Starring Audrey Hepburn as Natasha and featuring some of the greatest actors from Hollywood’s Golden Age (Henry Fonda, Pierre and Mel Ferrer as Prince Andrei), Tolstoy’s literary masterpiece comes to life in this epic film classic. The film was nominated for three Academy Awards. English SDH. Over three hours. Paramount.

5.95

7891202 WAR DOGS. Widescreen. Two friends in their early 20s, living in Miami Beach during the Iraq War, exploit a little-known government initiative that allows smaller businesses to bid on U.S. military contracts. Then they land a $300 million deal with the former Crusader as they attempt to transport a sacred relic to Rome. The group is threatened at every turn. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Not Rated. English SDH. 96 minutes. RLJ Entertainment.

4.95

7774091 THE LOST CITY OF Z. Widescreen. Tells the incredible true story of British explorer Percy Fawcett (Charlie Hunnam), who journeys into the Amazon to discover a lost city. What he discovers becomes legendary. English SDH. Over 3 hours on two Blu-rays. Paramount.

5.95

788754X PILGRIMAGE. Widescreen. Leaving an Irish monastery for the first time, a young novice (Tom Holland) departs from a devoted group of monks and a mysterious and unusual order. The group is threatened at every turn. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Not Rated. English SDH. 96 minutes. RLJ Entertainment.

4.95

7792786 SPRING BREAKERS. Widescreen. Four college girlfrineds plot to fund their best spring break ever by burglarizing a fast-food shop in Orlando, that’s only the beginning. That night of partying, the girls get arrested and are bailed out by Alien, an infamous local dealer, who takes them on the wildest spring-break trip in history. Rated R. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 94minutes. WS Films.

5.95
**7813724** GWEN, Widescreen. Gwen is a young girl whose life seems to be collapsing around her. Struggling with her mother's mysterious illness and her father's absence, Gwen must find the strength to guide her family through the darkness. But as a molevolent presence takes grip of her home, it becomes apparent there is a greater evil that may be too strong to overcome. Not Rated. English SDH. 84 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. $4.95

**7891199** W.E., Widescreen. The affair between King Edward VIII and American divorcee Wallis Simpson, and a contemporary romance between a married woman and a Russian security guard. Stars Abbie Cornish and Andrea Riseborough. Not Rated. English SDH. 119 minutes. E One. $4.95

**7719798** SPACEWALKER, Widescreen. Trying to hold the lead in the space race, the Soviet Union is preparing two cosmonauts for the first spacewalk. Not Rated. Dubbed and in Russian with English subtitles. 137 minutes. Capelight. $3.95

**7891172** Tinker, Widescreen. A hermit farmer discovers his late father's secret journal containing plans for a magnetic-powered machine that could change the world while unexpectedly becoming custodian of his gifted six year old nephew, Kai, after his mom's untimely death. Stars Clayne Crawford and Christian Khalil. Not Rated. 96 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. $4.95

**7899920** ME BEFORE YOU, Widescreen. A girl in a small town forms an unlikely bond with a recently-paralyzed man she’s taking care of. Stars Emilia Clarke and Sam Clafin. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. English SDH. 110 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

**7836023** The Captive, Widescreen. Fullc. Cecil B. DeMille's thought to be lost 1915 silent film is found. Set during the Balkan Wars, this film tells the story of Sonia (Blanche Sweet), a young woman living in Montenegro and left to care for her younger brother Milos (Gerald Ward) and the family farm when older brother Marko goes off to battle. In B&W. 51 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95

**7836066** Daniel, Widescreen. Timothy Hutton stars as Daniel Isaacson, an anti-war activist whose parents, branded as spies, were put to death by the U.S. government. Believing that his parents were wrongly convicted and executed, Daniel sets out to clear their name. Rated R. 130 minutes. Olive Films. $7.95

**1989820** I THINK WE’RE ALONE NOW, Widescreen. Del (Peter Dinklage) is alone in the world. After the human race is wiped out, he lives in his small, empty town, content in his solitude and the utopia he’s metaphorically created for himself—until he is discovered by Grace (Elle Fanning), an interloper whose history and motives are obscure. Worse yet, she wants to stay. Rated R. English SDH. 99 minutes. Momentum. $4.95

**783604X** Convicts, Widescreen. Set in 1902 Texas, this is the story of Horace Robedaux (Lukas Haas), a young man working for plantation owner Soll Gautier (Robert Duval) to raise money for his father’s gravestone. But the more the boy works, the cleaner he becomes and Soll’s mental state might prevent Horace from ever collecting his money. Also stars James Earl Jones. 93 minutes. Olive Films. $7.95

**7825048** A Ghost Story, Widescreen. Casey Affleck and Rooney Mara star as a young couple who—after being separated by loss—discover an eternal connection and a love that is infinite. Rated R. English SDH. 92 minutes. Lionsgate. $9.95

**7904193** TELL ME THAT YOU LOVE ME, JUNIE MOON, Widescreen. Considered misfits by their hospital mates Junie Moon (Kathleen Nolin), a victim of an acid attack that has scarred her face, Arthur an epileptic, and Warren a gay paraplegic, set up house together in a rented property owned by the eccentric heiress Miss Grigg. Directed by Kay Thompson. 113 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95 $12.95

**1990101** Papillon, Widescreen. Wrongfully convicted for murder, Henri Charriere forms an unlikely relationship with fellow inmate and quirky con man to escape from the notorious penal colony on Devil’s Island. Stars Charlie Hunnam and Rami Malek. Rated R. English SDH. 134 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95 $12.95

**4866496** Beastly, Widescreen. Kylie is the spoiled, shallow and popular prince of his high school kingdom. He foolishly chooses Kendra (Mary-Kate Olsen), a witch masquerading as a high school student, as his last dance partner. Kylie transforms her into someone as unattractive on the outside as on the inside. Now he has a year to find someone to love him, or he will remain Beastly forever. $4.95

**7894126** The Pool, Widescreen. Dima Nikoln is an ordinary honest plumber who suddenly decides to face the corrupt system of local politics in order to save the lives of 800 inhabitants of an old dormitory, which is about to be demolished. In Russian with English subtitles. 121 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95 $12.95

**7894499** Jack Armstrong: The All American Boy, Widescreen. A brilliant scientist working on atom-powered motors is kidnapped and taken to a mysterious island where the master villain, in usual cliffhanger form, hopes to conquer the world and give our hero a hell of a fight. Jack Armstrong thrashes these evil plans in the nick of time. Collects 15 thrilling chapters. Stars John Hart. In B&W. Over 4 hours on two Blu-rays. MVD Visual. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

**7884125** Assassination Tango, Widescreen. An aging hitman gets a contract to kill a General in Buenos Aires, Argentina. But when his mark becomes unavailable, he becomes involved in Argentinian tango culture. Written, directed and starring Robert Duval. Rated R. Also stars Kathy Baker. 4 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $29.95 $12.95

**7768432** Ophelia, Widescreen. Ivan (Andre Jocelyn), a high-strung and intense young man of means, suspects that his mother, Claudia (Alida Valli) and uncle Adriano (Claude Ceval) are responsible for the death of his father, sets out to reveal their foul deed. Not Rated. In B&W. In French with English subtitles. 104 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95 $4.95

**7765053** Cafe de Flore, Widescreen. The story of the intertwining destinies of Jaqueline, a young Parisian mother of a child with Down Syndrome, Antoine, a Montreal DJ, and the woman in his life. What binds them all is love: a troubled, clumsy, imperfect, unattainable—and ultimately, human. Not Rated. In French with English subtitles. 120 minutes. Alliance. $2.95


**7841191** The Cat Creeps, Fullscreen. When a widow sends a 1,000 dollar bill to the local newspaper claiming murder, blackmail, a counterfeiter, Lous Dega, in an attempt to escape from the notorious penal colony on Devil’s Island. Stars Charlie Hunnam and Rami Malek. Rated R. English SDH. 134 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95 $12.95

**7676432** Opheilia, Widescreen. Ivan (Andre Jocelyn), a high-strung and intense young man of means, suspects that his mother, Claudia (Alida Valli) and uncle Adriano (Claude Ceval) are responsible for the death of his father, sets out to reveal their foul deed. Not Rated. In B&W. In French with English subtitles. 104 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95 $4.95

**7765053** Cafe de Flore, Widescreen. The story of the intertwining destinies of Jaqueline, a young Parisian mother of a child with Down Syndrome, Antoine, a Montreal DJ, and the woman in his life. What binds them all is love: a troubled, clumsy, imperfect, unattainable—and ultimately, human. Not Rated. In French with English subtitles. 120 minutes. Alliance. $2.95


**7841191** The Cat Creeps, Fullscreen. When a widow sends a 1,000 dollar bill to the local newspaper claiming murder, blackmail, a counterfeiter, Lous Dega, in an attempt to escape from the notorious penal colony on Devil’s Island. Stars Charlie Hunnam and Rami Malek. Rated R. English SDH. 134 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95 $12.95
Drama Blu-ray

7904029 AT FIRST SIGHT. Widescreen. The story of Amy and Virgil, a blind man, are a New York couple navigating their way through an illness that will test their love and resolve. Stars Val Kilmer and Mira Sorvino. 128 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95 $12.95

7872547 DOWNTON ABBEY. Widescreen. The Crawleys and their staff prepare for the most important visit of their lives. A royal visit from the King and Queen of England unleashes scandal, romance and intrigue that will leave the future of Downton hanging in the balance. Stars Hugh Bonneville and Maggie Smith. English SDH. 121 minutes. Universal. $4.95

7919358 THE LOVE OF A WOMAN. The final feature of French filmmaker Jean Gremillon, this is the story of a young doctor, raised on the island of Ushant to replace his retiring physician. There she encounters sweeping prejudice—and unexpected romance. Not Rated. In French with English subtitles. In B&W with DVD and Blu-ray versions. 114 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95 $12.95

7904312 WORLD FOR RANSOM. Fullscreen. An erotic film noir set against the backdrop of Cold War Shanghai, stars Dan Duryea as rogues detective Mike Callahan, who is drawn into a plot to kidnap a nuclear scientist. But the deeper Callahan delves into the mystery, the more labyrinth the conspiracy becomes. Not Rated. In B&W. 82 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95 $12.95

779277 DRAGONFLY SQUADRON. Widescreen. The Korean peninsula is drawn closer to war, a stern Air Force Major (John Hodiak), is assigned to train a squadron of South Korean pilots, making them combat-ready in half the usual time. Also stars Barbara Britto. In B&W. 83 minutes. Olive Films. $9.95

7904320 WITHERING HEIGHTS. Widescreen. Director Robert Fuest bringsgritty realism to this 1970 big-screen interpretation of Emily Bronte’s Wuthering Heights, the classic tale of a torturous and torrid love affair. Stars Anna Calder-Marshall and Timothy Dalton. 104 minutes. Sandpiper. Pub. at $29.95 $12.95

7855370 RED SUN. Widescreen. Thomas takes refuge in his ex-girlfriend’s apartment, a commune-like arrangement where the girls vow to kill their boyfriends after five days. Will Thomas realize before it’s too late? Includes a double-sided fold-out poster. English SDH. 102 minutes. Blue Underground. Pub. at $34.95 $21.95


7895755 HOLY SPIDER. Widescreen. A female journalist descends into the dark underbelly of the Iranian holy city of Mashhad as she investigates the serial killings of sex workers. As she draws closer to exposing his crimes, the opportunity for justice grows harder to attain when the murderer is embraced by many as a hero. Based on the true story of the “Spider Killer,” Not Rated. In Persian with English subtitles. 118 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95 $14.95

7875258 THE IRON PREFECT. Widescreen. Based on the true story of Cesare Mori, the Iron Prefect, who was sent to Syria for an Eliot Ness in The Untouchables style clean up for the mafia. Mori approaches organized crime on the island with uncompromising force even in the face of mafia muscle men designed to scare him off. Not Rated. Dubbed and in Italian with English subtitles. 118 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $34.95 $21.95

7893825 THE HEART IS DECEITFUL ABOVE ALL THINGS. Widescreen. A young boy (played at various points by Jimmy Bennett, Dylan and Cole Sprouse) suffers from a caring foster home and forced to endure mental and physical abuse while in the custody of his drug-addicted, promiscuous mother (Erika Ervin). The future of Downton hanging in the balance. Directed by Downton creator Julian Fellowes, this TV event stars Hugh Bonneville as the Earl of Grantham, Michelle Dockery as Lady Mary, and the rest of the Downton Abbey cast. The Crawleys and their staff prepare for the most important visit of their lives. A royal visit from the King and Queen of England unleashes scandal, romance and intrigue that will leave the future of Downton hanging in the balance. Stars Hugh Bonneville and Maggie Smith. English SDH. 121 minutes. Universal. $4.95

7835035 THE GLASS CASTLE. Widescreen. Jeannette (Brie Larson) has just discovered he has an autistic brother named Raymond (Dustin Hoffman) and is now taking him on the ride of his life. Raymond pushes hot-headed Charlie to limits of his patience—and then pulls him completely out of his self-centered world. Rated R. 134 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $14.95

7900114 BORSALINO. Widescreen. Sicily, 1930: small-time gangster Rob Sifredo is released from prison and finds his former girlfriend Lola has moved on and is now with Francois Capella, a petty crook. Initially, all seems well. But two men form a partnership that will see them rise through the ranks of organized crime in Marseille. Includes collector’s booklet, a double-sided poster and six postcard-sized reproductions of film stills. Not Rated. Dubbed. In French with English subtitles. 124 minutes. Paramount Pub. at $39.95 $24.95

7754426 THE FILMS OF DORIS WISHMAN: The Twilight Years. No one will ever make movies like Doris Wishman made movies. Wishman created collisions between surrealism and exploitation that feel like they materialized from an alternate universe. Collects seven films including Deadly Weapons; Double Agent; The Amazing Transplant; Let Me Die a Woman; The Immoralist; The Doorway to Perversion; and Love Toy. Not Rated. 7 hours on three Blu-rays. Adults only. AGFA. Pub. at $59.98 $34.95

494741X THE GREAT Gatsby. Widescreen. A writer and wall street trader, Nick, finds himself drawn to the past lifestyle of his millionaire neighbor, Jay Gatsby. Stars Leonardo DiCaprio, Tobey Maguire and Carey Mulligan. Includes Blu-Ray 3D and Blu-ray versions. This is a Spanish subtitles edition with an English audio track. English SDH. 142 minutes. Warner Home Video. $4.95

789581X UNMAN, WITTERING AND ZIGO. Widescreen. John Ebony (David Hemmings) is the idealistic young schoolmaster who arrives at Chantry School for Boys on his first assignment, filling the shoes of his predecessor Pelham who is recently been found dead at the bottom of a nearby cliff. The unruly boys of Lower SB might know more about Pelham’s demise than the school’s headmaster and staff are letting on. Not Rated. Includes double-sided fold-out poster. English SDH. 142 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95 $24.95

Drama Blu-ray

★ 7745281  I, THE JURY. Fullscreen. Detective Mike Hammer (Biff Elliot) is determined to catch and kill the person who shot his close friend dead. Along the way, Hammer rides a fine line between gumshoe to a one-man jury, staying two-steps ahead of the law—and trying not to get bumped off in the process. Includes UHD Blu-ray, 3D Blu-ray and Blu-ray versions. In B&W. 88 minutes on two Blu-rays. ClassicFlix. Pub. at $49.99 $24.95

★ 7819919  FREEWAY II: Confessions of a Trickybitch. Widescreen. White Girl is a twisted teenage prostitute with a bad attitude and a nasty eating disorder, who's been sent to the slammer for 25 years. Her cellmate, Cyclona, is equally deranged and the two are quick to form a truly twisted alliance. Stars Natasha Lyonne and Vincent Gallo. Not Rated. Includes UHD Blu-ray and Blu-ray versions. English SDH. 90 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $44.98 $25.95

★ 7819927  GINA. Widescreen. After being sent to Quebec to perform at a seedy motel, exotic dancer Gina establishes a friendship with a group of visiting filmmakers and becomes aware of a lecherous Ski-Doo gang hiding out on an abandoned ship. Gina and the gang develop an antagonistic relationship that eventually leads to a horrific assault. Not Rated. Dubbed and in French with English subtitles. 85 minutes. Adults only. CIP. Pub. at $34.98 $21.95

★ 7870705  MORVERN CALLAR. Widescreen. Morvern Callar wakes up one Christmas morning to discover her boyfriend dead by suicide, it's the start of an unexplainable and uncontrolled process of self-transformation. Morvern's form of grieving will be bewildering and shocking to most. Stars Samantha Morton and Kathleen McDermott. Rated R. 97 minutes. Fun City Classics. Pub. at $34.98 $21.95

★ 7924674  CARLITO’S WAY. Widescreen. Gangster Carlito (Al Pacino) gets released early from prison thanks to his lawyer, Kleinfield (Sean Penn). Vowing to go straight, Carlito nonetheless finds dangerous waiting for him in the outside world. Includes UHD Blu-ray and Blu-ray versions. Also includes dual-sided fold-out poster, seven double-sided, postcard-sized lobby card reproductions, and an illustrated collector's booklet. Rated R. English SDH. 144 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $59.95 $39.95

★ 7784684  JULIA. Widescreen. On vacation from his private boarding school, Paul discovers that his hormones aren’t the only ones running rampant when he spends a retreat with his father Ralph, his mistress Yvonne, and their amorous friends, and Julia. Not Rated. Dubbed and in German with English subtitles. 85 minutes. Adults only. Cult Epics. Pub. at $34.95 $17.95

★ 7893809  FULL TIME. Widescreen. Julie is a single mother raising two children in the Paris suburbs and commuting to the city daily. The train is her line—until it’s suddenly severed by a transit strike. Julie struggles to make it in time to her job, to interview for a better job she’s tied her hopes to, or back home to pick up her kids from school. Not Rated. In French with English subtitles, 88 minutes. Music Box Films. Pub. at $29.98 $17.95

★ 7774850  LAURENCE ANYWAYS. Fullscreen. Laurence, a French teacher and soon to be published author, enjoys a mutually loving relationship with his lover Charlie. Then, on the day after his 35th birthday, Laurence confesses to Fred that he longs to become a woman, asking her to support his transformation. Not Rated. In French with English subtitles. 161 minutes. Breaking Glass. $14.95

★ 7784899  LUKAS MOODYSSON COLLECTION. Widescreen. Director Lukas Moodysson has been hailed internationally as one of Sweden’s greatest filmmaking talents. This boxed set collects six films including Fucking Åmål; Together; Liya; 4-ever; A Hole in My Heart; Container; Mammoth; and We Are the Best! Includes a 200 page hardcover book and a 82 page poem book. Not Rated. In Swedish with English subtitles. Over 11 hours on six Blu-rays. Arrow. Pub. at $99.95 $59.95

★ 7893787  DIRTY MONEY. Widescreen. After a raucous visit from the wealthy Uncle Arthur, working class Montpelier couple Roland and Berthe are left feeling slighted by his meager gift of $500. Hungry for more, Berthe hatches a plan to descend on Uncle Arthur’s remote country house and steal his small fortune for the help of her delinquent nephew and cousin. Not Rated. In French with English subtitles. 100 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $34.98 $21.95

★ 7892936  THE HARD PART BEGINS. Widescreen. Jim King is a struggling country singer whose life is falling apart. From a soiled sheet and a terminally ill friend, to a rocky romance with his bandmate Jenny, Jim’s life is hard—and it’s only getting harder. Stars Donnelly Rhodes and Nancy Belle Fuller. Not Rated. English SDH. 87 minutes. CIP. Pub. at $34.98 $21.95

★ 7789725  LUDWIG. Widescreen. The great Italian director Luchino Visconti turned his attention to the life and death of King Ludwig II of Bavaria in 1972, resulting in an epic of 19th-century decadence. Includes two view options: the full-length theatrical cut or as five individual parts. Stars Helmut Berger and Romy Schneider. Rated R. In Italian with English Subtitles. Over 4 hours on two Blu-rays. Arrow. Pub. at $49.95 PRICE CUT to $12.95

★ 1991558  RAPPIN’. Widescreen. An ex-con and break-dancer helps save a neighborhood from a greedy developer while trying to win a rap contest. Stars Mario Van Peebles and Eric La Salle. 92 minutes. Shout! Factory. PRICE CUT to $2.95

★ 7761384  TRUE HISTORY OF THE KELLY GANG. Widescreen. Set amidst the brutal battlegrounds of 19th-century Australia, this follows young Ned Kelly as he grows up under the bloody and uncompromising rule of the English. Stars George MacKay and Essie Davis. Rated R. English SDH. 125 minutes. Shout! Factory. PRICE CUT to $3.95

★ 7846371  THE GODFATHER, PART III. Now in his 60s, Michael Corleone is consumed with guilt for his past deeds while he plans his family’s re-emergence as a completely legitimate corporation. Stars Al Pacino and Diane Keaton. Rated R. English SDH. 170 minutes. Paramount. PRICE CUT to $3.95

★ 7359735  THE YOUNG MESSIAH. Widescreen. Inspired by Scripture and rooted in history, this film imagines a year in the boyhood of Jesus. Follow the young Messiah as he wanders through the middle of the day. A female psychiatrist is assigned to the case to find out why. This provocative, radical, acclaimed film was a hit both in Holland and abroad. Not Rated. In Dutch with English subtitles. 97 minutes. CIP. Pub. at $34.95 PRICE CUT to $17.95

★ 7855362  A QUESTION OF SILENCE. Widescreen. Three women, strangers with no legible corporate. Stars Al Pacino and Diane Keaton. Rated R. English SDH. 170 minutes. Paramount. PRICE CUT to $3.95

★ 7839529  WHOSE CHILD AM I? WEEKEND MURDERS. Widescreen. In Whose Child Am? I? a couple attempts to have a baby through artificial insemination. This film follows the Hand-Made Babies. Stars: Brian Wachsmann on the Hand of God—or the hand of the devil?. In Weekend Murders a family goes to a British estate to hear the reading of a will, and then get murdered one by one. Not Rated. Over 3 hours. Dark Force. Pub. at $34.95 PRICE CUT to $17.95
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7798865 SOUTHLAND TALES. Widescreen. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95

18957TX COLETTE. Widescreen. Universal. Pub. at $29.95

7766440 PHAEDRA. Widescreen. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95

7802076 THE CURSE OF AUDREY EARNSHAW. Widescreen. Epic Pictures Releasing. Pub. at $34.98

7806442 CAPONE. Widescreen. Vertical. $4.95

7766467 PRESSURE POINT. Widescreen. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95

1990330 WONDER WHEEL. Widescreen. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $34.98

7712960 DRIVEN. Widescreen. Universal. $5.95

7736397 CHERNOBYL 1986. Widescreen. Capelight. $4.95

1910501 A FANTASTIC WOMAN. Widescreen. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $24.95

*7835833 MOONLIGHTING WIVES. Fullscreen. Dark Force. Pub. at $24.95

*7810982 THE FIVE DAYS. Widescreen. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $29.95

1984020 THE LICKERISH QUARTET. Widescreen. Cult Epics. Pub. at $29.95

1991159 THE RIGHTIOUS. Widescreen. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95

*7749232 MADAME CLAUDE. Widescreen. Cult Epics. Pub. at $39.95

*7734875 THE LAST ROMANTIC LOVER. Widescreen. Cult Epics. Pub. at $34.95

*7738854 I’M DREAMING OF A WHITE DOOMSDAY. Widescreen. Scarem Team Releasing. Pub. at $24.95

*7760191 5 - 25 - 77. Widescreen. MVD Visual. Pub. at $24.95

*7773872 ZEROGRAD. Deac Crocodile. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95

*777950X VOODOO MACBETH. Widescreen. Lightyear Entertainment. Pub. at $24.95

*7754507 WHITE REINDEER. Widescreen. Factory. Pub. at $34.98

*7738862 INCREDIBLE BUT TRUE. Widescreen. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95

*7709338 FAULTS. Widescreen. Yellow Veil. Pub. at $34.98

*7737696 VILLAINS. Widescreen. Gunpowder & Sky. Pub. at $34.98

*7754450 THE ICARUS LINE MUST DIE. Widescreen. Darkstar. Pub. at $29.98

*7866542 RAIN MAN. Widescreen. MVD Visual. Pub. at $49.95

*7738689 PVF CHAT. Widescreen. Darkstar. Pub. at $34.98

*7784805 THE DAY OF DESTRUCTION. Widescreen. SRS Cinema. Pub. at $29.95

*7754596 DISTANT. Widescreen. Big World Pictures. Pub. at $29.98

*7737904 WHAT’S UP CONNECTION. Widescreen. Kani. Pub. at $34.98

786279X TWELVE O’CLOCK HIGH. Fullscreen. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $34.98

*7738723 CUTTER’S WAY. Widescreen. City Editions. Pub. at $34.98

*7709897 NATURAL ENEMIES. Widescreen. Fun City Editions. Pub. at $34.98

Thriller Blu-ray

7816987 THE POSSESSED. Widescreen. Bernard is a depressed novelist who sets off in search of his old flame, to meet a beautiful woman who works at a remote lakeside hotel. He soon discovers Tilde has disappeared under suspicious circumstances. Bernard undertakes an investigation that is soon plunged into a disturbing drama of madness and murder. Not Rated. In D&B. Dubbed and in Italian with English subtitles. 85 minutes. Arrow.

11.95

7901968 COLD IN JULY. Widescreen. While investigating noises in his house one balmy Texas night in 1989, Richard Dane (Michael C. Hall) puts a bullet in the brain of lowlife burglar Freddy. Although hailed as a small-town hero, Richard soon finds himself facing for his family’s safety when Freddy’s ex-con father (Sam Shepard) rolls into town hellbent on revenge. Rated R. English SDH. 110 minutes. IFC Films.

4.95

7813457 TRAPPED. Widescreen. When their daughter is taken for ransom by a gang of serial kidnappers, a husband and wife find themselves held hostage while a 24 hour plan to extort their money is set into motion. With time running out and their daughter’s life in danger, they find themselves in a race against the clock. Stars Charlie Thevoz, Thea Devils and Courtney Love. Rated R. English SDH. 106 minutes. Pub. at $14.98

4.95

7846517 THE TAILOR OF PANAMA. Widescreen. Harry Pendel (Geoffrey Rush) is a cut-throat tailor with the rich and infamous. Andy Osnard (Pierce Brosnan) is a suave and ruthless British spy who entices Harry into eavesdropping on the powerful politicians he clothes. But Harry’s talent for tailoring soon gets him off a chain of events that threatens to destroy everything he treasures most in life. Rated R. English SDH. 114 minutes. Columbia.

4.95

1915063 PATIENT ZERO. Widescreen. In this pandemic thriller, humanity is battling intelligent, adrenaline-fueled creatures born from a viral strain. After being bitten, human survivor Morgan (Matt Smith) realizes he is asymptomatic and can communicate with the infected, leading the last survivors on a hunt for Patient Zero and a cure. Rated R. 95 minutes. Sony Pictures.

2.95

1981773 BAD SAMARITAN. Widescreen. A pair of burglars, Sean and Derek, stumble upon a woman being held captive in the home of Cale En stretiche which they intended to rob. Panicked, the lovers leave behind the car and driver, who finds nothing in the house. It’s up to Sean to save the woman on his own. Stars David Tennant and Robert Sheehan. Rated R. English SDH. 110 minutes. Sony Pictures.

3.95

770424X UNDERTOW. Widescreen. Following the death of his wife, John moves to Georgia with his two sons, Chris and Tim, in hopes of making a new start for his family. Once there, rebellious Chris finds a kindred spirit in his Uncle Deel. Stars Jamie Bell and Josh Lucas. Rated R. English SDH. 105 minutes. Mill Creek.

4.95

7888786 THE BEAT GENERATION. Widescreen. A detective, Dave Colloran, is assigned to track down and capture a crazed serial rapist. Colloran pursues the culprit through a Beatnik hootenanny, and must navigate through a bizarre assortment of counter-culture stereotypes. Stars Steve Cochran, Ray Danton and Fay Spain. In B&W. 95 minutes. Olive Films.

12.95

7818887 DOWNTOWN HEAT. Widescreen. From director Jess Franco comes this lurid tale of a vengeful jazz musician, his kindred spirit in his Uncle Deel. Stars Jamie Bell and Josh Lucas. Rated R. English SDH. 105 minutes. Mill Creek.

12.95

7819104 THE BROKEN MIRROR. Widescreen. Anna lives in Brussels, where she works as a restorer of rare paintings. When she becomes pregnant with her widowed friend’s child, her visits, it brings back memories of a mysterious event from her childhood. Stars Max von Sydow. Dubbed and in French with English subtitles. 84 minutes. Also includes a bonus feature, Unequit Death (76 minutes). In French.

17.95

7819187 BAD SAMARITAN. Widescreen. Following the death of his wife, John moves to Georgia with his two sons, Chris and Tim, in hopes of making a new start for his family. Once there, rebellious Chris finds a kindred spirit in his Uncle Deel. Stars Jamie Bell and Josh Lucas. Rated R. In B&W and Color. 108 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95

12.95

7888786 THE BROKEN MIRROR. Widescreen. Anna lives in Brussels, where she works as a restorer of rare paintings. When she becomes pregnant with her widowed friend’s child, her visits, it brings back memories of a mysterious event from her childhood. Stars Max von Sydow. Dubbed and in French with English subtitles. 84 minutes. Also includes a bonus feature, Unequity Death (76 minutes). In French.

17.95

7888786 THE FEAR. Fullscreen. Anna, a student living in Athens, returns to her family’s large farm in the remote Greek countryside. Her only friend is the mute servant girl, Hrysa. When Hrysa disappears and is reported missing, Anna suspects her half brother is responsible. Stars Elena Nathanail. In B&W. With Greek subtitles. 76 minutes. Mill Creek.

17.95

7888786 THE FEAR. Fullscreen. Anna, a student living in Athens, returns to her family’s large farm in the remote Greek countryside. Her only friend is the mute servant girl, Hrysa. When Hrysa disappears and is reported missing, Anna suspects her half brother is responsible. Stars Elena Nathanail. In B&W. With Greek subtitles. 76 minutes. Mill Creek.

17.95

7888786 THE FEAR. Fullscreen. Anna, a student living in Athens, returns to her family’s large farm in the remote Greek countryside. Her only friend is the mute servant girl, Hrysa. When Hrysa disappears and is reported missing, Anna suspects her half brother is responsible. Stars Elena Nathanail. In B&W. With Greek subtitles. 76 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $29.95

17.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/915
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★769776 THE FEMALE EXECUTIONER. Widescreen. Detective Martine Savignac is a tough vice cop who specializes in busting the most notorious criminals. But when a pomo queenpin snatches her kid sister for revenge, Martine will take on a city full of pimps, pushers, human trafficers, the Chinese Mob and every man she can. Stars Brigitte Lahaie and Michael Modo. Not Rated. In French with English subtitles. 95 minutes. Seville. Pub. at $34.95 $21.95


★7729820 THE BAT. Widescreen. The prodigal tailor who hacked his victims to shreds! Who is he? Vincent Price stars in this thriller about a dilapidated estate that becomes the site of a grisly murder. A gallery of weirdos is guaranteed to give you the creeps, but which one is the mysterious killer known as “The Bat?” Not Rated. In B&W. 80 minutes. Film Detective. Pub. at $29.95 $14.95

★7780508 FREeway. Widescreen. With her parents in jail, teenage Vanessa has to hitchhike to her grandmother’s house. Luckily, Bob offers a ride. What Vanessa doesn’t realize is that Bob is the notorious I-5 killer and soon she’ll find herself face to face with a real Big Bad Wolf.” Starring Reese Witherspoon. Not Rated. Includes the UHD Blu-ray and Blu-ray versions. English SDH. 104 minutes. The Criterion Collection. Pub. at $49.95 $22.97

★7818211 THE NIGHT HAS EYES. Fullscreen. When the Carne House Secondary School for Girls closes for the holidays, school teachers Marian and Doris decide to vacation on the Yorkshire moors—the same area where Marian’s friend Evelyn mysteriously vanished a year earlier. This 1942 movie stars James Mason. In B&W. 79 minutes. ClassicFix. Pub. at $29.99 $17.95

★7825889 LEDA. A stunning and eerie journey into fantasy, Samuel Tessier’s It’s first feature film taps the ancient myth of “Leda and the Swan” to the dark forests and deep lakes that surround a mid-19th century mansion. Told without words and filmed almost exclusively in black and white. Stars Adeline Thery. Includes 3D Blu-ray and Blu-ray versions. Not Rated. 76 minutes. GFY. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

★7858356 WRONG REASONS. Widescreen. When an ambiguously intentioned masked man (James Parks) kidnaps a drug addicted punk singer (Liv Roush), it triggers a police investigation headed by Detective Charles Dobson (Ralph Garman) as well as a media circus. Not Rated. English SDH. 97 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $24.95 $14.95

★7894880 INSTINCT TO KILL. Widescreen. When young wife Tess testifies against her cop turned serial killer husband Jim, he is sent to prison for life. Jim plots violent revenge and breaks out of prison to make his peace with the living. Stars Tim Abell. Rated R. 91 minutes. Dark Force. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

★7796455 COM FOR MURDER. Widescreen. Sondra Brummel (Nastassja Kinski) is recovering from a skiing accident in her boyfriend’s mansion and accidentally contacts a possible killer in an Internet chatroom. She and her friend Misty (Nicolette Sheridan) enter a virtual game that that becomes all too real. Stars Brigitte Lahaie and Michael Modo. Not Rated. In French with English subtitles. 96 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95 $19.95

★7798644 GIALLO ESSENTIALS. Widescreen. In The Night Evelyn Came Out of the Grave a troubled aristocrat is haunted by the specter of his dead wife Evelyn. In The Iguana with the Tongue of Fire ex-cop John is drafted in to catch the acid-throwing razor-wielding maniac. In The Suspicious Death of a Minor undercover cop Paul hunts a Milanese criminal outfit following the brutal murder of a teenage prostitute. Not Rated. Dressed in and Italian with English subtitles. Nearly 5 hours on three Blu-rays. Boxed. Arrow. Pub. at $99.95 PRICE CUT to $29.95

★7855060 THE PYJAMA GIRL CASE. Widescreen. The body of a young woman is found on the beach, shot in the head, dressed in distinctive yellow pajamas. With the Sydney police stumped, former Inspector Timpson comes out of retirement to crack the case. Starring Ray Milland and Linda Blythe. In Italian with English subtitles. 102 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95 PRICE CUT to $9.95

★7841221 5 WOMEN FOR THE KILLER. Widescreen. In this mean-spirited giallo, Giorgio Fissani just returned home only to discover that, in his absence, his wife has died during childbirth. However, a seemingly unavoidable tragedy takes a sinister turn when Lydia, his wife’s doctor, reveals that Giorgio is sterile and couldn’t have fathered the child. Soon after a black-clad killer begins stalking the city. Not Rated. In Italian with English subtitles. 80 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95 PRICE CUT to $17.95

Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $34.98

Thriller Blu-ray

776118X DON’T GO. Widescreen. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $22.97 $19.95

1991523 DEADLY FORCE. Widescreen. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $22.97 $19.95

7663535 HOODLUM EMPIRE. Fullscreen. Grindhouse Releasing. Pub. at $34.95 $24.95

★7729425 THE SHADOWED MIND. Widescreen. Adults only. Seville. Pub. at $34.95 $24.95

7820740 AMNESIA. Widescreen. Cult Epics. Pub. at $39.95 $19.95

7819900 THE FLESH MERCHANT. Fullscreen. Adults only. Cultureshock. Pub. at $34.98 $21.95

7750412 DEATH GAME. Widescreen. Grindhouse Releasing. Pub. at $49.95 $24.95

7749236 LIBIDO. Widescreen. Seven Films. Pub. at $39.95 $29.95

7810369 OBSESSED. Fullscreen. ClassicFix. Pub. at $29.99 $17.95

★1974973 GROUPIE. Widescreen. Dark Force. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

789664X THE DOGS. Seville. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

★7754485 MINDFIELD. Widescreen. Allegro. Pub. at $34.98 $17.95

7817126 WINGS OF DISASTER: The Birdemic Trilogy. Widescreen. Seville. Pub. at $44.95 PRICE CUT to $21.95

Horror Blu-ray


LIMITED QUANTITY 7817053 SLEEP. Widescreen. Marlene, a woman plagued by nightmarish dreams, suffers a breakdown in a remote village. As her daughter Mona follows, she comes upon a well-kept family secret and an old curse that ultimately threatens her life—a nightmare that incorporates an illusionist’s collector’s booklet and a double-sided fold-out poster. Not Rated. In German with English subtitles. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95 $11.95

7798873 THE STYLIST. Widescreen. We all dream of being someone else–but for Claire, the dream goes from obsession to a living nightmare. Hair stylist by day, serial killer and collector of scalps by night. She becomes obsessed with the lives of her clients and descends into murderous madness. Not Rated. English. Pub. at $39.95 $11.95

7798644 GIALLO ESSENTIALS. Widescreen. In The Night Evelyn Came Out of the Grave a troubled aristocrat is haunted by the specter of his dead wife Evelyn. In The Iguana with the Tongue of Fire ex-cop John is drafted in to catch the acid-throwing razor-wielding maniac. In The Suspicious Death of a Minor undercover cop Paul hunts a Milanese criminal outfit following the brutal murder of a teenage prostitute. Not Rated. Dressed in and Italian with English subtitles. Nearly 5 hours on three Blu-rays. Boxed. Arrow. Pub. at $99.95 PRICE CUT to $29.95

7855060 THE PYJAMA GIRL CASE. Widescreen. The body of a young woman is found on the beach, shot in the head, dressed in distinctive yellow pajamas. With the Sydney police stumped, former Inspector Timpson comes out of retirement to crack the case. Starring Ray Milland and Linda Blythe. In Italian with English subtitles. 102 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95 PRICE CUT to $9.95

7841221 5 WOMEN FOR THE KILLER. Widescreen. In this mean-spirited giallo, Giorgio Fissani just returned home only to discover that, in his absence, his wife has died during childbirth. However, a seemingly unavoidable tragedy takes a sinister turn when Lydia, his wife’s doctor, reveals that Giorgio is sterile and couldn’t have fathered the child. Soon after a black-clad killer begins stalking the city. Not Rated. In Italian with English subtitles. 80 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95 PRICE CUT to $17.95

Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $34.98


LIMITED QUANTITY 7817053 SLEEP. Widescreen. Marlene, a woman plagued by nightmarish dreams, suffers a breakdown in a remote village. As her daughter Mona follows, she comes upon a well-kept family secret and an old curse that ultimately threatens her life—a nightmare that incorporates an illusionist’s collector’s booklet and a double-sided fold-out poster. Not Rated. In German with English subtitles. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95 $11.95

7798873 THE STYLIST. Widescreen. We all dream of being someone else–but for Claire, the dream goes from obsession to a living nightmare. Hair stylist by day, serial killer and collector of scalps by night. She becomes obsessed with the lives of her clients and descends into murderous madness. Not Rated. English. Pub. at $39.95 $11.95
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4951948 THE LESSON. Widescreen. Fin, a lone teen from a broken family gets caught up in the wrong crowd of delinquent kids in this chilling horror film. When Fin and his 7004258

3915581 THE MONKEY’S PAW. Widescreen. After Jake Tilton acquires a mystical “monkey’s paw” talisman that grants its possessor three wishes, he finds his world turning upside-down. His first two wishes result in his malevolent coworker being resurrected from the dead. Jake will be forced to outwit his psychotic dead friend! Not Rated. 90 minutes. Scared Factory. $2.95

1991531 DOCTOR BLOOD’S COFFIN. Widescreen. After a family doctor is forced from medical school because of his devious experiments, Doctor Peter Blood returns home to join his father’s practice. He still believes he can create the perfect human, so he continues his experiments in an abandoned mine where he attempts to revive a rotting corpse. But soon people start to disappear from the nearby village. 92 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. $9.95

7761163 DEAD SOULS. Widescreen. Young Johnny Fehie learns he is adopted when he inherits a farm in Maine. Eager for a new life, he quickly moves. But soon, Johnny will learn his family’s horrible history: the grisly details of how they died, the truth of his preacher father’s bizarre teachings, and the malevolent forces that lurk within the long-abandoned farm. Not Rated. 92 minutes. Scream Factory. $2.95

3994341 THE NEON DEMON. Widescreen. Jesse (Elle Fanning) has moved to Los Angeles to pursue her dreams of glamour and fame but quickly moves. But soon, Johnny will learn his family’s horrible history: the grisly details of how they died, the truth of his preacher father’s bizarre teachings, and the malevolent forces that lurk within the long-abandoned farm. Not Rated. 92 minutes. Scream Factory. $2.95

7846398 THE INVOKING/THE WICKED. Widescreen. In The Invoking Samantha inheres from a house from a town she knew. Soon after arriving at the property she experiences horrific visions of savage brutality and demons from her past refuse to stay buried. In The Wicked, a witch with a ravenous hunger leads a group of teens to discover this legend is indeed real. Unrated. Over 4 hours on three Blurays. Paramount. $5.95

1914561 ITS BYTSY. Widescreen. A single mother, Kara, moves to the countryside with her two children to take a job as a private nurse to Walter. As Kara begins her work, Walter’s second last night soon convinces him. Her teenage son discovers a mysterious relic brought to the house by Walter’s shady associate, and inside the relic waits a terrifying creature! Not Rated. English SDH. 95 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95


7813910 PARANORMAL ACTIVITY THREE-MOVIE COLLECTION. Widescreen. After a young, middle-class couple moves into what seems like a typical suburban home, they become increasingly disturbed by a presence that may or may not be demonic but is certainly most active in the middle of the night. In Paranormal Activity 2, and Paranormal Activity 3. All Rated R. 4 hours on three Blurays. Paramount. $5.95

7891991 REC 3: GENESIS. Widescreen. Kolda and Ciara are about to celebrate their wedding day. Everything seems great until some of the guests start showing signs of a strange illness. Soon an uncontrollable torrent of violence is unleashed on the wedding, turning an idyllic day into a nightmare. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Rated R. In Spanish with English subtitles. 95 minutes. Shout Factory. $9.95

7761146 THE MONKEY’S PAW. Widescreen. When a young woman returns to the property she inherited from her family, she summoned the Queen of Spades, but they could never imagine the horrors that await them. Not Rated. English SDH. 91 minutes. Epic Pictures Releasing. Pub. at $19.95 $3.95

7821050 QUEEN OF SPADES. Widescreen. According to legend, an ominous entity known as the Queen of Spades can summon monstrous performing an ancient ritual. Four teenagers summon the Queen of Spades, but they could never imagine the horrors that await them. Not Rated. English SDH. 91 minutes. Epic Pictures Releasing. Pub. at $19.95 $3.95

777947X PARANORMAL ACTIVITY. Widescreen. A maniacal clown named ART terrorizes three young women on Halloween night and everyone else who stands in his way. Not for the squeamish. Not Rated. 84 minutes. Epic Pictures Releasing. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

7887892 NIGHT OF THE EXECUTIONER. Fullscreen. Dr. Hugo Arranz and his family are terrorized by a gang of violent street thugs who have broken into their home. Initially the gang are after jewels and cash. But they decide to rape and murder the family. Kolda turns up. His first two wishes. Incluedes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Rated R. In Spanish with English subtitles. 95 minutes. Mondco Macabro. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

7904258 VICTIMS! Fullscreen. When four women escape a weekend in the woods, they are forced to explore rock formations, little do they imagine the horror that awaits them when they’re stalked by two serial killers. Not Rated. 76 minutes. Martini Entertainment. Pub. at $24.95 $12.95


See more titles at erhbc.com/915
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**8782119** PRAGUE NIGHTS. Fullscreen. A stubby middle-aged foreigner, a businessman named Fabricius, lonely and looking for a nights divorce, finds it in the form of a mysterious blond, Zuzana. In an abandoned cemetery, she tells him three tales involving black magic and erotic obsession. Not Rated. In Czech with English subtitles. 99 minutes. Deaf Crocodile. Pub. at $34.98 $21.95

**7900783** BLACK CIRCLE. Widescreen. The lives of two sisters change dramatically, since being hypnotized by a mystical vinyl record from the 1970s. The vinyl has the unfortunate side-effect of making them dopplegangers of the listener into our world. This “double” then grows stronger and takes over the life of the person who played the vinyl. Not Rated. 103 minutes. Synopsis. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

**8783841** THE OUTWATERS. Widescreen. Deep in the heart of the Mojave Desert, four travelers prepare their campsite. They’ve come to create art and commune with nature. One fateful night, they are thrust in a feverish whirlwind of flayed flesh and mind-mangling monstrosities, the likes to which mere human minds cannot fathom! Not Rated. 110 minutes. Cinedigm. Pub. at $29.98 $17.95

**8795665** DRACULA (THE DIRTY OLD MAN). Widescreen. Follows Dracula and his faithful werewolf servant Irving Jackalman as they unleash a reign of sexual terror upon humankind. The movie’s original soundtrack was discarded and replaced with violent and narratation that were clearly improvised. Stars Vince Kelley, 65 minutes. Adults only. AGFA. Pub. at $34.98 $21.95

**7901998** KILLER CONDOM. Widescreen. In one of the seediest parts of Midtown, Manhattan, strange things are going down at the aptly-named Hotel Quickie. The male patrons are mysteriously getting their genitals bitten off, with bizarre claims abounding about a carnivorous condom on the loose. Includes UHD Blu-ray and Blu-ray versions and a bonus DVD. Rated. In English with German and English subtitles. 118 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $44.98 $27.95

**7895917** DELIRIUM. Widescreen. One of the most infamous and sexually charged examples of 70s Italian Giallo cinema, directed Renato Polillo’s graphic shocker stars Mickey Hargitay as a respected criminal psychologist who, along with his wife (Rita Calderoni), descends to a depraved life of sexual torture and murder. Not Rated. In Italian with English subtitles. 102 minutes. Includes the Italian version (110 minutes). English SDH. Two Blu-rays. Not Rated. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $49.98 $29.95

**8745524** COME WITH ME MY LOVE/SATAN WAS A LADY. Fullscreen. An icon of 70s Italian hardcore and exploitation world, like many filmmakers Doris Wishman dipped her toes into the world of hardcore features, helming a duo of horror and exploitation. In the movie, an old fashioned haunted house film updated to 70s horror staple Come with My Love stars Ursula Austin. Satan Was a Lady is a charming twisty drama starring Bree Anthony. Not Rated. English SDH. 144 minutes. Adults only. Only Pitakarma. Pub. at $39.98 $21.95

**7734689** THE OTHER SIDE OF THE MIRROR. Widescreen. When Ana finds a man she wants to marry, her father cannot cope with her leaving and hangs himself. Joining a band in Lisbon to get away from it all, she is tormented by visions of her father in every mirror, hectoring her to kill anyone who’d want’s her, a call to which she’ll ultimately succumb. Not Rated. In Italian with English subtitles. 103 minutes. Deaf Crocodile. Pub. at $34.98 $21.95

**7895935** TERROR AT TENKILLER. Fullscreen. Leslie and Jamie are college students who decide to go on vacation at a remote cabin in the woods. However, things go nightmarishly awry after a dangerous maniac shows up in the area and starts bumping folks off. Will anyone survive the terror at Tenkiller? Includes UHD Blu-ray and Blu-ray versions. Not Rated. English SDH. 88 minutes. Vineyard Syndrome. Pub. at $44.98 $24.95

**7885863** SWAMP THING. Widescreen. Dr. Alec Holland, hidden away in the depths of a murky swamp, is trying to create a new species—a combination of animal and plant capable of adapting and thriving in the harshest conditions. Unfortunately he becomes subject of his own creation and is transformed. Arcane, desperate for the formula, attempts to capture the Swamp Thing. 91 minutes. MVDD Visual. Pub. at $39.95 $24.95

**7855311** BOG/MAKO: The Jaws of Death. Widescreen. In Bog dynamite fishing in a rural swamp revives a prehistoric giant monster and must have the blood of human females in order to survive. In Mako: The Jaws of Death a Vietnam veteran with a psychic connection to sharks discovers their exploitation by the local aquarium and begins an underwater reign of terror to avenge them. 178 minutes. Dark Force. Pub. at $34.95 $21.95

**791279X** GHOULIES II. Widescreen. The demonic, toilet-dwelling goblins are back! Stowed away in “Satan’s Den,” the traveling Horror House operated by carnival workers Larry and Uncle Ned, the Ghoulies merely devour sideshow attraction’s patrons—until Larry realizes his horror house is for real and tries to flee the scene! Not Rated. 90 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $39.95 $24.95

**7910228** A Blade in the Dark. Widescreen. A composer, working in isolation on a score for a horror movie, meets two women who used to know his house’s former tenant. When the women disappear, he’s forced to look into the house he’s working on to determine what happened to them, and who’s responsible. Includes Extended Italian TV cut (109 minutes) and Theatrical cut (97 minutes) on two UHD Blu-ray discs and Blu-ray version. Not Rated. Italian with English subtitles. Includes Blu-ray version. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $49.98 $29.95

**7872089** THE BOOGIEMAN. Widescreen. When she was young, Lacey witnessed, by mirror reflection, the brutal murder of her stepfather at the hands of her brother, Willy. Years later, Lacey has settled into a comfortable married life, with a child of her own. But when the mirror through which Lacey and Willy viewed is shattered, a dark and vengeful curse is unleashed on their family. Includes UHD Blu-ray and Blu-ray versions and a bonus DVD. Rated. English SDH. 82 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $44.98 $27.95

**7900099** THE LAST HOUSE ON THE LEFT. Widescreen. After kidnapping and brutally assaulting two young women, escaped prisoners Crazy Legs and his male family of vile career criminals find refuge at a vacation home belonging to the parents of one of the victims. Includes the theatrical version (114 minutes) and the extended version (114 minutes). English SDH. Two Blu-rays. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95 $24.95

**7896832** DARK NATURE. Widescreen. While recovering from an abusive relationship, Joy joins her friend’s therapy group on an isolated retreat. Left by a dominant relationship, experimental methods, the group is soon forced to confront a monstrous entity. Stars Madison Walsh. Not Rated. English SDH with Spanish subtitles. 84 minutes. Epic Pictures. Releasing. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**7880723** WHAT THE WAVES LEFT BEHIND: Scars. An Anglo-American indie rock band ends up stranded in the desolate city of Epecuen. Their conflicts between themselves and their bad luck are quickly forgotten when they begin to discover the bloody hell that awaits them. Not Rated. 85 minutes. MVDD Visual. Pub. at $24.95 $14.95
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**7872151 VILLAGES OF THE DAMNED.** Widescreen. Collected here are a trio of unique and unsettling tales of distinctly Spanish horror from 1970 through 1976, including El Bosque Del Lobo (The Forest of the Wolf); Beatrix (both in Spanish with English subtitles); and Las Flores Del Vicio (The Sky Is Falling; The Sky Is Falling) (English SDH). Not Rated. Over 4 hours on two Blu-rays. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $42.98 $27.95


**7912749 FLOWERS IN THE ATTIC.** Widescreen. Widow Corrine (Victoria Tennant) takes her four children to the family home she fled before they were born. Locked away in the attic by their tyrannical grandmother (Louise Fletcher), it falls to the older children to care for their siblings. But then their mother becomes distant and erratic and a mysterious sickness will take hold. English SDH, 93 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $39.98 $24.95

**4941772 HALLOWEEN 4: The Return of Michael Myers.** Widescreen. He butchered 16 people, then got to get to his sister. He was shot and incinerated, but still the entity that Dr. Sam Loomis (Donald Pleasance) calls "Evil on two legs" would not die. Tonight, Michael Myers has come home again--to kill Rated R. Includes UHD Blu-ray and Blu-ray versions. English SDH. 88 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

**781969X PRIMAL RAGE.** Widescreen. A scientist at a Florida university inadvertently creates a "rage virus" while performing experiments on baboons. When a journalist for the college paper breaks into the campus lab and is bitten by one of the infected baboons, he slowly transforms into a bloodthirsty monster. Not Rated. Includes UHD Blu-ray and Blu-ray versions. English SDH. 92 minutes. Full Frame. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $39.98 $24.95

**1990977 GIALL0 ESSENTIALS.** Fullscreen. This volume of Gallo Essentials celebrates the range and breadth of the genre with three lesser-seen films from its early 1970s heyday, with gory murders, wanton debauchery and left-field plot twists a-plenty. Includes Smile Before Death; The Killers; Los Angeles (both Dubbed and in Italian with English subtitles); and The Weapon, The Hour, The English subtitles. Not Rated. Nearly 5 hours. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $59.98 $49.95

**7865515 CATS ARE COMING FROM WEREWOLVES ARE HERE!** Widescreen. This story concerns a family, the Mooneys, who are struggling with genetic lycanthropy. When daughter Diana returns home with a new husband, Gerald, all hell breaks loose when the newborn son causes the entire family to turn into werewolves, attacking Diana, Gerald, and each other. After Diana tells her husband she is not normal and can shape shift at will. She does so, devouring Gerald. Stars Hope Stanbury and Jackie Stiles, Rated R. 88 minutes. Code Red. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $34.98 $9.95

**7929358 GHOST NURSING.** Widescreen. A young woman plagued with bad luck travels to Thailand to visit a friend. There, her friend suggests a visit to a sorcerer, which results in her adopting a ghost child who begins to protect her, but matters soon go awry. In the grand tradition of Hong Kong black magic movies, this film includes all of the genre’s most distinctive Tropes. Not Rated. In Cantonese with English subtitles. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $34.98 $21.95

**7929331 EVIL JUDGMENT.** Widescreen. Aspiring young dancer Janet is desperate to leave her dead-end waiting job--so, after a fight with her sleazy boyfriend Dino, and in the encouragement of her friend April--she decides to try her hand at prostitution. Before the proceedings can get underway, the house is invaded by a terrifying newness with a razor-sharp assailant. Not Rated. English SDH, 93 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $34.98 $21.95

**7912803 THE LAST HOUSE ON THE LEFT.** Widescreen. After kidnapping and brutally assaulting two young women, escaped convict Krug and his make-shift family of vile criminals find refuge at a vacation home belonging to the parents of one of the victims. Includes theatrical version (UHD Blu-ray, Rated R); Unrated version (Blu-ray, English SDH), 110 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $49.95 $29.95

**7912773 GHOULIES.** Widescreen. Take a creepy old Hollywood mansion, a naive young man and a pretty girl. Add and over the top oogy and some slimy, winged goblins who crawl out of toilets and you have Ghoulies, a hooting and hilarious riot into the regions of hell! Includes a collectible mini-poster. 81 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $39.98 $24.95

**787935X VIDEO DIARY OF A LOST GIRL.** Fullscreen. Louise (Pris McEver) works in a video store. But she’s also a demon. A descendent of biblical demon mother Lilith, Louise fulfills her predestined obligation to have sex with a man--and then kill him--every full moon. When she meets Charlie, a reincarnated partner from her past, Louise struggles not to do what she does best. Not Rated. 96 minutes. AGFA. Pub. at $34.98 $21.95

**7879317 THE HARBINGER.** Widescreen. When her oldest friend is plagued by horrific nightmares from the beyond, Monique is forced to travel to NYC. On the first night of the visit, Monique learns the demons are contagious--and so is the Harbinger. She finds herself drawn into a hellish dreamscape where she must face her greatest fears--or risk never having existed at all. Not Rated. 90 minutes. XYZ. Pub. at $29.98 $17.95

**7875126 Beneath the Old Dark House.** A mysterious being, known only as Cot Notte, welcomes you to his creepy domain, deep in the catacombs of his abode. It is in this lair that you must bear witness to three chilling tales of carnage, terror, and horror. Not Rated, 79 minutes. Scared Stiff Releasing. Pub. at $27.95 $19.95

**7839359 La Petite Mort 2: Nasty Tapes.** Widescreen. You’ll never guess what Monsieur Mathéo Maxime, the new owner of Le Relais Motte, is up to. As new shocking events in part one, this introduces us to the infamous establishment’s newly enhanced daily regimen where we witness the awful truth of its torture for hire policy. Not Rated. Widescreen. Newman with English subtitles. Unearthed Films. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

**7796622 A Woman Kills.** Fullscreen. Executive Louis Guillou believes a relationship with the officer investigating a series of prostitute murders and she soon learns Louis is not who he says he is. New wave-influenced film that presents its narrative in an almost true crime approach yet focuses more on the psychological aspect. Not Rated. In B&W. In French with English Subtitles. Radius. Pub. at $34.98 $17.95
**7912307 CURSE OF THE SCREAMING DEAD.** Fullscreen. A group of Southern deer hunters stop at a church graveyard in the woods. Their活动 ATTRACTS THE CORPSES OF REVENGE DEAD Confederate soldiers, who attack them. Also includes Night of Horror the first film by Tony Malanowski (73 minutes) and a bonus Blu-ray of 89 minutes. Not Rated. English SDH. 89 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $37.98 **$24.95**

**7895941 PSYCHO GIRLS.** Fullscreen. Sarah Jusk had been in an asylum ever since poisoning her parents as a little girl, and her bitter private chef sister Victoria wouldn’t have had it any other way. So, a vengeful Sarah and two rejected lycanthropes Sevia upon their escape—and they’ll be throwing her employers a dinner party they won’t soon forget. Rated R. English SDH. 97 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $31.98 **$24.95**

**7895151 UNDERNEATH: An Anthology of Terror.** A damaged soul returns back to his country home where something maddening eagerly awaits his return. His home reveals mysterious secrets, it is a conduit, a crack into hell. Breaches in the basement spew forth a mysterious black fluid carrying whispers and tales of horror and insanity. Comprised of five chapters, an epilogue, and several mind-bending vignettes. Not Rated. 76 minutes. Darkside Releasing. Pub. at $17.95 **$14.95**

**6822404 UNIVERSAL HORROR COLLECTION, VOLUME 2.** Fullscreen. This four-film collection of mad doctors and murderous fiends includes such horror stars as Lionel Atwill, George Zucco, David Bruce and Evelyn Ankers. Films are: Murder in the Zoo; The Mad Doctor of Market Street; The Strange Case of Doctor Rx; and The Mad Ghoul. Not Rated. In B&W. Over 4 hours on four Blu-rays. Scream Factory. Pub. at $69.97 **$44.95**

**8006966 THE DUNGEON OF AFGHAN MILLIGAN COLLECTION.** The cranium-cleaving collection devoted to Milligan’s astonishingly unique exploitation movies. Collects 14 surviving films from his New York City and London years: The Ghastly Ones; Torture Dungeon; Legacy of Blood; Night Birds; Carnage; The Body Beneath; A Damaged Soul is Missing. Refusing to believe that she’s dead, Anna arrives in the dangerous city where Nina last lived to search for her. But Anna’s own psychic sensitivity quickly turns her surroundings into a nightmare of phantoms from the darknesstry to communicate with her. Not Rated. 105 minutes. Darkside Releasing. Pub. at $37.95 **$24.95**

**7798598 THE DEEPER YOU DIG.** Widescreen. In the aftermath of a roadside accident, the line between the living and the dead collapses for a mother, a daughter and a stranger. A compelling and original entry into the canon of American independent horror. Not Rated. English SDH. 92 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95 **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**7821042 PLUGAVERS.** Widescreen. When a band of space pirates hijack a fuel-transport vessel bound for Earth, an alien virus known only as Thanlos is accidentally released. The contagion mutates its victims, transforming one after another into ravenous, demonic monsters. They must be stopped before the entire planet is infected. Not Rated. 86 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95 **PRICE CUT to $17.95**

**7701874 SORORITY BABES IN THE SLIMEBALL BOWL-O-rama 2.** The Fr-Ep sorority house has seen better days, but the girls are intent on gaining some new recruits. With housemother Auntie Snake as their guide, their circumspect circumstances. Not Rated. Includes the Uncut edition. English SDH. 97 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $29.98 **SOLD OUT**

**4956109 COLD WAR CREATURES: Four Films from Sam Pfink.** Widescreen. When the jars and the ruler’s five wives all become impregnated with evil fetuses hungry for human flesh. In Erotic Nightmare Yef finds himself preoccupied with dreaming about erotic sculptures from stolen furniture, Signe as Thantos is accidentally released. The contagion mutates its victims, transforming one after another into ravenous, demonic monsters. They must be stopped before the entire planet is infected. Not Rated. 86 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95 **PRICE CUT to $17.95**

**7900504 THE HOUSE THAT SCREAMED.** Widescreen. Spectral waves are the major horror in production, this film is a stylish gothic tale of tortured passions and bloody murder that bridges the bloody gap between Psycho and Suspiria. A strict headmistress runs a secluded school for cultural elite. Not Rated. In Norwegian with English subtitles. 97 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $29.98 **SOLD OUT**

**7003508 TRUE LOVE FROM OUTER SPACE.** Widescreen. The first major horror in production, this film is a stylish gothic tale of tortured passions and bloody murder that bridges the bloody gap between Psycho and Suspiria. A strict headmistress runs a secluded school for cultural elite. Not Rated. In Norwegian with English subtitles. 97 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $29.98 **PRICE CUT to $17.95**
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**784126 THE ZODIAC KILLER.** Fullscreen. This is the only horror movie made in history that was made explicitly to catch a serial killer. This image formed as a result of the then-active Zodiac Killer in hopes of luring the madman out of hiding. That plan didn’t work. Instead we got the most outrageous and completely ridiculous “horror” vortex on the planet. Not Rated. 86 minutes. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**7793464 ATTACK OF THE BEAST CREATURES.** Fullscreen. In an unknown galaxy, a group of travelers crash their boat on an island. At first all is well. But then a man takes a dip in an acid lake and becomes a steaming pile of gloop, it’s clear that there’s trouble in paradise. That’s when the cult of demon dolls reveal themselves and their appetite for cattle. 80 minutes. **PRICE CUT to $17.95**

**7875398 RAVE.** Widescreen. The local underground club is shutting down, but not before throwing one last party. Mimmi drags her nervous friend along for the night. But as the night nears its end, more and more of the party goers become affected by a strange infection, and begin to deteriorate in the goriest ways. Not Rated. In Swedish with English subtitles. 72 minutes. **PRICE CUT to $17.95**

**7872100 NIGHT SCA M ERS.** Widescreen. High school football star David has just won a four-year scholarship to the University of Oklahoma, and with his parents away for the night—is planning a party. But as the festivities get underway, two fugitives take refuge in the basement of David’s home. One by one, the revelers get picked off and butchered in various gruesome ways. Includes UHD Blu-ray and Blu-ray versions and a bonus Blu-ray. Not Rated. **Lightyear Entertainment.** English SDH. 85 minutes. **PRICE CUT to $24.95**

**7872097 EFFECTS.** Widescreen. A group of cook-up filmmakers gather in Pittsburgh to make a slasher called Duped: The Snuff Movie. As filming begins and “accidents” happen, it’s clear something isn’t right. And no one can be trusted. A meta-enhanced take down on the philosophy of horror that doubles as a sleazy and chilling film on its own. **PRICE CUT to $21.95**

**7734840 HOUSE OF PSYCHOTIC WOMEN.** Rarities Collection. Collects four of the strongest and strangest explorations of onscreen delirium and hysteria. Includes Daffy Dillberg and in Italian with English subtitles; I Like Bats (In Polish with English subtitles), Footprints (U.S. version and the Italian version, in Italian with English subtitles); and The Other Side of the Underneath. Not Rated. Over 6 hours on five Blu-rays. Boxed. Severin. **PRICE CUT to $59.95**

**4844416 THE NIGHT OF THE SORCERERS/ THE LORELEY’S GRASP.** Scream Factory. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**773497 THE RAVAGER/ THE BUSHWHACKER.** Arrow. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**7839367 THE LAKE.** Widescreen. Epic Pictures. Releasing. **PRICE CUT to $19.95**

**7737890 SHOCK-O-RAMA VIDEO PARTY.** Fullscreen. Something Weird Video. **PRICE CUT to $34.98**

**7734662 THE LAUGHING WOMAN.** Widescreen. Mondo. **PRICE CUT to $29.95**

**7806213 CURUCU, BEAST OF THE AMAZON.** Widescreen. **PRICE CUT to $17.95**

**4961994 HALLOWEEN.** Widescreen. Scream Factory. **PRICE CUT to $36.99**

**7834519 CALAMITY OF SNAKES.** Widescreen. Unearthed Films. **PRICE CUT to $34.95**

**7841256 VACATION OF TERROR.** Widescreen. Vinegar Syndrome. **PRICE CUT to $34.98**

**7189951 NIGHTMARES.** Widescreen. Umbrella. **PRICE CUT to $34.98**

**7818203 THE HUMAN MONSTER.** Fullscreen. ClassicFlix. **PRICE CUT to $29.99**

**7819943 MEXICAN GOTHIC: The Films of Carlos Enrique Taboada.** Widescreen. Vinegar Syndrome. **PRICE CUT to $42.98**

**7825994 WOMAN OF THE PHOTOGRAPHS.** Widescreen. Epic Pictures. **PRICE CUT to $19.95**

**7872113 THE DUNWICH HORROR.** Arrow. **PRICE CUT to $39.95**

**7780516 HOME GROWN HORRORS, VOLUME 1.** Vinegar Syndrome. **PRICE CUT to $49.98**

**777665X DAMSELVI: Daughter of Helvis.** Fullscreen. Saturn’s Core. **PRICE CUT to $34.98**

**7754477 MIND, BODY, SOUL.** Widescreen. Cultershock. **PRICE CUT to $34.98**

**7784929 THE RETURN OF SWAMP THING.** Widescreen. Lightyear Entertainment. **PRICE CUT to $49.93**

**7738455 WICKED ONES.** Widescreen. Wild Eye. **PRICE CUT to $24.95**

**7784902 NIGHT FEEDER.** Fullscreen. SRS Cinema. **PRICE CUT to $29.95**

**7813000 THE SOUND OF SUMMER.** Widescreen. Unearthed Films. **PRICE CUT to $34.95**

**7906256 BLACK HOLLER.** Widescreen. Wild Eye. **PRICE CUT to $24.95**

**7749155 THE DEAD GIRL IN APARTMENT 03.** Widescreen. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**7841213 CURSE OF THE BLUE LIGHTS.** Widescreen. Vinegar Syndrome. **PRICE CUT to $34.98**

**7737831 DACHRA.** Widescreen. Delirium. **PRICE CUT to $34.98**

**7187859 BABY OOPSIE 3.** Widescreen. Full Moon. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**7776688 DEATH MAGIC.** Fullscreen. Cultershock. **PRICE CUT to $34.98**

**4972589 ANNA AND THE DEAD.** Darkside Releasing. **PRICE CUT to $39.95**

**7738951 SHE WAS SO PRETTY DOUBLE FEATURE COLLECTION.** Widescreen. Scream Team Releasing. **PRICE CUT to $24.95**

**7709827 SUMMER OF BLOOD.** Widescreen. Factory. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**1990969 THE EUROCRYPT OF CHRISTOPHER LEE COLLECTION.** Widescreen. Severin. **PRICE CUT to $13.95**

**7777841 THE BLACK CRYSTAL.** Fullscreen. AGFA. **PRICE CUT to $34.98**

**7806221 THE DEVONSVILLE TERROR.** Widescreen. Vinegar Syndrome. **PRICE CUT to $34.98**

**7745516 BLOOD DELIRIUM.** Widescreen. Vinegar Syndrome. **PRICE CUT to $34.98**

**7681186 SHAHRAM MOKRI.** Widescreen. Dead Crocodile. **PRICE CUT to $29.95**

**7754434 THE GOOD BOOK.** Widescreen. Saturn’s Core. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**7733782 THE PACT.** Fullscreen. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**7706626 THE HOOT OWL.** Widescreen. Brink. **PRICE CUT to $24.95**

**Thus, the page contains a variety of horror titles and information about their availability and pricing.**
**Horror Blu-ray**

- **7745141 CHRISTMAS CRUELTY!** Widescreen. MVD Visual. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**
- **7734883 MOONCHILD.** Fullscreen. Wild Eye. **SOLD OUT**
- **772117X EVIL DEAD TRAP 2: Hideki.** Widescreen. MVD Visual. **Pub. at $34.95**
- **7734700 SCHOOL OF DEATH.** Widescreen. Mondo Macabro. **Pub. at $29.95**
- **7799853 THE LONG DARK TRAIL.** MVD Visual. **Pub. at $19.95**
- **7818459 BIRDEMIC 3: Sea Eagle.** Widescreen. Intervision. **Pub. at $24.95**

**Sci-Fi Blu-ray**

- **782095X BLACK SITE.** Widescreen. Epic. **Price Cut to $14.95**
- **7802133 PROJECT X.** Widescreen. A secret agent (Christopher George) is brought back from cryogenic suspension after surviving a plane crash during a mission. A complex scientific schrade is he convinced that he’s a gangster living in the year 1968; the plan is for George to uncover a secret genetic formula that’s been hidden for years. 97 minutes. Olive Films. **Pub. at $29.95**
- **7804078 FLATLINERS.** Widescreen. Columbia. **Pub. at $11.95**
- **7804466 BIRD EMIC 3: Sea Eagle.** Fullscreen. Voyage Home. **Price Cut to $4.95**
- **780945X THE LAST STARFIGHTER.** Widescreen. Unearthed Films. **Pub. at $34.95**
- **7818391 GIANTESS BATTLE ATTACK!** Widescreen. **Pub. at $29.98**
- **781959X KING CAR.** Widescreen. Darkstar. **SOLD OUT**

**Family Blu-ray**

- **7844085 CINDERELLA.** Widescreen. When her father unexpectedly dies, young Ella finds herself at the mercy of her cruel stepmother and her scheming stepdaughters. Ella's fortunes begin to change after meeting a dashing stranger. Stars Lily James and Cate Blanchett. English SDH. 105 minutes. Disney. **$4.95**
- **7835922 SPONGEBOB SQUAREPANTS 2-MOVIE COLLECTION.** When pirate Burger Beard (Antonio Banderas) steals the secret recipe for the beloved Krabby Patty, SpongeBob and friends unleash their inner superheroes to save their world in Sponge Out of Water. In SpongeBob’s movie debut, The SpongeOut SquarePants Movie. **FAMILY BLU-RAY.** King Neptune’s coveted crown has gone missing, and SpongeBob and his nautical pals must save the day! English SDH. 179 minutes on two Blu-rays. Paramount. **$6.95**
- **7835914 SMURFS: The Lost Village/SMURFS THE SNORLAX 2.** Widescreen. Columbia. **SOLD OUT**

**Musical Blu-ray**

- **3993322 SECOND CHORUS.** Fullscreen. Fred Astaire and Burgess Meredith star as friendly rivals, musicians who purposely flunk their college courses in order to maintain lucrative jobs as college band leaders, but the real attraction, of course lies in Fred’s musical numbers. Music by legendary big band leader, Artie Shaw. Also stars Paulette Goddard. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. In B&W & 84 minutes. Film Chest. **$21.95**
Documentary Blu-ray

**7809746 SUPERMAN: Man of Tomorrow.** Warner Bros. Enter. $4.95
**4945050 THE NUT JOB.** Widescreen. Universal. $5.95
**7732627 MFKZ, Widescreen. Universal.** $5.95
**7692841 ANGRY BIRDS.** Widescreen. Universal. $5.95

**8200315 JANE B Y CHARL OTTE.** Kanehasu: 270 Years of Resistance. $34.98
**4645050 THE LEGEND OF HEI.** Shout! Factory. $34.98

**8400304 ANGRY BIRDS.** Fullscreen. CIP. Pub. at $34.98
**7777876 ANGRY BIRDS.** Fullscreen. CIP. Pub. at $34.98

**8000746 ROCKET POWER.** Adult Swim. $5.95

**7806280 WHO DONE IT?: The Clue Documentary.** Widescreen. Enjoy the Ride. Pub. at $24.98

**7778786 DRESSED IN BLUE.** Altered Innocence. Pub at $29.98
**7792499 KANEHASUKE: 270 Years of Resistance.** Fullscreen. CIP. Pub at $34.98
**7754469 JANE BY CHARLOTTE.** Widescreen. Utopia. Pub. at $29.98

Adult Blu-ray

**7746601 THE G. M. AFFAIR.** Widescreen. A rich businessman organizes an elaborate robbery, using mercenaries that do not know his true identity. The police find one of the thieves, but not the mastermind. The detective in charge is joined by a beautiful but ruthless bounty hunter who uses her seductive ways to solve the case. Not Rated. 84 minutes. Dubbed in English. 120 minutes. Adults only. Pinko. $4.95

**7900201 SCOUNDRELS.** Widescreen. Cecil Howard presents one of the great unsung masterpieces of adult cinema. Ron Jeremy delivers a career-best dramatic performance as a psychotic who discovers his family has as many challenging issues as his patients. Facing a midlife crisis, Simon begins to tap into his innermost desires. Also stars Becca Gem. Not Rated. 84 minutes. Adults only. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $32.98

Sports Blu-ray

**191071X SUPER BOWL LIV CHAMPIONS: Kansas City Chiefs.** Widescreen. All the great moments of the Chiefs’ title run are now yours—from opening victory in Jacksonville, to winning six straight to end the regular season, to the post-season comebacks over Houston and Tennessee, to the crowning glory of their triumphant victory in Miami’s Hard Rock Stadium. This documentary will put you right in the action. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Not Rated. English SDH. 75 minutes. Cinedigm. $2.95

**7846533 ROCK VS. CENA: Once in a Lifetime.** The story of two transcendent Superstars—The Rock and John Cena—divided by polar opposite backgrounds, united by equally larger than life personas. Their fourteen month collision was a seismic culture clash between two eras that ultimately set the stage for an epic confrontation. Over 8 hours on two Blu-rays. WWE. $6.95

**7806258 HITMAN HART: Wrestling with Shadows.** Fullscreen. This is an engaging look at the life and career of Bret Hart and the Hart family. Granted unprecedented access to the secret world of wrestling, director Paul Jay presents a real-world narrative far more dramatic than any story created for the ring. Also includes the companion documentary The Life and Death of Owen Hart. Not Rated. English SDH. 94 minutes. CIP. Pub at $34.98

Adult Blu-ray

**7806249 GLOW: The Story of the Gorgeous Ladies of Wrestling.** Widescreen. The true story of what happened behind the scenes of one of the most outrageous television shows in history. From 1986-92, the shows were rated GLOW—a neon glitter-soaked reimagining of the World Wrestling Federation with an all-female cast. Chronicles the rise and fall of the iconic show through the stories of those 77 minutes. AGFA. Pub at $34.98

**7893795 FAKE IT SO REAL.** Follows a ragtag group of wrestlers in North Carolina over the course of a week leading up to a big show. Explores what happens when the top thes- trics of the wrestling ring collide with the realities of the working-class South. Not Rated. 91 minutes. Factory. 25. Pub at $34.98

**7846533 ROCK VS. CENA: Once in a Lifetime.** The story of two transcendent Superstars—The Rock and John Cena—divided by polar opposite backgrounds, united by equally larger than life personas. Their fourteen month collision was a seismic culture clash between two eras that ultimately set the stage for an epic confrontation. Over 8 hours on two Blu-rays. WWE. $6.95

**788902X HOUSE OF CRUEL DOLLS.** Widescreen. The tale of Yvette (Magda Mundari) who, after being liberated from a life of bondage in medicine in the titular bordello, tells her sordid tale in a flashback. Jack Taylor also stars as an intrepid secret agent. Not Rated. 86 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $12.95
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- **7900074 THE INCONFESSABLE ORGIES OF EMMAUMLINE.** Widescreen. From writer/director Jess Franco. When a violent assault upends her un bitrate lifestyle, Emmanuelle chooses to pursue a perverse odyssey of masochism, repression and erotic degradation. Not Rated. In Spanish with English subtitles. 86 minutes. Adults only. Severn. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

- **8478957 DEBBIE DOES DALLAS II.** Widescreen. After failing in her attempt to become a professional football cheerleader, Debbie (Bambi Woods) accepts an invite to stay at her Aunt’s house where she finds numerous sexual adventures. And she’s in luck because her Aunt runs the best cathouse in the South. Not Rated. English SDH. 89 minutes. Adults only. Peckarama. Pub. at $34.98 $21.95

- **68134X PRETTY PEACHES TRilogy.** Widescreen. All three uncut, uncensored chapters of the erotic feature from the 70s and 80s. Includes Pretty Peaches, following the wild adventures of one beautiful amnesiac; Pretty Peaches II, about a sexualy curious girl who seeks juicy advice from her uncle; and Pretty Peaches III, charting Peaches’ journey into the bizarre world of a sex-obsessed evangelist. Not Rated. 276 minutes on two DVDs. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $34.98 $24.95

- **5927472 TABOO IV.** Widescreen. Jeremy Lodge (Jamie Gillis), a psychologist who had his clinic victimized by incest, leaves his cheating wife (Cynthia Summers), taking with him one of their two teenage girls. Soon, unexpected sexual tensions build as one girl begins to lust after her uncle and the other becomes fascinated with notions of incest. Not Rated. 106 minutes with a DVD of extras. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $29.98 $23.95

- **4757432 FURIES SEXUELLES/PROSTITUTION CLANDESTINE.** Widescreen. Alain Payet was one of the first, and most controversial, directors to fully explore France’s legalization of hardcore sex in the cinema. Payet’s films delved into the strange and perverse underbelly of Parisian sex culture. Presented here are his two earliest hardcore features and Prostitution Clandestine. Not Rated. In French with English subtitles. Over 3 hours. Adults only. Peckarama. Pub. at $32.98 $21.95

- **496876X ANYONE BUT MY HUSBAND/SWEET PUNKIN.** Widescreen. Two of cult filmmaker Roberta Findlay’s earliest hardcore features. In Anyone But My Husband, after her husband rejects her, Nora starts seeking out a variety of strange and outrageous sexual experience. In Sweet Punkin, Punkin must work for the master of the house, Mr. Cream-Smith. A delicious offering of screwball comedy and scorching sex. Not Rated. English SDH. 151 minutes. Adults only. Peckarama. Pub. at $34.98 $21.95

- **195007X SEXWORLD.** Widescreen. SexWorld is a luxury resort where any and every fantasy can be brought to life. Following the arrival of a fresh batch of guests, it becomes apparent that the attendees are in store for much more than a simple weekend of debauched and hedonistic pleasure. Stars Annette Haven and Leslie Bovee. Not Rated. Includes Blu-ray and a bonus soundtrack CD. English SDH. 91 minutes. Adults only. Peckarama. Pub. at $42.98 $27.95

- **489640X IMMORAL TALES.** Widescreen. Walentin Borovczyk’s first explicit erotic feature. This tells four stories, each delivered back-to-back in time, as to suggest that the same issues recur constantly throughout human civilization. Not Rated. In French with English subtitles. Also includes an extended version. 103 minutes. Adults only. Severn. Pub. at $39.95 $24.95

- **7819862 BAVE.** Widescreen. Babe is one of New York’s top fashion models. She’s got almost everything anyone could ask for—except when her grandfather dies, making her the sole heir of his vast wealth. Babe is ready to leave her career behind and settle into the lap of luxury. Her boss, Dori, tries to set her up with Chad. Not Rated. Stars Tara Aika, Samantha Fox. English SDH. 82 minutes. Adults only. Peckarama. Pub. at $34.98 $21.95

- **4857682 FANTASM/FANTASM COMES AGAIN.** Fullscreen. Fantasm is a funny and stylish sex film that, while technically softcore, does everything in its power to push the bar limits, as far as they can go—and sometimes beyond. Stars Rene Bond and John Holmes. Fantasm Comes Again ups the raunch-filled ante of this director and stars Special Guest Bill Margold. English SDH. Over 3 hours on two Blu-rays. Adults only. Peckarama. Pub. at $34.98 $21.95

- **7777833 BAT PUSSY.** Fullscreen. Adults only. AGFA. Pub. at $34.98 $17.95

- **4972716 KINBAKU: Flower/Moon.** Adults only. Darkside Releasing. Pub. at $39.95 $24.95

- **7780599 THE YOUNG LIKE IT HOT/SWEET YOUNG FOXES.** Widescreen. Adults only. Peckarama. Pub. at $44.98 $17.95

- **774918 FLOSSIE/KEEP IT UP, JACK.** Adults only. Dark Force. Pub. at $29.95

**TV Blu-ray**

- **7827571 GOTHAM: The Complete First Season.** The story behind Detective James Gordon’s rise to prominence in Gotham City in the years before Batman’s arrival. Stars Ben McKenzie and David Mazouz. Collects all 22 Season One episodes. English SDH. Over 16 hours on four Blu-rays. Warner Bros. Pub. at $49.95 $49.95

- **197762 I’LL BE AWESOME: The Complete Series.** Widescreen. This animated show for adults combines the thrills of comic book storytelling with the irreverent comedy of co-creators Seth MacFarlane and Mark Kirkland, the minds behind Family Guy. Intrepid are a group of not so super heroes who just might find a way to save the world. Collects all 30 episodes. English SDH. Over 11 hours on three Blu-rays. Mill Creek. $3.95

- **784638X THE GREAT FIRE.** A fascinating insight into what really happened on the night of September 2, 1666, the Great fire of London which started in a London bakery on Pudding Lane. As the inferno burned it raged for four days bringing the city to its knees. Stars Polly Drue Boyce and Andrew Keen. Collects all four episodes of this mini-series. Four hours on 2 Blu-rays. PBS. $4.95

- **7814011 SLASHER: Season One.** Widescreen. When Sarah Bennett returns to her small hometown, she finds herself the centerpiece of a series of horrifying murders based on the grisly killings of her parents. Stars Katie McGrath and Brandon Jay McLaren. Collects all eight Season One episodes. Over 6 hours on two Blu-rays. Shout! Factory. $5.95

- **1984683 TRUE BLOOD: The Complete First Season.** Widescreen. Telepathic waitress Sookie Stackhouse encounters a strange new supernatural world when she meets the mysterious Bill Compton, a southern Louisiana gentleman and vampire. Stars Anna Paquin and Stephen Moyer. Collects all 12 Season One episodes. English SDH. Twelve hours on 5 Blu-rays. Boxed. HBO. $8.95

- **7764992 BATMAN: Miniseries.** Widescreen. Brought to life by a stellar cast, this extraordinary re-telling of the doomed voyage reveals a world built upon class distinction, headed towards destruction. Four-part miniseries is written by Julian Fellowes. Starring Peter McDonald and Steven Waddington. English SDH. Over 3 hours on two Blu-rays. E One. $5.95

**TV Blu-ray**

**7844492 DOCTOR WHO: Series Nine, Part Two.** Widescreen. Despite the danger that seem to lurk around every corner, the Doctor and Clara are relentless all time and space. They want to offer them. But the clock is ticking and Zygons aren't the only threat they'll be facing. Stars Peter Capaldi and Jenna Coleman. Collects the final six Series Nine episodes. English SDH. Over 4 hours on two Blu-rays. BBC. $5.95

**7844494 DOCTOR WHO: Series Nine, Part One.** Widescreen. Now that the Doctor and Clara have established a dynamic as a partnership of equals, they're relishing the fun and thrill that all of space and time has to offer. Tangling with ghosts, Vikings and the ultimate evil of the Daleks. Stars Peter Capaldi and Jenna Coleman. Collects the first six Series Nine episodes. English SDH. Over 4 hours on two Blu-rays. ITVS. $5.95

**7708920 INSPECTOR LEWIS: Series 7.** Widescreen. Three new mysteries: Entry Wounds; The Lions of Nemea; and Beyond Good and Evil. Starring Kevin Whately, Laurence Fox, Clare Holman, and Rebecca Front. English SDH. Over 4 hours on two Blu-rays. ITV Studios. $5.95

**7846041 JUSTIFIED: The Complete First Season.** Widescreen. Deputy Marshal Raylan Givens (Timothy Olyphant) is exiled to his hometown in Harlan County, Kentucky, after the shooting of a Miami drug cartel hit man raises debate over Givens' renegade style of law enforcement. It isn't long before people he left behind being to surface in unexpected ways. Collects all 13 Season One episodes. English SDH. Over 9 hours on three Blu-rays. Sony Pictures. $7.95

**7846588 DOCTOR WHO: Planet of the Dead.** Widescreen. When a London bus travels through a worm-hole to an alien world, the Doctor must join forces with the mysterious, aristocratic Lady Christina to help the unfortunate passengers, and themselves; get back home. Stars David Tennant and Michelle Ryan. English SDH. 60 minutes. BBC. $5.95

**7849223 LYMPS: Season One.** Widescreen. The epic journey of Hero (Tom York) leads him through the darkest realms of ancient Greece accompanied by the beautiful, but twisted Oracle of Gaia (Sonya Cassidy), the powerful sorceress Medea (Sofia Hatvany) and the genius inventor Daedalus (Matt Frewer). Includes all 13 Season One episodes. English SDH. Ten Shout Factory. $5.95

**785567X HAWAII FIVE-O: The First Season.** Widescreen. Commander Steve McGarrett (P提早 D) fights the crime fighting force, cracking the island's toughest cases while also tracking down the elusive killers of his legendary father. Also stars Scott Caan, Sean Young, and Daniel Dae Kim. Includes all 24 Season One episodes. English SDH. Over 18 hours on six Blu-rays. Paramount. $5.95

**7846479 SGU: The Complete First Season.** Widescreen. A group of soldiers, scientists and civilians, fleeing an attack, is stranded billions of miles from Earth on an Ancient ship known as the Destiny. Locked on an unknown course, they must fight to survive and find a way home. Starring Robert Carlyle, Ming-Na Wen, and Louis Diamond Thilthorpe. Includes all Season One episodes. English SDH. Over 14 hours on 5 Blu-rays. MGM. $9.95

**7834969 BLACK SAILS: The Complete Fourth Season.** Widescreen. It's war in the West Indies, and the shores of New Providence Island have never been bloodier. While Eleanor Guthrie and Woodes Rogers hold Nassau, Captain Flint sails to strike the final blow. Collects all 10 Season Four episodes. Stars Toby Stephens and Hannah New. English SDH. Nearly 10 hours on three Blu-rays. Anchor Bay. $9.95

**490818X NOS4A2: Season One.** Widescreen. Vic McQueen is a gifted young woman who discovers she has a supernatural ability to find lost things. This ability puts her on a collision course with the evil and immortal Charlie Manx, who feeds off the souls of children. Collects all 10 episodes of Season One. Stars Zachary Quinto, Ashleigh Cummings. English SDH. Nearly 8 hours on three Blu-rays. RLJ Entertainment. SOLD OUT

**7764464 FARSCAPE: The Complete Season One.** Flung through a cosmic wormhole, American astronaut John Crichton finds himself fighting for his life in the middle of an alien prison break, inside a Levithian--a living space ship--on the far side of the galaxy. The action is non-stop in this sci-fi favorite. Stars Ben Browder. Collects all 22 Season One episodes. English SDH. Over 17 hours on five Blu-rays. Flatiron. $9.95

**7844549 DOLLYHOUSE: Season One.** Widescreen. As an “Active,” the mysterious Echo (Eliza Dushku) serves as an unwitting employee of Dollyhouse, an illegal underground organization. Actives receive personality implants allowing them to temporarily become anyone or anything. Now, with the FBI closing in, Echo must face a rogue Active determined to destroy Dollyhouse down. English SDH. Over 6 hours on three Blu-rays. 20th Century Fox. $7.95

**7793758 DOCTOR WHO: The Return of Doctor Mysterio.** Widescreen. The Doctor joins forces with a masked superhero for an epic New York adventure. With brain-swapping aliens poised to attack, the Doctor and Nardole link up with an investigative reporter and a mysterious figure known only as The Ghost. Stars Peter Capaldi and Matt Lucas. English SDH. 60 minutes. Soldier. $7.95

**8345748 THE GREEN HORNET: Cliffhanger Collection #14.** Fullscreen. Intrepid newspaper editor, Britt Reid (Gordon Jones) becomes the crime fighter the Green Hornet to take on the bad guys. As far as the police are concerned, the Hornet himself is a criminal. Working along side the Hornet is the brilliant inventor/sidekick Kato (Keye Luke). Collects the first 13 episodes. B&W. English SDH. Over 4 hours on two Blu-rays. NEW. Retail. $17.95

**7866968 THE COMPLETE COMIC STRIP PRESENTS...CHANNEL 4 FILMS.** Widescreen. For the pioneering 80s comedy troupe--which included Adrian Edmondson, Dawn French, Rik Mayall, Nigel Planer, Peter Richardson, and Jennifer Saunders--shows series of short films lead directly to The Young Ones, Absolutely Fabulous and the entire UK alt-comedy movement. Collects all 24 Season One through Season Three episodes and five specials, plus an all-new documentary. Not Rated. Nearly 15 hours on five Blu-rays. HBO. $5.95

**7866958 THE COMPLETE TRUE BLOOD: The Complete First Season.** Telepathic waitress Sookie Stackhouse encounters a strange new supernatural world when she meets the mysterious Bill Compton, a southern Louisiana gentleman and vampire. Collects all 12 Season One episodes. Stars Anna Paquin and Stephen Moyer. Rated TV-MA. English SDH. Over 10 hours on five Blu-rays. HBO. $7.95


**199601X DOCTOR WHO: Twice Upon a Time.** Widescreen. The shooting of a Miami drug cartel hit man raises debate over Givens' renegade style of law enforcement. It isn't long before people he left behind being to surface in unexpected ways. Collects all 13 Season One episodes. English SDH. Over 9 hours on three Blu-rays. RLJ Entertainment. SOLD OUT

**2882868 STAR TREK ENTERPRISE: Season One.** Widescreen. Paramount. $7.95

**4908198 NOS4A2: Season Two.** Widescreen. Vic McQueen is a gifted young woman who discovers she has a supernatural ability to find lost things. This ability puts her on a collision course with the evil and immortal Charlie Manx, who feeds off the souls of children. Collects all 10 episodes of Season Two. Stars Zachary Quinto, Ashleigh Cummings. English SDH. Nearly 8 hours on three Blu-rays. RLJ Entertainment. SOLD OUT
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